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Computational chemistry has advanced rapidly in the last decade on the back of the progress of
increased performance in CPU and GPU based computation. The prediction of reaction properties
of varying chemical compounds in silico promises to speed up development in, e.g., new catalytic pro-
cesses to reduce energy demand of varying known industrial used reactions. Theoretical chemistry
has found ways to approximate the complexity of the underlying intractable quantum many-body
problem to various degrees to achieve chemically accurate ab initio calculations for various, exper-
imentally verified systems. Still, in theory limited by fundamental complexity theorems accurate
and reliable predictions for large and/or highly correlated systems elude computational chemists
today. As solving the Schrödinger equation is one of the main use cases of quantum computation,
as originally envisioned by Feynman himself, computational chemistry has emerged as one of the
applications of quantum computers in industry, originally motivated by potential exponential im-
provements in quantum phase estimation over classical counterparts. As of today, most rigorous
speed ups found in quantum algorithms are only applicable for so called error-corrected quantum
computers, which are not limited by local qubit decoherence in the length of the algorithms possi-
ble. Over the last decade, the size of available quantum computing hardware has steadily increased
and first proof of concepts of error-correction codes have been achieved in the last year, reducing
error rates below the individual error rates of qubits comprising the code. Still, fully error-corrected
quantum computers in sizes that overcome the constant factor in speed up separating classical and
quantum algorithms in increasing system size are a decade or more away. Meanwhile, considerable
efforts have been made to find potential quantum speed ups of non-error corrected quantum sys-
tems for various applications in the noisy intermediate-scale quantum (NISQ) era. In chemistry,
the variational quantum eigensolver (VQE), a family of classical-quantum hybrid algorithms, has
become a topic of interest as a way of potentially solving computational chemistry problems on
current quantum hardware.

The main contributions of this work are: extending the VQE framework with two new potential
ansätze, (1) a maximally dense first-order trotterized ansatz for the paired approximation of the
electronic structure Hamiltonian, (2) a gate fabric with many favourable properties like conserving
relevant quantum numbers, locality of individual operations and potential initialisation strategies
mitigating plateaus of vanishing gradient during optimisation. (3) Contributions to one of largest
and most complex VQE to date, including the aforementioned ansatz in paired approximation,
benchmarking different error-mitigation techniques to achieve accurate results, extrapolating per-
formance to give perspective on what is needed for NISQ devices having potential in competing with
classical algorithms and (4) Simulations to find optimal ways of measuring Hamiltonians in this
error-mitigated framework. (5) Furthermore a simulation of different purification error mitigation
techniques and their combination under different noise models and a way of efficiently calibrating
for coherent noise for one of them is part of this manuscript. We discuss the state of VQE after
almost a decade after its introduction and give an outlook on computational chemistry on quantum
computers in the near future.
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1 Classical quantum chemistry

Since the discovery of quantum mechanics and the proclamation of the Schrödinger equation, the
fundamental mechanisms of the interaction of nuclei and electrons have been understood and its
complexity has been captured in the electronic structure problem. Even having discovered the
equations governing the nature of chemistry, the exponential scaling of complexity of the resulting
quantum many-body problem limits the extent of what is computable and in this sense knowable
about chemical properties of molecular systems. The art of finding reasonable approximations to
the intractable original problem, easing restrictions in demand of computational resources while still
remaining accuracy to predict chemically accurate behaviours is at the heart of the field of (classical)
quantum chemistry over the last 90 years [1]. Ab-initio chemistry methods that only take physical
constants as inputs have grown with the available computational hardware from mean-field methods
like Hartree-Fock [2] restricted to approximations without any quantum mechanical correlation to
more sophisticated methods being able to calculate relevant properties like absolute and relative
energies of given molecules, electronic charge density distributions, dipoles and higher multipole
moments, vibrational frequencies or other spectroscopic quantities to high precision. These methods
enable quantum chemists to make predictions that have come to rival experimental investigations
into these systems [3]. Algorithms like density-functional-theory (DFT) [4] have enabled large scale
simulations of chemically relevant systems.

The first section of this thesis will briefly cover the formulation of the electronic structure problem
and the traditional approximations and treatments developed to tackle solutions, as these methods
developed over the decades have heavily influenced the theory developed of simulating these systems
on quantum computing hardware instead. For more detailed introductions of the foundations refer
to [5, 6].

1.1 Quick introduction into quantum chemistry

As this work borders quantum chemistry and quantum many body physics, one has to be careful has
both fields have developed different notations and terminologies for identical mathematical concepts.
This section contains a brief introduction to notation and the foundation of the theory and concepts
used throughout this work, lending from both fields and try to bridge them in some cohesive form.

Computational chemistry is aiming to resolve energies with an error ∆E up to 1.6×10−3 Hartree
in accuracy, which is often referred to as chemical accuracy. This is chosen as a threshold because
it is the energy landscape where one can model energy reactions at room temperature and estimate
reaction rates ∝ e−∆E/kBT with the temperature T and the Boltzmann constant kB up to an order
of magnitude of precision using Eyrings equation [7, 8]. As one is interested in energy differences,
individual energies often do not have to be calculated with chemical accuracy but as long as a
fortuitous cancellation of error occurs, one can recover energy barriers with the needed precision.

The electronic Schrödinger equation in first quantization after the Born-Oppenheimer approxi-
mation with electron coordinates r and nuclear coordinates R is described by

[
−1

2

∑

i

∇2
i

︸ ︷︷ ︸
T̂e(r)

−
∑

A,i

ZA
rAi

︸ ︷︷ ︸
V̂eN (r,R)︸ ︷︷ ︸∑

i ĥi

+
∑

A>B

ZAZB
RAB

︸ ︷︷ ︸
V̂NN (R)

+
∑

i>j

1

rij
︸ ︷︷ ︸
V̂ee(r)

]
Ψ(r;R) = EelΨ(r;R) (1)

with the distances between electrons and nuclei rAi = |ri − RA|, between nuclei RAB = |RA −
RB |, between electrons rij = |ri − rj | and the atomic number of the nucleus A ZA. Short hand

notations are introduced for the kinetic part of the electron Hamiltonian T̂e, the three Coulombic
potential terms for electron-nuclear interaction electronic V̂eN , nuclear-nuclear interaction V̂NN and
electron-electron interaction V̂ee, The electron nuclei coulombic term is usually combined with the
kinetic term to form the single electron operator ĥi, the nuclear Coulomb interaction in the Born-
Oppenheimer approximation amounts to a constant which is usually referred to as the core energy
and most of the complexity is captured in the electron-electron interaction term due to the fermionic
nature of the electron.

In the usual introduction, one might first try to approximate the problem of non-interacting
fermions, ignoring the two-body term of the Hamiltonian. In this case the wave function is separable
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into a product state of spatial orbitals ϕi(r). One can think of these as spatial orbitals as the solutions
to the one-electron problem of the local Hamiltonian. Further, there are four degrees of freedom
of these spatial orbitals, three continuous degrees of space r and one discrete degree of spin w,
x → {r, w} explicitly to introduce the preferred basis of spin orbitals ϕ(r)α(w) = χ(x) where α(w)
is either the spin-up or -down (alpha or beta in chemists notation) component of the spatial orbital.
The separable wave function can then be written as the product

ΨHP (x1,x2, · · · ,xN ) = χ1 (x1)χ2 (x2) · · ·χN (xN ) , (2)

which is also referred to as the Hartree product [5].
One quickly sees that this in general does not obey the anticommutation needed for a fermionic

wave function Ψ(x1, x2) = −Ψ(x2, x1), so one has to take care of antisymmetricity to make this a
valid fermionic wave function. One way to do this is to use the natural anticommutation of a matrix
determinant to write the wave function as so called Slater determinant [5]

ΨSD(x1,x2, · · · ,xN) =
1√
N !

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

χ1 (x1) χ2 (x1) · · · χN (x1)
χ1 (x2) χ2 (x2) · · · χN (x2)

...
...

. . .
...

χ1 (xN ) χ2 (xN ) · · · χN (xN )

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
, (3)

which antisymmetrizes the product in O(N3) steps. Interchanging two particles corresponds to
exchanging two rows in the determinant which gives back the correct sign of the wave function. As
it is quite lengthy to write out the entire matrix determinant every time one wants to work with
Slater determinants one has introduced a shorter notation which only specifies the Trace of the
matrix and implies the normalisation factor

ΨSD(x1,x2, · · · ,xN) = |χi (x1)χj (x2) · · ·χk (xN )⟩ = |χiχj · · ·χk⟩ , (4)

where in the second part of the equation an order of x1,x2, · · · ,xN as been assumed. The ordering
in the shorthand notation takes care of the antisymmetry as a change of rows in the determinant
changes the order of the labels in the shorthand notation

|· · ·χi · · ·χj · · ·⟩ = − |· · ·χj · · ·χi · · ·⟩ . (5)

In second quantization one finds another representation of these Slater determinants by intro-
ducing fermionic creation and annihilation operators a†i , ai which create a electron in the spin orbital
χi. One postulates the fermion vacuum state |0⟩ and defines the operators by the following relations
[5]

Fermionic operators
cα|0⟩ = 0 {ai, aj} = 0 =

{
a†i , a

†
j

}
(6)

⟨0|0⟩ = 1
{
ai, a

†
j

}
= ⟨χi | χj⟩ = δi,j (7)

where {, } is the anticommutator and ⟨χi|χj⟩ = δi,j holds as long as one has chosen an orthonor-
mal set of spin orbitals. When pairing electrons like e.g. in Bardeen-Cooper-Schriefer theory of
superconductivity [9], the paired approximation used in Section 4 as a stepping stone to the full
electronic structure Hamiltonian or just Spin-systems like qubits in general, one deals with excita-
tions of hard-core bosonic nature, meaning they cannot occupy the same mode more than once but
are distinguishable in comparison to the original fermionic excitations [10].

Hardcore bosonic operators

[
b̂p, b̂

†
q

]
=
[
b̂†p, b̂

†
q

]
=
[
b̂p, b̂q

]
= 0 (p ̸= q)

{
b̂p†, b̂†p

}
=
{
b̂p, b̂p

}
= 0

{
b̂p, b̂

†
p

}
= 1

(8)
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One can specify Slater determinants by creating them from the true vacuum

|χiχj · · ·χk⟩ = a†ia
†
j · · · a†k |0⟩ ∀ i < j < k, (9)

where the anticommutation now has been taken care of the anticommuting properties of the creation
operators.

The first quantized Hamiltonian in second quantization takes the following form [11]

H = VNN +
∑

pq

hpqa
†
paq +

∑

pqrs

Vpqrsa
†
pa

†
qaras, (10)

where the matrix elements are defined by the one and two body electron integrals

hij =

∫
drχ∗

i (r)ĥiχj(r) =

∫
drχ∗

i (r)

(
−∇2(r) +

∑

A

ZA
rAi

)
χj(r), (11)

Vijkl =
1

2

∫∫
dr1dr2χ

∗
i (r1)χ

∗
j (r2)

1

rij
χk (r2)χl (r1) . (12)

Chemists have introduced notation to keep track of electronic integrals in a convenient way [5].
For spin orbitals, the following notation has been introduced:

[i|h|j] =⟨i|h|j⟩ =
∫
dx1χ

∗
l (x1)h (r1) ℓJ (x1)

⟨ij|kl⟩ = ⟨χiχJ |χkχl⟩ =
∫
dx1dx2χ

∗
l (x1)χ

∗
J (x2) r

−1
12 χk (x1)χl (x2) = [ik | jl]

⟨ij||kl⟩ =⟨ij|kl⟩ − ⟨ij|kl⟩ =
∫
dx1dx2χ

∗
l (x1)α

∗
J (x2) r

−1
12 (1− P12)χk (x1)χl (x2)

(13)

⟨ij||kl⟩ is an already antisymmetrized two-electron integral, a quite useful construction because of its
frequent appearance in derivations, where the operator P12 exchanges coordinates of electrons one
and two. As the ordering in these cases is arbitrary and agreed on, another ordering and therefore
another notation is also popular, often encountered in Hartree-Fock theory which is referred to as
the chemists notation [ij|kl] = ⟨ik|jl⟩. This is not used in this thesis but one should be aware of
its existence. For spatial orbitals different brackets are used to note the different set of orbitals
[5]

(i|h|j) = hij = (Ψl|h|ΨJ) =
∫
dr1Ψ

∗
l (r1)h (r1)ΨJ (r1) ,

(ij|kl) = (ΨlΨJ |ΨkΨl) =
∫
dr1dr2Ψ

∗
l (r1)ΨJ (r1) r

−1
12 Ψ

∗
k (r2)Ψl (r2) ,

(14)

where Jij ≡ (ii|jj) is referred to as the Coulomb integral, related to electronic repulsion and the
exchange integral Kij ≡ (ij|ij) enforcing the Pauli-exclusion principle. The overlap matrix Sij is
defined as

Sij = ⟨χi|χj⟩ (15)

as the basis set {χj} is in general not orthonormal, e.g. throughout optimisation procedures,
and having nonzero overlap. The energy under this Hamiltonian from Eq. 10 is therefore

Eψ = ⟨ψ|H |ψ⟩ =
∑

pq

hpq
1Dp

q +
∑

pqrs

Vpqrs
2Dpq

rs , (16)

with the one particle reduced density matrix 1Di
j (1-RDM) and the two-particle reduced density

matrix 2Dij
lk (2-RDM) defined by [11]

1Dq
p = ⟨ψ| a†paq |ψ⟩ ,

2Dpq
rs = ⟨ψ| a†pa†qasar |ψ⟩ ,

(17)
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and for completeness sake the definition of a k-RDM [12]

kDp⃗
q⃗ = ⟨ψ| a†p1 · · · a†pkaqk · · · aq1 |ψ⟩ . (18)

The formulation in RDMs allows to define observables and other functions of given wave function
by their order, so every 2-order operator can be calculated by knowledge of the 1- and 2-RDM.

A special case arises for the k-RDMs of pure Slater determinants, as they do not have contribu-
tions from electron correlation, any k-RDM is purely a function of the 1-RDM [13]

kDp⃗
q⃗ = ⟨ΨSD| a†p1 · · · a†pkaqk · · · aq1 |ΨSD⟩ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

1Dq1
p1 · · · 1Dqk

p1
...

. . .
...

1Dq1
pk

· · · 1Dqk
pk

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
. (19)

1.2 The Hartree-Fock method and common expansions

As a result of second quantization, the original problem has been split into two parts - finding a set of
orbitals for the given molecule and solving the second quantized Hamiltonian for this configuration.
A set of orbitals can be found classically using the Hartree-Fock formalism, while the solutions
to of the second quantized Hamiltonian can now be treated on a quantum computer, either by
variational eigensolvers discussed in the present work (Section 2) or solved in polynomial time on a
fault-tolerant quantum computer. The Hartree-Fock formalism to that is used here to find a good
set of orbitals is one of the cornerstones of quantum chemistry. As an efficient method of calculating
the energy of a molecule with only mean-field electron correlation, referred to as the Hartree-Fock
energy EHF which seeks to find a single Slater determinant, or the set of molecular orbitals that
minimizes the energy of the electronic structure Hamiltonian. This energy and set of orbitals is used
as a starting point for so called post-Hartree-Fock methods that include correlation energy (which is
defined as the difference from Hartree-Fock to the true ground state received from diagonalising the
Hamiltonian EFCI = EHF +Ecorr as it is in the present work. A trial wave function |ψ⟩ =∑i ci |χi⟩
is formed from a linear combination of the molecular orbitals (see Section 1.3). The task becomes
to minimize the energy [5]

EHF = ⟨ψ|H |ψ⟩ =
∑

ij

c∗i cj ⟨χi|H |χj⟩ , (20)

with the constraint that the wave function stays normalized [5]

⟨ψ|ψ⟩ − 1 =
∑

ij

c∗i cj ⟨χi|H |χj⟩ − 1 = 0. (21)

After reforming the optimization problem as a Lagrangian and including the constraint with a
Lagrangian multiplier, one can recover a generalized eigenvalue problem [5]

f̂ |Ψ⟩ = SijE |Ψ⟩ , (22)

where one has defined the Fock operator f̂ with the Coulomb operator Ĵ and the exchange operator
K̂

f̂ =
∑

i

ĥi +

N/2∑

k

Ĵk − K̂k. (23)

As the f̂ depends on the chosen set of orbitals as it includes the mean field action of all electrons
towards a single electron, the usual way of solving this generalized problem is in a self consistent
field (SCF) approach. By dividing the problem into two subproblems - finding the optimal Slater

determinant for a given f̂i and then calculating the new f̂i+1 for which a new optimal Slater de-
terminant can be determined until the procedure has converged. One recovers the dominant Slater
determinant |ΨHF⟩ and a set of molecular orbitals {Ψj} with associated energies ϵj .

As this only gives a first approximation without any correlation energy, one can then further refine
the energy and trial wave function by expanding around this dominant determinant. Configuration
interaction expands the wave function around the Hartree-Fock state as a sum-expansion [5, 6]

|ΨFCI⟩ ≡
(
I +

∑

pq

Cpqa
†
paq +

∑

pqrs

Cpqrsa
†
pa

†
qaras + . . .

)
|ΨHF⟩ . (24)
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This is usually referenced in its entirety as the Full configuration interaction (FCI) as the
analytical, although computationally intractable, solution of the wave function. As the truncations
of this expansion converge slowly in energy due to the linearity of the expansion and do not obey size
extensivity (the separability of wave function in the non-interacting setting of two different parts of
Hilbert space |AB⟩ = |A⟩ |B⟩ for HAB = HA

⊕
HB [14]) they are seldomly used in computational

chemistry [14].
Coupled cluster (CC) expansion is a product expansion around the Hartree-Fock state, con-

sisting of cluster operators T̂n of order n, the first two orders are explicitly defined here by T̂1 ≡∑
pq tpqa

†
paq for p ∈ Ivirt, q ∈ Iocc and T̂2 ≡ ∑

pqrs tpqrsa
†
pa

†
qaras for p, q ∈ Ivirt, r, s ∈ Iocc for

the index sets Ivirt, containing all indices of virtual orbitals, Iocc containing all indices of occupied
orbitals [6, 5]:

|ΨCC⟩ ≡ exp
(
T̂
)
|ΨHF⟩ = exp

(
T̂1 + T̂2 + . . .+ T̂n

)
|ΨHF⟩ . (25)

When including all T̂n, this representation becomes exact and recovers the FCI wave function
described in . As this is computationally intractable, one terminates the cluster expansion at a
fixed n, and labels the relevant expansion with the included level of Tn, e.g. when only including T̂1
and T̂2 one refers to the method as CCSD for coupled cluster singles doubles and with perturbatively
included triple excitations one uses the term CCSD(T) [15], which is also often referred to as the
gold standard of quantum chemistry as it recovers wave functions with low approximation error.
Unfortunately, this comes at a prohibitive cost for large scale simulations of O(N7) [14].

1.3 Atomic orbitals and Gaussian approximations

As previously mentioned, one starts from a so called basis set which is a list of orbitals associated
with each element of the periodic table, and a One possible basis set are Slater type orbitals (STO)
introduced by John Slater [1] which model the basis functions after solutions to the Schrödinger
equation of the hydrogen atom one centered around the coordinates of the nucleus [5]

ϕSTOnlm (r, θ, ϕ) = Rn,l(r)Yl,m(θ, ϕ) = |r−R|n−1
e−ζ|r−R|Y mℓ (θ, ϕ), (26)

where n ∈ N is the principal quantum number, N is a normalisation constant, |r − R| is the
relative distance to the position of the atomic nucleus R the orbital is centered around, ζ is related to
the effective nuclear charge and the spherical harmonics Y mℓ (|r−R|) take care of the radial part of
the orbital. As previously mentioned the molecular orbitals χ are formed from linear combinations
of these atomic orbitals ϕ so to evaluate the one- and two-body electron integrals hi,j and V

i,j
l,k one

has to integrate over these types of orbitals. Unfortunately the integrals over the product of two
Slater-type orbitals of this form is not computationally efficient, so one has to find other means of
evaluating these integrals. The way this is done today is by approximating the STOs with a linear
combinations of Gaussian functions ϕGFn [5]

ϕSTO ≈ ϕSTO-NG =

N∑

n

cnϕ
GF
n , (27)

where the individual Gaussians follow this functional form.

ϕGFn =

(
2αn
π

)3/4

e−αn|r−R|2 . (28)

These approximations are found by maximizing the overlap between the two functions for a given
N and comprise the readily available basis sets online. As one might recall,

e−αn(r−Rn)
2

e−αm(r−Rm)2 = e−(αn+αm)(r−R′)
2

e−α
′(Rn−Rm)2 , (29)

where one has introduced

R′ =
αnRn + αmRn

αn + αm
and α′ =

αnαm
αn + αm

. (30)

So the product of two Gaussian functions is a another Gaussian centered around R′. This way, even
the two-electron integrals over four basis functions can be written as integrals over at most as two
center Gaussian function.
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Figure 1: Approximations of the Slater type orbital in STO-NG with N=1,2,3 and the individual Gaussian
functions comprising the approximation, plots generated with code starting from [16].

These STO-NG basis sets are very preliminary and are only used in first calculations and ap-
proximations of the molecular orbitals of molecules as they do not provide the level of detail to
achieve chemically accurate results in post-Hartree-Fock scenarios. Here more elaborate basis sets
are used, also in Gaussian form for the aforementioned reasons of classical tractability of electron
integrals. These basis sets like 6-31G [17] or cc-pVDZ [18] which are split-valence band basis sets.
These split valence band orbitals into multiple functions with different decay coefficients to allow
more precise interaction at different length scales, e.g. in bond dissociation scenarios.
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2 Quantum computation

Quantum computing has matured from a theoretical endeavor, first proclaimed by Richard Feyn-
mann, then pioneered by Deutsch and Josza first showing that quantum computers could achieve
calculations in less steps than classical computers could [19]. Later, Peter Shor showed exponential
speedups in factoring [20] and Grover polynomial speedups in unsorted searches [21], increasing in-
terest in potential applications and algorithms outside the Turing model. Hamiltonian simulation is
one of the main applications of quantum computing, by efficiently implementing time evolution eiHt

and being able to efficiently estimate eigenvectors and eigenvalues from this using quantum phase
estimation (QPE) [22], first algorithms for quantum chemistry [23, 24, 25, 26] were discovered. Fur-
ther reducing quantum resource requirements [27, 28] and the introduction of new techniques like
double factorization [29] and qubitization [30] have reduced costs significantly. Although providing
potential exponential speedup over classical alternatives, all these algorithms require a fault-tolerant
quantum computer to be realized in practice. Hardware progress has been made on ion-traps [31]
and superconducting qubits [32], even showing first scalable results implementing the surface code
[33], one possible error-correcting code. Still, these error corrected machines are a decade or more
away of reaching the sizes needed to outperform classical algorithms.

While on the path to error-correction, one has to find uses for the current generations of quantum
devices. This stage of the development of quantum computing hardware has been coined the NISQ
(noisy intermediate scale quantum computation) era [34]. Instead of running entire algorithms end to
end, a classical (in most cases optimization loop) accesses the quantum computer to move some of the
computation to classical computers, easing the load on the quantum hardware. These variational
quantum algorithms come in two main flavors: the quantum approximate optimization algorithm
(QAOA) [35] and the variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) [36]. The former is an algorithm
for combinatorial optimization which up until classical algorithms improved [37] showed better
performance on certain problems and the latter is as the name implies an algorithm which finds the
(lowest) eigenvalue of a problem Hamiltonian. The potential applications of VQE in chemistry are
finding ground and excited state [38] energies. Both algorithms rely on heuristics and do not give
any performance guarantees. Outside of the variational algorithms, there are other methods to be
highlighted. Quantum Krylov methods [39, 40, 41] and quantum-classical hybrid quantum Monte-
Carlo (QC-QMC) [42] as noteworthy examples. In QC-QMC a quantum computer unbiases the
calculations of a auxiliary field Monte-Carlo method, not needing an optimisation loop potentially
mitigating potential problems that arise from trying to optimize the noisy quantum wave function to
extract exact energies. One of the contributions of this work is to propose novel VQE ansätze that
have a property that is essential for applying VQE to chemistry and which can also be implemented
by repeating simple, physically motivated, gate elements, which reduces the effort needed to calibrate
NISQ hardware (Section 5) and benchmark error mitigation techniques (Section 3 and 4) needed
to achieve accurate results from noisy devices in simulation and on hardware. The next section
introduce the framework of the variational quantum eigensolver and its parts that each pose a
challenge on their own.
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2.1 Variational quantum eigensolver

As fully error-corrected quantum computers are still in the future (but recent progress has been
made showing suppression in error by increasing code distances [33]), algorithms like quantum
phase estimation and the quantum Fourier transforms are not possible on current hardware yet.
Starting off from a demonstration on a quantum photonic processor [36], this framework as become
one of the potential algorithms with useful applications compatible with the NISQ era.

Classical optimization

MeasurementAnsatz

1

4

2

3

H H

HH
SWAP-Test

Hadamard-TestSample/Shadow

Quantum gradients/ Parameter shift rules

Gradient descent Natural gradient descent

Minimize energy

Mapping

‘

‘

Error mitigation

Symmetry veri�cation State puri�cation Zero noise extrapolation

Ansätze Measurement schemes

UCCSD

Hardware-e�cient

ADAPT

k-UPCCD

JastrowVQE

QNP-Fabric

...

Tensor-hypercontr.

Pauli-Groupings

Double Factorization

Majorana Groupings

Givens Rotations

...

Jordan-Wigner

Gradient-descent

SPSA

L-BFGS-B

Natural Gradient

ADAM

...

Optimizers

Molecular Orbitals

Hartree-Fock calculation

XYZ-map + basis set

DecompositionMOs
Active space selection

Figure 2: A representation of the VQE framework: On a chosen geometry of a molecule and a given
basis-set determining the accuracy of the calculation, a restricted Hartree-Fock calculation calculates a set
of molecular orbitals and their respective energies. An active space is chosen (a nontrivial matter, but of no
concern here) around the Fermi-energy of the molecule to calculate the correlation energy in the given active
space, leaving the orbitals outside the active space in the mean-field treatment of Hartree-Fock. An ansatz
is chosen (green), which determines the parametrization given by the quantum circuit. Starting from a
random or determined (mostly |ψHF ⟩) state, estimates of the expectation value of the Hamiltonian/ energy
are taken by some measurement scheme (red) which tries to optimally estimate the O(N4) Pauli terms given
by the mapping of the fermionic operators to qubit operators. A classical optimization loop running outside
the quantum computer is then querying the quantum circuit at individual parameter configurations and can
also measure more complicate properties of the state by the means of the Hadamard or SWAP-test (e.g.
in the natural gradient descent) to then suggest a new set of parameters with a lower energy than before.
Guided by the variational principle, at the end of the optimization one recovers a trial state that resembles
the ground state of the Hamiltonian and possesses the ground state energy. Error mitigation can be used to
mitigate errors in the procedure. Colored boxes mark popular choices of each part of the VQE framework.

Instead of running an entire quantum algorithm on the quantum hardware, the variational
quantum eigensolver uses the quantum computer to prepare a trial wave function |ψ(θ)⟩, determined
by a choice of ansatz (see Section 2.3) and its parametrization θ = (θ1, θ2, · · · , θL). The Hamiltonian
H, in the case of chemistry usually taken to be the electronic structure Hamiltonian in second
quantization, stemming from a Hartree-Fock calculation on a given geometry of the given molecule,
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is then mapped onto the qubit system by some fermionic to qubit mapping (Section 2.2) does not
necessarily need to be implemented as a imaginary time evolution. Instead H can be decomposed
into groups of jointly measurable terms Ôm, often associated by a short rotation of O(1) − O(N)
into the correct measurement basis, to form a measurable cost function of the system (see Section
2.4). A classical optimizer of choice (Section 2.5) is then given access to sample from this trial wave
function to determine energy, possibly gradients and further readings at different choices of θ to find
the lowest configuration of the system. Protected by the variational principle and the assumption
that the ground state or at least a sufficiently close state is representable by the ansatz this yields
the lowest eigenvalue of the Hamiltonian of the cost function, which corresponds to the ground state
of the system.

E(θ) =
⟨ψ(θ)|H|ψ(θ)⟩
⟨ψ(θ)|ψ(θ⟩) =

⟨ψ|H|ψ⟩
⟨ψ|ψ⟩ , θ∗ = argmin

θ
E(θ) (31)

The following section will discuss the main ingredients constituting the algorithm, the challenges
to overcome in each of them and possible choices present in the literature. For further details the
interested reader should consult [43, 44].

2.2 Fermion to Qubit Mappings

The fermionic creation and anhilation operator give us a convenient way of representing fermionic
states. The issue now becomes representing them on a quantum computer, which does not itself
consist of indistinguishable fermions but of very much distinguishable qubits and their respective
algebra. The Pauli algebra governing the qubit system does not obey the correct anti-commutation
relations of the original fermionic algebra, but fortunately there is several mappings from one to
the other enforcing the aforementioned relations. The most popular mapping is the Jordan-Wigner
(JW) mapping [45], because of its intuitive construction of its operators. The Braviy-Kitaev [46]
mapping interleaves qubits representing occupation with ones representing parity, leading to in
general shorter representation of fermionic operators but with a more cumbersome construction of
operations on this mapping.

The idea behind the JW-mapping is the following. To construct lowering or raising operators
one can use the Pauli-matrices {σ̂Xp , σ̂Yp , σ̂Zp } on qubit p in a linear combination as a first draft:

[
0 0
1 0

]
=
σ̂Xp − iσ̂Yp

2
,

[
0 1
0 0

]
=
σ̂Xp p + iσ̂Yp

2
(32)

One quickly sees that although representing raising or lowering operators, these commute instead

of anticommute

[
σ̂X
p −iσ̂Y

p

2 ,
σ̂X
q −iσ̂Y

q

2

]
= 0 because of the commutation relation of the Pauli matrices

[
σ̂ap , σ̂

a
q

]
= 0. By using the natural anticommutation relation of the Pauli matrices, {σ̂ap , σ̂bp} = 2δab,

and especially σ̂
X/Y
p σ̂Zp = −σ̂Zp σ̂X/Yp . By adding so called Wigner Strings, chains of σ̂Xp to the

mapping to care of the anticommutation.

Jordan Wigner Mapping
a†p 7→

p−1⊗

i=0

σ̂Zi ⊗ σ̂Xp − iσ̂Yp
2

, ap 7→
p−1⊗

i=0

σ̂Zi ⊗ σ̂Xp + iσ̂Yp
2

, (33)

To then transform the Hamiltonian in second quantization one replaces the fermionic operators
with their JW counterpart, leading to O(N4) Pauli terms. One can now write the different parts
of the 1- and 2-RDM needed to calculate any operator up to order 2 like the energy of the system
explicitly in qubit observables:
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1Dp
p =

1

2

(
1− σ̂Zp

)

1Dq
p + h.c. =

1

2




p−1⊗

j=q+1

σ̂Zj


⊗

(
σ̂Xp σ̂

X
q + σ̂Yp σ̂

Y
q

)

2Dpq
pq =

1

4

(
1− σ̂Zp − σ̂Zq + σ̂Zp σ̂

Z
q

)

2Dqr
pq + h.c. =

1

2




p−1⊗

j=r+1

σ̂Zj


⊗

(
σ̂Xp σ̂

X
r + σ̂Yp σ̂

Y
r

)
⊗
(
1− σ̂Zq

2

)

2Drs
pq + h.c. =

1

8

r−1⊗

j=s+1

σ̂Zj

p−1⊗

k=q+1

σ̂Zk ⊗ (σ̂Xp σ̂
X
q σ̂

X
r σ̂

X
s − σ̂Xp σ̂

X
q σ̂

Y
r σ̂

Y
s + σ̂Xp σ̂

Y
q σ̂

X
r σ̂

Y
s

+ σ̂Yp σ̂
X
q σ̂

X
r σ̂

Y
s + σ̂Yp σ̂

X
q σ̂

Y
r σ̂

X
s − σ̂Yp σ̂

Y
q σ̂

X
r σ̂

X
s + σ̂Xp σ̂

Y
q σ̂

Y
r σ̂

X
s + σ̂Yp σ̂

Y
q σ̂

Y
r σ̂

Y
s )

(34)

As the k-RDMs of single Slater determinants are functions of the 1-RDM (see Eq. 19), the
energy under the Hartree-Fock approximation can be expressed solely as a function of the 1-RDM,
as used in [47]

EHF =
∑

pq

hpq
1Dq

p +
∑

pqrs

Vpqrs

∣∣∣∣
1Dr

p
1Ds

p
1Dr

q
1Ds

q

∣∣∣∣ . (35)

In the doubly-occupied/seniority zero (DOCI) approximation (used in Section 4), electrons are only
considered in pairs and the excitations follow hardcore bosonic exchange statistics from Eq. 8. This
means one does not have to carry Wigner-strings in the measurement and in the trotterized ansatz,
easing strain on the quantum computational hardware. The full second quantized Hamiltonian from
Eq. 10 can then be written explicitly in parts of the RDMs as:

EDOCI =C +
∑

p

hpp + Vpppp
2

1Dp
p +

∑

p̸=q

Vppqq
4

(1Dq
p + h.c.)

+
∑

p ̸=q

2Vpqqp − Vpqpq
4

2Dpq
pq

Efull =C +
∑

pq

hpq
1Dq

p +
∑

pqrs

Vpqrs
2Drs

pq

(36)

For more efficient measurements of the full Hamiltonian, refer to Section 2.4.
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2.3 Ansätze

One of the central elements of the VQE framework is the choice of ansatz. As the reason of this
entire framework is limited quantum hardware quality, one has to be very mindful of how to spend
these resources. Optimization success and actual feasibility of the algorithm depend highly on
the choice of ansatz. The main trade-off these ansätze take into consideration is between cost of
representation, as in how many gates each operation consists of and in expressibility of the rotations
the parameters are assigned to, where expressibility is measure of which part of state space the
ansatz can explore [48]. Starting from an easily prepared reference state, usually the Hartree-Fock
state |ψref⟩ = |ψHF⟩ = |0 . . . 01 . . . 1⟩ prepared by single layer of Pauli-rotations, one parametrizes
unitary rotations to build up a more complicated wave function

|ψ(θ)⟩ = U(θ) |ψref⟩ =
∏

l

Ul (θl) |ψref⟩ . (37)

We will give a brief overview over some of the possible choices of ansätze and their motivations to
put the ansatz proposed in publication in Section 5 into context. A more detailed comparison with
these ansätze to the QNP-fabric is part of the publication.

UCCSD

operator pool

measure all gradients

grow ansatz

reoptimize

n+1

choose largest
gradient

ADAPT

Hardware e�cient ansatz

+ h.c.

Figure 3: Three popular choices for the ansatz visualized. The UCCSD ansatz consisting of the direct
mapping of trotterized fermionically generated rotations through the JW mapping leading to long CNOT
chains spanning the qubit space taking care of the Wigner strings (red), the hardware efficient ansatz tiling
out the operations natively available to the respective hardware to depths limited by the coherence times
or error rates of the device [49] (blue) and the ADAPT ansatz/framework successively choosing the locally
best operator with the highest gradient from a predetermined pool of operators, reoptimizing after every
step until convergence is reached [50] (green).

The UCCSD ansatz from the original VQE paper [36] proposes an ansatz inspired by the
classical chemistry algorithm CCSD. It replaces the first and second order cluster operators T1 and
T2 in Eq. 25 with anti-hermititian operators exp (Tu1 + Tu2 ) |ψref⟩ where Tu1 =

∏
pq θpq(a

†
paq − a†qap)

and Tu2 =
∏
pqrs θpqrs(a

†
pa

†
qaras − a†ra

†
sapaq). In principle these rotations can be decomposed into

one- and two- qubit rotations as any unitary can be, although these decompositions would be too long
for NISQ devices. One instead trotterizes exp(Tu1 +Tu2 ) rotations generated under this Hamiltonian
using the Trotter Suzuki-Formula

eHt = e
∑m

j=1 Ojt =




m∏

j=1

eOjt/r



r

+O
(
m2t2/r

)
. (38)

This becomes exact for limr→∞. UCCSD usually takes approximations of the first order where one
creates an ansatz consisting of unitary operations generated by the individual fermionic creation
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and annihilation operators through the JW mapping U(θ) = exp (iθa†paq + h.c.) and similar for the
two body excitations, a circuit representation after JW is shown in Fig. 3. In other approximations
e.g. implementing imaginary time evolution on a quantum computer in first order trotterization
the trotter error O

(
m2t2

)
destroys the dynamics one tries to capture and significantly higher or-

ders/ smaller trotter steps are needed to minimize the error [51, 52],. In the VQE setting, having
a variational ansatz and optimizing the parameters associated with the trotterized rotations can
compensate for the Trotter error to some degree [52]. In principle this gives a chemically well mo-
tivated ansatz parametrizing sensible rotations in fermionic space. The long CNOT ladders needed
to represent the Wigner strings lead to an ansatz that without further optimization in ordering of
operators to reduce CNOT count leads to an ansatz that is currently not representable on current
hardware.

On the other end of the expressibility-feasability tradeoff there is the hardware-efficient ansatz
[49] (HEA). Here one tiles out the natively available operations on the used hardware (on supercon-
ducting hardware e.g. {Rx, Ry, Rz,CNOT}), leading to a very densely parametrized ansatz. This
can be done on any hardware, and as the natively available gateset of all hardwares is by design
universal, one can in principle build up any wave function possible if one increases depth. The
problem with the ansatz is that it also parametrizes unphysical parts of the trial wave function, not
contributing to any meaningful complexity and only increasing searchable space of the optimizer.
Another problem is the phenomenon of barren plateaus that in highly expressible ansätze the cost
function in vast regions of the space has vanishing gradient [53]. This makes converging this ansatz
in general situations difficult.

The ADAPT [50] ansatz/framework is an adaptive way of growing the ansatz operator by
operator to achieve minimal scaling in the number of parameters constituting the trial wave function.
One begins by defining a pool of operators {Ĝ1, Ĝ2, · · · , ĜN} that generate rotations exp (iθmĜm).
The first draft used the cluster operators from UCCSD [50], other schemes like Qubit-ADAPT [54]
use a qubit-friendly set of universal operators omitting Wigner-strings. By starting from a reference
state, one measures the gradient of the energy with respect to all operators at the current trial state
and chooses the operator maximizing the gradient

∂E(n)

∂θm
=
〈
ψ(n)

∣∣∣
[
Ĥ, Ĝm

]∣∣∣ψ(n)
〉
. (39)

The ansatz is grown by the chosen operator to form a new trial wave function

|ψn⟩ = exp (iθnĜn) |ψn-1⟩ . (40)

Then a global optimisation of all parameters is performed starting from the old set of parame-
ters. This loop is then performed up until convergence with some convergence criteria, a common
convergence criteria is all gradients from Eq. 39 fall below a threshold ∂E(n)/∂θm < ϵ∀m. A
representation of the algorithm is shown in Fig. 3. Numerical studies show that this way of building
an adaptive ansatz is insensitive to barren plateaus and vanishing gradients [52].

Figure 4: A SWAP-network on a ring as used as an ansatz in Section 4. After N/2 steps, each blue mode
has been coupled to each red mode but no intercolour coupling as taken place. In the chemistry scenarios,
this couples each occupied to each virtual efficiently.

As the full second quantized Hamiltonian is still prohibitive in scaling to current NISQ platforms,
there exist more tailored ansätze only parametrizing the relevant parts of Hilbert space associated
with a restricted part of the Hamiltonian. When doing Hartree-Fock on a quantum computer [47],
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one only implements the the number preserving orbital rotation U which transforms the underlying
basis set and corresponds to a basis change to a new set of orbitals. This can be implemented in
O(N) in a Givens-Network [32]. In the DOCI approximation of chemistry [10], discussed in 2.2,
one can take a trotterized step in the paired approximation in depth N using a diamond shaped
Givens-SWAP network. In this work in Section 4 a more compact version of this ansatz is introduced
by the author, only taking N/2 layers to implement the fully first order trotterized step between
virtual and occupied orbitals by taking advantage of the missing Wigner Strings associated with the
operators, resulting in a maximally dense arrangement. This is achieved putting the operators on
a ring instead of a line, which creates two modes traveling in opposite direction. The action of the
SWAP-network on a ring is shown in Figure 4.

Furthermore, the author has introduced the quantum-number preserving ansatz (QNP), a
more hardware accessible, chemistry inspired ansatz that only parametrizes the relevant subspace
with the correct quantum numbers. One way to view the ansatz is the combination of orbital
rotations from Hartree-Fock parametrizations of [47] and pairwise excitations from [10] in a brick-
layer circuit. For further discussion please refer to Section 5.

2.4 Measurement

As previously discussed, variational quantum eigensolver requires many circuit repetitions (shots)
which one has traded for shorter circuit length in comparison to quantum phase estimation. One of
the challenges is to managing this shot count overhead. Mapping the second quantized Hamiltonian
onto qubit operators leaves O(N4) to be estimated per energy evaluation of the state. The total
number of distinct measurements as well as the individual variances of each term constitute the
total cost of estimating the energy to finite precision. What most these techniques share is that
they decompose the Hamiltonian into a weighted sum of fast forwardable observables Ôi

H =
∑

i

biÔi. (41)

Fast-forwardable in this case means that the spectrum of the observable Ô is known/can be classi-
cally calculated by means of diagonalization, so time-evolution under these observables can be fast
forwarded classically by evolving under the known spectrum. One way to reduce the number of
measurements needed is to group the Pauli words into cliques of jointly measurable groups of Paulis
[55], where the distribution into the groups is a nontrivial task When allowing for deeper circuits of
O(N) rotating into the measurement basis, one can reduce the cost of measurement further:

One possibility is by means of different factorization techniques, e.g. tensor hypercontraction [56,
57] (mostly used in Qubitization approaches), single factorizations [58] and double factorization
[29] (named after a second factorization step over the single factorized approach) techniques. In
double factorization approaches, the second quantized electronic structure Hamiltonian from Eq. 10
in slightly modified form where some of the two body contribution has been included in the single
body term hmod

pq = hpq +
∑
i[2(pq|ii) − (pi|qi)] + 1/2

∑
r(pr|qr) with i ∈ Icore, where Icore is the

set of indices of frozen core orbitals, not participating in correlation and being treated at an HF
level of theory. The modified single electron (p|hmod

pq |q) and the two electron tensor (pq|rs) are then
eigendecomposed and the individual leaves resulting from the first factorization of two-body term
are then eigendecomposed again, resulting in [59].

E ≡ E +
∑

k

F∅
k ω

∅
k +

nt∑

t=1

∑

kl

Ztklω
t
kl. (42)

where nt is the number of leaves from first factorization of the two-body term, the modified one
body (two body) integrals F∅

k (Z
t
kl) being a result from the (nested) factorized one body (two body)

electron integrals and the doubly factorized reduced density matrices are ω∅
k and ωtkl defined by [59]

ω∅
k ≡1

2

〈
Ψ(∅)

∣∣∣Ẑk + Ẑk̄

∣∣∣Ψ(∅)
〉
,

ωtkl ≡
1

8
⟨Ψ(t)|ẐkẐl − Îδkl + ẐkẐl̄

+ Ẑk̄Ẑl + Ẑk̄Ẑl̄ − Îδk̄l̄|Ψ(t)⟩.

(43)
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where k and k̄ are indexing orbitals of different spin and the modified states (or better, states in the
rotated measurement basis) |Ψ(∅)⟩ ≡ U∅ |ψ⟩ and |Ψ(t)⟩ = U t |ψ⟩ can be measured by implementing
a rotation by unitaries U∅ and U t determined by the factorizations and efficiently implemented by a
Givens-network (orbital rotation) of depth N . As one only has to measure Ẑp and ẐpẐq observables
in each of these basis, which all commute, one only has to measure in nt + 1 basis to estimate
the energy of the given Hamiltonian. Truncating the full number of leaves nt = N(N + 1)/2
in an appropriate ordering makes the solution not exact anymore but reduces the measurement
overhead further. Even more elaborate means of compressing the factorization, compressed double
facorization (C-DF) have been developed [60, 61].

By randomizing over different measurement basis classical shadows can estimate a linear O(N)
amount of observables with only O(log(N)) shots [62]. To create a classical shadow representation
of a unknown quantum state ρ measure the quantum state by applying a random unitary U which
transforms ρ → UρU† and storing the resulting bitstring |b⟩ The quantum channel M that consti-
tutes the average over choise of random unitary and measurement outcome constitutes the following
equation.

E
[
U†|b̂⟩⟨b̂|U

]
= M(ρ) =⇒ ρshadow = E

[
M−1

(
U†|b̂⟩⟨b̂|U

)]
(44)

The inverse of the measurement channel is not necessarily physical but one can still apply it [62]
and find that the then estimated shadow density matrix mirrors the original density matrix in
expectation value E[ρ̂] = ρ in average so by building up an array of these shadows one can then
predict certain properties from the purely classical estimates.

First introduced randomizing over local or global Clifford measurements [62], the local Clifford
variant had an unfavorable exponential scaling in the size of the support of the observable one tries
to estimate from the classical shadow. There is a geometrical argument that supports this find-
ing: as Clifford measurement constitutes a discrete set and one is trying to estimate a Pauli-word

P =
∑
s σ

x/y/z(s)
s with support s and all Pauliwords form a orthogonal basis, only measurements

that contain the given Pauli-word contribute to the estimation. With growing s, its exponentially
unlikely that a random measurement will contain the given pauli-word. As qubitized fermionic k-
RDMs have large support, these original methods did not achieve competitive scaling for fermionic.
Different protocols adapted for fermions randomizing over the unison of Clifford circuits and Gaus-
sian unitaries [63], over the entire Gaussian unitary ensembe [64] and over the particle-number
preserving matchgates [12], randomizes over the same measurement basis as the double-factorized
measurement methods, have been introduced in the last year achieving scaling for estimating all
elements of the k-RDM in O

(
ηk/ϵ2

)
where η is the number of fermions present, independent of the

number of orbitals/modes. A major hurdle to use these favorable scalings is that current hardware
can not support these randomized single-shot measurements as reloading a new cirucit associated
with a new random measurement basis takes orders of magnitutes more time than sampling a fixed
circuit many times [65].

2.5 Quantum gradients and optimization

As the name suggests, variational quantum algorithms draw some of their appeal from the connection
to a classical optimizer, having shorter quantum circuits to evaluate leading to more loose hardware
needs and protecting against coherent noise e.g. overrotation. Methods that only require evaluations
of the cost function but no gradients or higher order derivatives like a Simplex or COBYLA can be
used and are used in practice, as in classical optimization these are more robust against noise, shot
and device noise all together. However, with growing size these optimization problems become very
challenging and in general have been shown to be NP-hard [66]. To increase performance, gradient
based optimization or even higher derivative methods are used [67]. The challenge then becomes
evaluating the gradient of the parameters in the circuit, but it turns out there is an analytical way
of recovering the gradient of a quantum gate without using finite difference.

The foundation of all shift rules and further analysis of quantum cost functions is that cost
functions arising from quantum gates are trigonometric polynomials with order equal to the number
of eigenvalues of the generator of the quantum gate. Fig. 5 shows the associated cost functions
of two gates at varying parameter settings. By (taken from [67]) starting with a generated gate
U(θ) = exp(iθĜ) with the Generator Ĝ with eigenvalues {exp iωjx}, real valued {ωj} in non-
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Figure 5: Visualizations of quantum cost functions of two Givens gates (inset on the right shows the matrix
form of the individual gates) on a random state. Both individual gates have single sinuses as cost functions
as they have two eigenvalues and form a trigonometric polynomial of higher order when viewed together.
Cuts along individual parameter values with the other parameter fixed take the form of the original single
frequency cost function with different coefficients.

decreasing order. One absorbs gates before and after the gate U into the state |ψ⟩ and into the
observable Ô [67]

E(θ) :=
〈
ψ
∣∣∣U†(θ)ÔU(θ)

∣∣∣ψ
〉

=

d∑

j,k=1

ψjeiωjθbjkψke
iωkθ

=

d∑

j=1

|ψj |2 bjj
︸ ︷︷ ︸

a0

+

d∑

j,k=1
j<k


ψjbjkψk︸ ︷︷ ︸
cℓ=cℓ(j,k)

ei

Ωℓ︷ ︸︸ ︷
(ωk − ωj) θ + h.c.




= a0 +

R∑

ℓ=1

cℓe
iΩℓθ + h.c.

= a0 +

R∑

ℓ=1

aℓ cos (Ωℓθ) + bℓ sin (Ωℓθ) ,

(45)

where [67] introduces a new index ℓ through a mapping of the old indices, the new coefficients trough
cℓ =

1
2 (aℓ − ibℓ) and R unique positive differences {Ωℓ}ℓ∈[R] := {ωk − ωj | j, k ∈ [d], ωk > ωl}.

First discovered for single-qubit gates [68] (which are always generated by matrices of two eigen-
values),

∂

∂θ
E(θ) =

1

2 sin(π2 )

[
E
(
θ +

π

2

)
− E

(
θ − π

2

)]
, (46)

then generalized to arbitrarily generated gates [67] with equidistant spacing of R equidistant eigen-
values

General parameter-shift rule
E′(0) =

2R∑

µ=1

E

(
2µ− 1

2R
π

)
(−1)µ−1

4R sin2
(
2µ−1
4R π

) . (47)

these parameter-shift rules provide an analytical form (disregarding shot noise) to evaluate gra-
dients of quantum gates. Having access to the gradients of the cost function allows for the use of
gradient based optimization methods like Gradient-descent, ADAM [69] and L-BFGS-B [70].

The insight into the trigonometric nature of the cost function from Eq. 45 has far reaching
consequences and is at the core of many discoveries in the last years. By adding an additional
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measurement point to the parameter-shift rules one can recover the the functional form of the cost
as a function of one parameter with all other parameters fixed [71, 72, 67]. When recovering the
full cost function one can go beyond taking only a short step along the gradient but can classically
determine the minimum of the cost function and setting the parameter locally optimal, which is often
referred to as the Rotosolve optimizer [72]. For small R there exist closed forms of the minima of the
function [72, 67], and for functions with higher R where no closed form exist one can still classically
optimize on the extracted function without spending quantum hardware resources [67]. Although
usually limited to local updates of parameters, prohibiting collective movement in parameter space,
for certain applications like Section 3.7 where no collective movement is needed one can converge to
an optimum in very few steps, as each parameter is set optimally locally at each step.
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3 Quantum error mitigation

The absence of error correction protecting against device noise in the NISQ era makes non-scalable
approaches of estimating quantities with reduced dependency on error processes a vital task to
make these devices useful for relevant applications in the near and mid term scope. Especially in
chemical algorithms that aim to extract quantities with chemical accuracy from quantum hardware
like ground and excited states as described above this is necessary to be competitive with classical
algorithms, as the level of precision one can estimate these quantities to is one of the key factors
different algorithms are judged by. The definition of quantum error mitigation is not well agreed
on [73], usually one refers to procedures that reduce dependency on error that in principle scale
exponentially in dependency of shots or system size but have potential windows of usefulness as
the quality of hardware improves in error rates and coherence times to bridge the gap until fully
error corrected quantum computers arrive. Another way of viewing the task of error mitigation
is building estimators, whose inherent bias is reduced under common noise models [73]. Common
techniques to mitigate noise are artificially injecting noise at varying levels into the given circuit to
extrapolate the performance under no noise, commonly referred to as zero-noise extrapolation or
Richardson extrapolation [74, 75]. By learning the particular noise models of a given device one can
insert additional gates to compensate/mitigate noise processes [74, 76]. In the following sections
a more detailed explanation of the error mitigation techniques used in Section 4 is given, a more
detailed review of methods is found in [73].

3.1 Noise in quantum circuits

Before talking about mitigating noise, a quick introduction into the reason these techniques are
necessary - noise. The imperfection of quantum hardware is a major challenge of quantum compu-
tation in stark contrast to classical hardware, where digitization of analog signals and error corrected
memory has made errors inside processors almost nonexistent and error correction codes are mostly
used when dealing with communicating information through imperfect channels. As amplitudes of
different parts of the prepared wave function still remain as a continuous spectrum, this is not the
case for quantum computers. Noise in quantum circuits can be categorized into two main categories:

Coherent noise is noise that does not change the purity Tr(ρ) of a quantum state. One kind of
coherent noise present in current quantum devices are over/under-rotations stemming from faulty
calibration of quantum gates or drift of experimental parameters after calibration. They add a
small offset γ to the parameter associated with the unitary operation U(θ) 7→ U(θ ± γ). In the
original formulation of variational settings this does effect measurement outcomes as the variational
principle protects against this offset. The minimum after optimization will be found at a perturbed
set of parameters θ′ with the same energy as in the unperturbed setting min

θ
E(θ) = min

θ′
E(θ′).

On the other hand, incoherent noise does scatter the originally pure state into an incoherent
mixture of states ρnoise, resulting in a stochastic mixture of states. These noise processes are
modelled with a quantum channel Φ, which is a linear, completely positive, and trace-preserving
map. A convenient way of representing these channels are Kraus operators {K̂i} associated with

the given quantum channel with the property
∑
i K̂

†
i K̂ = I. Their action on a given ρ is then [77]

Φ(ρ) =
∑

i

K̂iρK̂
†
i . (48)

One can see that after the application of the quantum channel it has applied the Kraus operator Ki

with probablity pi = Tr(K̂iρK̂
†
i ), resulting in a statistical mixture described above. Furthermore

noise channels that are described by one Kraus operator, or in other words quantum channels of rank
1, describe pure channels. One can now find Kraus operators for typical noise channels present in
the different hardware settings. Typical noise channels present in most devices are the depolarizing
channel, amplitude damping channel and the phase damping channel.

The depolarizing channel applies the three Pauli matrices with a given probability p [77]

K̂dp,0 =
√
1− p I, K̂dp,1 =

√
p/3 σ̂X , K̂dp,2 =

√
p/3 σ̂Y , K̂dp,3 =

√
p/3 σ̂Z . (49)

The amplitude damping channel projects onto the zero state with probablity p and is associated
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with the following Kraus operators

K̂ad,0 =

(
1 0
0

√
1− p

)
, K̂ad,1 =

(
0

√
p

0 0

)
. (50)

and the phase damping channel destroys the information stored in the phase of a quantum state
without altering excitation levels [77]

K̂pd,0 =

(
1 0
0

√
1− p

)
, K̂pd,1 =

(
0 0
0

√
p

)
. (51)

As density matrix simulators have to simulate a 2n×2n density matrix in contrast of keeping only a
2n sized state vector in memory, they are much more computationally demanding to simulate. This
increase in size and the unknown nature of the noise processes for devices in general makes current
quantum hardware competitive when simulating actual error mitigation techniques, see Section 4.
The noise channels above constitute single qubit noise channels, noise on real devices generally is
not limited to single qubit noise due to cross talk.

3.2 Postselection

Symmetries Ŝ in the Hamiltonian one is investigating can be used in varies way, by ’tapering’ off
qubits to reduce Hilbert space size in simulations [78, 79] or by projecting the noisy state into the
symmetry subspace to help mitigate errors occurring during the computation, which is often just
referred to as Postselection [80]. This can be viewed as purifying the noisy state into one with
less noise by projecting out parts of the state that can only be the result of noise processes, hence
the name of the publication as the following methods can also be viewed from this perspective.
Postselection is often regarded as a ’zero cost’ error mitigation technique [43], as it does not demand
an increase in qubit number or circuit depth, only a higher repetition of shots. This is not quite
true as the managing shot budgets is a major task in VQE. These few requirements allow it to
be combined with more advanced techniques to further increase fidelity, e.g. here one can use
Postselection on a subset of the measurements of virtual distillation (see 3.5).

The introduction here follows [80]. Symmetries are observables that commute with your Hamilto-

nian
[
H, Ŝ

]
= 0 and its decomposition into fast forwardable terms

[
Ôi, Ŝ

]
= 0. The measurements

are defined as the projector-valued measurement {Π̂i} (PVM) for the measurement outcomes i with

the following properties
∑
i Π̂i = I, Π̂2

i = Π̂†
i = Π̂i. The outcomes i occur with the probabilities pi

following the Born-Rule

pi = ⟨ψ| Π̂i |ψ⟩ , (52)

and projects the state onto pi = Π̂i |ψ⟩ /√pi. The PVM {Π̂S} that projects onto the target
eigenspace S can then be constructed. As long as the symmetry projection leaves the pure state
in the absence of noise unchanged Π̂s|ψ⟩ = |ψ⟩ the measurement of ρ and the following projec-
tion/postselection under {Πs} results in the projected density matrix

ρs :=
Π̂sρΠ̂s

Tr
[
Π̂sρ

] (53)

and one can see that

Tr [ρs|ψ⟩⟨ψ|] =
Tr[ρ|ψ⟩⟨ψ|]
Tr
[
Π̂sρ

] ≥ Tr[ρ|ψ⟩⟨ψ|], (54)

the projected density matrix ρs has even or greater overlap with the pure state before noise |ψ⟩
as the noisy density matrix [80]. When simulating fermions, in most cases the number operator

N̂ =
∑
j â

†
j âj commutes with the given observable one tries to measure in the VQE setting and

is conserved. Furthermore when one is in a spin-orbital mapping the number of alpha and beta
electrons is also convserved, lending itself to the postselection scheme. In practice one looks at the
shot register and throws out every shot that does not have the correct excitation number in total or
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in the separate spin sectors and only calculates expectation values from the subset attained. With
the cost C associated with postselection is

C =
1

Tr [Πsρ]
, (55)

as this marks the probability of a single shot not passing the criteria.

3.3 Echo verification

Instead of verifying that the state one has prepared obeys the correct symmetries of the Hamiltonian,
one rather would like to verify that the state one has prepared is the indeed the one that was
intended. This would reach the information theoretical limit of mitigating all errors, although
having a success probability that scales with the inverse of the circuit fidelity [81]. The task behind
echo verification is estimating ⟨H⟩, where one decomposes H into a sum of fast fordwardable terms
Eq. 41. A quick introduction into estimating expectation values of arbitrary, fast forwardable
observables with the Hadamard test follows, as introduced in [81]. The state that was prepared by
a unitary |ψ⟩s = Utotal(θ) |0⟩s where |⟩s marks the register associated with the system and one has
added an ancilla qubit prepared in the plus state |+⟩a.

|+⟩a •

|ψ⟩s eiÔt

Figure 6: A depiction of the SWAP-test with an ancilla qubit.

which encodes the state 1√
2
(|0⟩a|ψ⟩s + |1⟩aeiÔt|ψ⟩s). More explicitly, one divides the unitary

preparing the state Utotal(θ) = Ua(θ)Sprep where Sprep is the state preparation of the starting state
of the ansatz Sprep |0⟩ = |ψref⟩ which does not change in e.g. optimization steps of the VQE and
Ua(θ) is one of the ansätze discussed in 2.3 and explicitly parametrized. As Sprep starts of from

the all-zero state |0⟩⊗ns , it does not conserve any quantum numbers while Ua typically in fermionic

simulations conserves at least the number operator
[
Ua, N̂

]
= 0. One can expand this into the

eigenstates of the observable |Ej⟩s [81]

|ψ⟩s =
∑

j

mj |Ej⟩s and |Ψ(t)⟩ =
∑

j

1√
2

(
|0⟩a + eiEjt|1⟩a

)
|Ej⟩s . (56)

Tracing over the system register yields [81]

ρa(t) = Trs[|Ψ(t)⟩⟨Ψ(t)|] (57)

=
1

2

(
1 g(t)

g∗(t) 1

)
, (58)

with g(t) =
∑
jMje

iEjt and Mj = |mj |2. The definition of the phase function can be written
as g(t) = Tr [ρa|0⟩a⟨1|a]. To extract the expectation value ⟨H⟩ =∑jMjEj from the phase function
there is a multitude of ways, here the derivative of the phase function is used:

g′(t) =
∑

j

iMjEje
iEjt −→ Im(g′(0)) =

∑

j

MjEj = ⟨H⟩ (59)

So the task of estimating expectation values in the Hadamard test can be mapped to estimating the
gradient of the phase function of the controlled evolution via the ancilla qubit. One can use all the
tools discussed in Section 2.5, e.g. parameter-shift rules in finding the times t on when to evaluate
the phase function to extract the gradient. The optimal way of estimating expectation values in
this setting is part of Section 6 and includes a comparison to the tools that the gradient picture of
the phase function provides.
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Now one wants to extend the Hadamard test to include verification, projecting onto the subspace
of U†(θ) |0⟩s, undoing the computation. The framework is shown in Fig. 7. As this evolves the
system, even under no noise the system does not return to the all zero state |0⟩s and fails verification.
One would expect this to change the phasefunction g(t) in the estimation, but one can show that
this leaves the phase function g(t) unchanged [81]. The physical argument from [81] on why this
is the case is the following. Explicitly dividing the density matrix of the ancilla qubit ρa under no
noise into a part that passes and one that does not pass verification gains [81]

ρa = ρ(v)a + ρ(f)a . (60)

|+⟩a •

Sprep Ua(θ) eiÔt U†
a(θ) S†

prep· · · · · · · · · · · ·




|ψ⟩s

Figure 7: Controlled echo verification. Expectation value gets encoded as a phase on the additional ancilla
qubit by implementing controlled time evolution on the system qubit.

When the ancilla qubit is in the |0⟩a state at the end of the computation, no evolution has taken
place, the system will always return to |0⟩s and pass verification. This means that not passing

verification always projects the ancilla into the |1⟩s state and therefore ρ
(f)
a = |1⟩a⟨1|a, contributing

0 on average to the estimation [81].

Tr [ρa|0⟩a⟨1|a] = Tr

[
ρ(v)a |0⟩a⟨1|a + ρ(f)a |0⟩a⟨1|a︸ ︷︷ ︸

0

]
= g(t) (61)

Now including noise, one can decompose the noisy estimate of the phase function [81] into

gnoise(t) = pneg(t) +O (perr(t)) , (62)

where it is assumed that pne does not depend on t. Noise then acts as a rescaling factor of the noisy
wave function and its amplitudes Mj . The task of estimating the error corrected expectation value

of Ô becomes

Echo verification ⟨Ô⟩corrected =
Im(g′(0))

pne
. (63)

There is a more NISQ friendly way of doing the Hadamard test in this setting which is referred to
as control-free echo verification which omits the ancilla qubit and the controlled time evolution
in specific cases in exchange for a slightly more involved preparation of the reference state, making
this error mitigation technique more NISQ approachable.

Choosing an eigenstate of the observable as a phase reference state Ô |ψO⟩ = EO |ψO⟩ which
is a simultaneous eigenstate of the unitary ansatz Ua |ψO⟩ = Ea |ψO⟩ one can encode the phase
function in the phase difference of the original reference state |ψref⟩s and the phase reference state
[81]. As long as one can efficiently compute the eigenvalue associated with the phase reference with
the observable (the phase the reference state gathers from the ansatz is reversed when undoing the
unitary), one can recover the expectation value of the original state in post-processing or compensate
for the phase the phase reference gathers by additionally applying a phase in state preparation. In
the case of number conserving fermionic simulations (which is the case for chemistry calculations)
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H

CSprep U(θ) eiÔt U†(θ) CS†
prep

X + iY

⟨0|

· · · · · · · · · · · ·

⟨0|

Figure 8: Control-free echo verification. One prepares an equal superposition of a reference state (often

|0⟩) and a starting state, the ansatz U(θ) and imaginary time evolution eiÔt are only allowed to change the
reference state by a (classically efficiently determinable) phase.

the fermionic vacuum |0 . . . 0⟩ is a valid reference state [81]. The procedure is depicted in Fig. 8 on
the right and involves the following steps [81].

One starts of by preparing a superposition of 1/
√
2(|0 . . . 0⟩s+ |10 . . . 0⟩s with a single Hadamard

gate on one of the qubits. Then a slightly involved state preparation CSprep conditioned on the
chosen qubit is applied preparing 1/

√
2(|0 . . . 0⟩s + |ψref⟩s. Applying the original ansatz unitary Ua

prepares the state mentioned above. Time evolution under the rotation generated by the observable
and then applying CS†

prepU
†
a leaves the first qubit in the state [81]

1√
2
(eiEO |0⟩1 + eiÔt|1⟩1), (64)

and the rest of the system register can be used for verification.

3.4 Control-free verified SWAP test

At this point this error mitigation scheme is applied to the SWAP test. The relevancy of the SWAP
test to these purification methods will become apparent in the latter Section 3.5, here the concern
is to formulate the SWAP test under echo verification which allows a) omitting the ancilla qubit
and b) verifying at the end of the procedure to mitigate errors in the process.

|+⟩ • H |0⟩

|ψ⟩
SWAP

|ϕ⟩

Figure 9: Diagrammatic representation of the SWAP test, which calculates the overlap between the
quantum states |ψ⟩ and |ϕ⟩ using an ancilla qubit in the |+⟩ state.

The original SWAP test as introduced by [82], depicted in Fig. 9 uses one ancilla qubit to
calculate the overlap between two quantum states |ψ⟩ and |ϕ⟩ by applying a controlled SWAP gate
(CSWAP) onto each pair of qubits controlled on the ancilla qubit. One can show that the probability

of the ancilla qubit being in the 0-state is 1/2 + 1/2 |⟨ψ|ϕ⟩|2 [82]. In the following sections the
quantum states are defined by unitaries that prepare them |ϕ⟩ = Uϕ |0⟩ and |ψ⟩ = Uψ |0⟩.

As the SWAP-test is an integral part of measuring overlaps in quantum computing, several
more efficient implementations omitting the ancilla qubit of this test have been proposed. One way
to measure this the overlap is by treating the SWAP operator as an observable, and finding the
unitary that diagonalizes the observable. This is referred to as the destructive SWAP test [84] and
depicted in Fig. 10. Another way of implementing the SWAP test in half the qubit requirements
of the original SWAP-test [83] is by directly measuring ⟨ϕ|ψ⟩ = ⟨0|U†

ϕUψ |0⟩ by implementing the

transposed unitary and projecting onto the all zero state |0⟩⊗n by postselecting the measurement
results.
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|ψ⟩
Bi

|ϕ⟩

⟨0|

Uψ U†
ϕ

|0⟩

...
· · · · · · · · · ...

⟨0| |0⟩

Figure 10: Different more efficient ways of implementing the SWAP test. Left: The destructive SWAP-
test, diagonalizing the SWAP operator by Bi. Right: The efficient SWAP-test used in [83] which only uses
half the qubit count of the original SWAP-test and the destructive SWAP test. Calculates ⟨ψ|ϕ⟩ directly
over ⟨0|U†

ϕUψ |0⟩ by applying the transposed unitary defining |ϕ⟩ and projecting the measurement onto the

all-zero state |0⟩⊗n by postselecting on the measurement outcomes.

Both of these methods are not compatible with the echo verification procedure above, so the
verified SWAP-test is explicitly introduced, opening the SWAP-test for verification on the measure-
ment result and correcting for incoherent errors. This can be formulated as described above also
in a control-free manner doubling circuit depth, also excluding NISQ unfriendly controlled SWAP
operations from the procedure, see Fig. 11.

|+⟩ •

Uψ

SWAP

U†
ψ

Uϕ U†
ϕ

H •
Uψ

×
U†
ψ

• H

×

Uϕ

×
U†
ϕ

×

Figure 11: Left: Representation of the verified SWAP-test, allowing for verification and reducing of in-
coherent errors during circuit evaluation. Dashed lines mark the verification step omitted by the original
SWAP-test. Right: Representation of the control-free verified SWAP-test on two qubits per system, ex-
changes the controlled SWAP-operation for a controlled state preparation.

Omitting the ancilla qubit is one benefit of this formulation, the robustness against decoherent
noise is the main reason. In Section 3.6 the improvement over unmitigated estimations of expectation
value is shown. The improvement of orders of magnitudes in precision against the unmitigated
case shows that unmitigated estimations on noisy hardware suffer from large errors even in the
infinite shot limit regime. As the SWAP-test naturally only aims to extract one bit of information,
the restrictions that the Hadamard-test measurement setup brings in estimating larger observables
discussed in Section 6 do not apply here, making the control-free verified SWAP-test an attractive
measurement setting to estimate overlaps of states to high precision.

3.5 Virtual distillation

Multiple versions of this error mitigation technique were published around the same time labeled
virtual distillation [85] or exponential error supression [86]. In virtual distillation (or exponential
error suppression, the term virtual distillation is used for the remainder of this manuscript for
both) one is concerned with a very similar task, estimating expectation value on a purified density
matrix obtained by collective measurements on multiple copies of the noisy density matrix. The
name virtual distilation hints here at the comparison with explicitly prepared purified states with
projective measurements on multiple ancillas [82]. In comparison to echo verification discussed
above one uses a redundancy in space instead of time [73], doubling the system size instead of the
circuit depth. There is an equivalency when representing the echo verification process with the dual
state ρ̄. The spectral decomposition of the density matrix ρnoisy, where the noise-free state |ψ⟩ is
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|+⟩ • • H

ρ U(θ)

SWAP

Ô

ρ U(θ)

Figure 12: Representation of the virtual distillation framework in the formulation of [86] to evaluate
Tr(Ôρ2). Tr

(
ρ2
)
can be evaluated by omitting Ô.

still the dominant eigenvector with eigenvalue λ of the density matrix and incoherent noise process
have scattered the state into eigenvectors |ψk⟩ with smaller eigenvectors (1−λ)pk << λ is described
by [86]

ρ = λ|ψ⟩ ⟨ψ|+ (1− λ)

2N∑

k=2

pk |ψk⟩ ⟨ψk| . (65)

The aim is to estimate ⟨ψ|Ô|ψ⟩ to suppress contributions from ⟨ψk|Ô|ψk⟩ in the estimate of the
expectation value. To do so one prepares M copies of ρnoisy, and in the case of no error one
has prepared the state |ψ,ψ · · · , ψ⟩. Measurement on the first qubit in this ideal case retrieves〈
ψ, . . . ψ, ψ | Ôψ, ψ, . . . ψk

〉
=
〈
ψ|Ô|ψ

〉
the wanted expectation value [86]. One assumes local de-

coherent noise processes on the quantum hardware and expects them to act on one of the copies of
rho and have prepared the a state |ψk, ψ, · · · , ψ⟩. and contribute the bias [86]

〈
ψk, . . . ψ, ψ | Ôψk, ψ, . . . ψk

〉
=
〈
ψk|Ô|ψk

〉
(66)

to the estimate of the expectation value. Now if one would have exchanged the first register with
one in which the error did not occur or in other words would have estimated Ô SWAP, this bias
would cancel due to the orthonormality of the eigenvectors of the density matrix [86]

〈
ψk, . . . ψ, ψ | Ôψ, ψ, . . . ψk

〉
=
〈
ψk|Ô|ψ

〉
⟨ψk | ψ⟩ = 0. (67)

Now instead if just permuting two of the registers, one permutes all registers with all, an operation
labelled as the derangement operator Dn. Any permutation that maps each site to any other site
will do, for simplicity the cyclical permutation of indices is chosen as the derangement operator of
choice. So the task now becomes in measuring Ô Dn and the estimator becomes

Virtual distillation
⟨Ô⟩corrected :=

Tr
(
ÔρM

)

Tr (ρM )
. (68)

where one can show that the derangement operator Tr
(
OρM

)
= Tr

(
O1DMρ

⊗M) is equal in
expectation value to the explicitly purified state [85].The denominator can be estimated in the same
way by omitting the observable from the measurement and just measure the expectation value of the
derangement operator. Fig. 12 shows the measurement setup for two copies of ρ in the SWAP-test
formulation of [86]. The exponential suppression in M can be seen from

Tr
(
ÔρM

)
= λn⟨ψ|Ô|ψ⟩+ (1− λ)n

2N∑

k=2

pnk

〈
ψk|Ô|ψk

〉
, (69)

where contributions (1− λ)n are exponentially suppressed, hence the name of the error mitigation
technique. The derangement operator can be represented as a linear ladder of SWAP operators
between all registers. All the different implementation now try to measure this estimator with
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different variants of the SWAP-Test mentioned above, exponential error suppression [86] is formulate
in terms of the original SWAP test, [85] as the destructive SWAP test and the dual state purification
[87] as the compact unitary SWAP test. The dual state purification is equivalent to the echo
verification process described above in the controlled case and has a different projective measurement
technique to achieve a control-free setting.

In fact, one can formulate echo verification in terms of this framework as [88]

Tr (Oρρ̄)

Tr (ρρ̄)
, (70)

where ρ̄ is the dual state to ρ. This notation takes note of the fact that one cannot implement the
complex conjugate of the original unitary under the given noise processes (U(θ)ϵ)

†
ϵ ̸= U†(θ)ϵ, in

explicit definitions of ρ = U†(θ)ϵ |0⟩ ⟨0| (U(θ)ϵ)
† and ρ̄ = U†(θ)ϵ |0⟩ ⟨0| (U†(θ)ϵ)†ϵ .

3.6 Combining purification techniques

After having discussed exponential error suppression and echo verification and explained their con-
nections to the SWAP test, one can combine the two techniques and study them in a controlled
manner. In Figure 13 the setup which combines echo verification and virtual distillation is shown,
and by including/excluding certain operations one can do either or neither. By not verifying (ex-
cluding solid lines) one recovers the virtual distillation setup with two copies of ρ from [86]. The
normalizing factor of Tr(ρ2) can be estimated by excluding the dashed segment of the circuit. When
excluding the controlled-SWAP (excluding dotted lines) which is equivalent to the two qubit de-
rangement operator and only measuring on the first system, omitting the second, one recovers the
echo verification setup from Section 3.3. The normalizing factor of echo verification can be estimated
by excluding the dashed and dotted part.

|+⟩ • • H

ρ Uψ

SWAP

Ô U†
ψ

ρ Uψ U†
ψ

Figure 13: Combining echo verification and virtual distillation - controlled derangement/SWAP operator
D (dotted), controlled unitary observable Ô (dashed), and the inverse ansatz and state preparation plus
verification (solid).

The combination of the two techniques, also introduced here [88], can be viewed through dif-
ferent lenses. As all virtual distillation papers implement a different SWAP test to measure the
observables needed for error mitigation, the state verified virtual distillation uses the verified SWAP

test introduced in Section 3.4 to estimate state verified values for Trver

(
Ôρ2

)
and Trver

(
ρ2
)
. The

normalization factor of echo verification cancels out. This can also be expressed as the following
equation in similar fashion to Eq. 70, as covered by [88]

Tr
(
O(ρρ̄)2

)

Tr ((ρρ̄)2)
. (71)

The studied behaviour of the different error mitigation schemes under different noise models
is depicted in Fig. 14, plotting the absolute error of the estimation in the infinite shot limit in
dependency on the parameter of the noise channel applied after every gate. Simulations are done
using Pennylane [89], ρ is spanning 4 qubits and determined by a randomly initialized QNP-fabric
with 25 gates. For echo verification, virtual distillation and the combination of the two the actual
circuits are implemented and measured to estimate the error corrected observables from. For the
virtual distillation curve with 4 copies Tr(Ôρ4)/Tr

(
ρ4
)
the noisy estimate of ρ is exponentiated
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classically from a single estimate of ρ. Noise channels are applied after every gate with probability
p. Estimations are taken over 50 random initializations of the circuit. For each random config-
urations of parameter, a random observable consisting of Zi or ZiZj are chosen to be estimated.
This corresponds to individual terms needed in the double-factorized energy (Section 2.4), as the
diagonalizing unitary can be absorbed into the ansatz. In Fig. 15 the fidelities of the state verifiying
methods are plotted, giving an idea of the shot count overhead at varying noise levels as a result of
the verification on the system qubits.
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Figure 14: Left: Performance of the different studied error mitigation technique under dephasing and
amplitude dampening noise. Right: Performance of the different studied error mitigation technique under
depolarizing noise.

All error mitigation techniques improve over the standard evaluation of the unmitigated observ-
able. Above error probabilities of 0.06 the dominant eigenvector of ρ is no longer the noiseless state,
resulting in the purified methods converging onto a wrong state. At low noise levels below ≈ 10−3 all
tested purification methods converge to the limit of Tr(ÔρM )/Tr(ρM ) where limM→∞, as discussed
in [86, 85]. This sets the lower boundary of error these methods can achieve. Under depolarizing
and dephasing noise the state verified methods seem to outperform the pure distillation methods.
At noise levels of p ≈ 0.08 the better behaviour of the state verifying methods comes at an unfeasible
exponential cost in shot count, see Fig. 15, which one has to keep in mind when viewing these plots
as the simulations in Fig. 14 are taken without shot noise which corresponds to the infinite shot
limit. Under depolarizing noise (Fig. 14, right) the methods with the same powers of ρ perform
very similar, no matter if including state verification or not.
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Figure 15: Left: The fidelity and therefore the shot overhead of the error mitigation methods for phase
and amplitude damping noise Right: The fidelity and therefore the shot overhead of the error mitigation
methods for depolarizing noise, dashed lines mark the error probability p where the mitigation methods
multiplies the original needed shot count by a factor of 100.

If one has characterized device noise for the hardware of choice, different regimes of error profiles
seem to have different optimal choices of error mitigation for the scenario investigated here: When
mostly amplitude damping and dephasing contribute to the noise processes the echo verification
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protocol seems to be the method of choice in terms overall hardware cost and in reduction of con-
tribution of incoherent error. If mostly depolarizing noise is present on the device, the combination
of virtual distillation and echo verification implements a purification on four copies of ρ with only
doubling circuit length and qubit count, both reasonable overall costs as shown in Section 4 and
an increase in shot count depending on the overall fidelity of the circuit. At low error probabilities
where one is not in the region where different error mitigation techniques converge to the lower
limit Tr(ÔρM )/Tr(ρM ) with limM→∞ at different rates, the choice of purification error mitigation
technique matters less as all are bound by the same limit.

3.7 Coherent errors in purification error mitigation

Purification methods allow to correct for most of the incoherent noise occurring in a quantum circuit
as discussed above. This comes at the cost of the variational principle in the individual parameters
that protected against coherent noise like over/under rotations. Now these offsets between unique
occurrences of the gate associated with the parameter could have different offsets which are not
variationally optimized by default. In echo verification one reuses the same qubit register in the
uncomputation of the state, making this is of lesser concern, as both parts of the gate Ui(θi + γi)

and U†
i (θi + γi) are usually associated with the same qubit(s) and therefore the same calibration

and share a coherent offset. As in virtual distillation with two copies, both copies are prepared on
two different qubit registers and therefore subject to slight offsets in calibration as Ui,1(θ+γi,1) and
Ui,2(θ+γi,2). As noted by [86], one can mitigate these effects by slightly adjusting the parameters of
the two halves to maximize Tr(ρ1ρ2) to compensate for the offset γi,1−γi,2. We describe an efficient
way of adjusting these parameters when subject to coherent noise and investigate if this can recover
the original purity without coherent noise even in the presence of incoherent noise, which might
interfere with finding the coherent offset.

|+⟩ • H

ρ1 U(θ)

SWAP

ρ2 U(θ + cγ)

Figure 16: Representation of the investigated measurement configuration to compensate for coherent errors
in virtual distillation to measure and maximize Tr(ρ1ρ2).

The procedure involves running a single step of Rotosolve [72] on one of the qubit registers and
maximizing the measured purity Tr(ρ1ρ2) which scales linearly O(Nθ) in the number of parameters
Nθ in the ansatz. As the local cost function is maximized when the individual parameters match,
Rotosolve efficiently finds the offset in a single step. The virtual distillation formulation of Section
13 is used and the exact measurement setup is shown in Fig. 16. By adding a slight offset γ =
(γ1, . . . , γNθ

) to one of the circuits, following a normal distribution scaled by a factor of c, we
simulate a coherent mismatch of varying strength. By unlocking the parameters on each side from
each other, a single step of Rotosolve adjusts the original parameters θ to the perturbed ones θopt

one can extract the offset γopt = θopt − θ. This offset can then be added to the other half of the
circuit to compensate for the coherent offset in further evaluations of observables. In the simulations
shown here, this offset is found for every datapoint individually as they are simulated with different
γ. In real error mitigation scenarios, this offset can be learned and used for multiple evaluations
of the circuit, depending on the individual performance of the used hardware and the time scale of
calibration and device drift. In virtual distilation scenarios with more than N > 2 copies of ρ, one
can adjust the offset by running the procedure N − 1 times to find the offset of all copies in relation
to a chosen base copy of ρ.

A numerical demonstration of this procedure is shown in Figure. 17. The ansatz from Section 13
is used with incoherent noise probabilities of p between 10−3 and 10−2 to show that even in regimes
with significant incoherent noise levels the procedure can extract the coherent mismatch. Fig. 17
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Figure 17: The measured purity Tr(ρ1ρ2) in virtual distillation in the output state when dealing with
incoherent errors of probability p after every quantum gate and coherent errors taking the form of over
and under rotation of magnitude c. Left: Uncorrected purity with ρ1 = U(θ)ϵ |0⟩ ⟨0|U†(θ)ϵ, ρ2 = U(θ +
cγ)ϵ |0⟩ ⟨0|U†(θ + cγ)ϵ Right: Corrected purity with ρ1 = U(θ + γopt)ϵ |0⟩ ⟨0|U†(θ + γopt)ϵ, ρ2 = U(θ +

cγ)ϵ |0⟩ ⟨0|U†(θ + cγ)ϵ.

left shows the default behaviour, where for coherent errors larger than 10−1 the purity of the state is
significantly reduced. Each point is taken over 10 random offsets γ and the depolarizing channel is
used as a source of incoherent error. Fig. 17 right shows that after a single step of the optimizer one
recovers the behaviour of low coherent noise mismatch recovering the purity with only incoherent
noise. This shows that these purification techniques can be made to tolerate coherent noise in
addition to incoherent noise. As these simulations are taken without shot noise, the accuracy to
which one can calibrate these offsets is set by the shot budget one allocates for this optimization
step and depending on calibration drift at what frequency this offset has to be reoptimized.

Further techniques to compensate for coherent errors are the quantum subspace expansion [90]
and the generalized subspace expansion [91], which combines the quantum subspace expansion with
virtual distillation.
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4 Purification-based quantum error mitigation of pair - cor-
related electron simulation
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Summary

We investigate the performance of different purification based error mitigation techniques on a su-
perconducting quantum computer (Googles Sycamore chip). As quantum circuits under noise are
quite costly to simulate in comparison to perfect state simulators and that noise channels that
one analytically implements always will only approximate the true noise environment on a device,
performance of error mitigation techniques is best evaluated on real hardware. As previously men-
tioned one needs accurate results (accurate up to chemical accuracy) in quantum chemistry for
post-Hartree-Fock methods so in this work we investigate how precisely one can resolve energies
in the DOCI approximation for quantum chemistry as well as the energy and order parameters
for the Richardson-Gaudin Model, a toy model for superconductivity. We find an improvement of
two orders of magnitude over post selection and a favorable scaling in performance of purification
with increasing system size, and extract scaling laws. This constitutes one of the largest and most
complex VQEs up to date on quantum hardware.
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The prospect of accurately simulating ground states of
quantum systems on quantum hardware has motivated
substantial theory and hardware developments over the
last decade. With fault-tolerant quantum computing in
its infancy [1] and many years from promised applica-
tions [2–8] attention has focused on algorithms requir-
ing only short-depth quantum circuits, such as the vari-
ational quantum eigensolver (VQE) [9–11]. Theoretical
developments in ansatz design [10, 12–16] and measure-
ment optimization [17–22] have enabled small to mid-
scale VQE experiments [14, 23–30]. A key target of varia-
tional quantum algorithms has been the electronic struc-
ture problem in chemistry [10, 14, 23–27, 31]. Such sim-
ulations are challenging to implement on quantum hard-
ware due to a long-range two-body fermionic Hamilto-
nian and stringent accuracy requirements. This makes
it unclear whether a beyond-classical [32] simulation of
chemistry can be achieved without fault tolerance. De-
termining the requirements for such a simulation is a crit-
ical open problem.

The electronic structure problem can be expressed in
models of varying complexity and realism. Quantum
simulations of chemistry within the Hartree-Fock (mean-
field) approximation were implemented for system sizes
up to 12 qubits in [27], and this retains the record for
the largest VQE calculation of a chemical ground state
on quantum hardware. As a next step, one can con-
sider working in the seniority zero subspace of the entire
Hilbert space, which assumes all electrons come in spin-
up or spin-down pairs [15, 33–37]. This has the advantage
of projecting a local fermionic problem onto a local qubit
problem [15]. The S0 ground state is not a priori classi-
cally efficiently simulable [15] (though good approximate
methods are known to exist for many problems [38–40]).
This makes it a good stepping stone beyond Hartree-Fock
towards the full electronic structure problem.

Recent quantum experiments have relied on error mit-
igation techniques [41], which are not scalable like error
correction [1, 42], but promise to substantially shrink ex-
perimental errors. Popular methods are based on post-
selection [43, 44], rescaling [45–48], purification [27, 49–
51] and probabilistic cancellation [45, 52]. Various
schemes and combinations of error mitigation techniques
have been implemented in practice [24, 26–30, 47, 53].
However, many of these methods do not promise to re-
move bias to the level of accuracy needed for useful simu-
lation of chemistry, or remain untested beyond few-qubit
experiments. Shifting from non-interacting fermions to
correlated electronic structure, one loses two error miti-
gation advantages that were crucial to the success of [27]:
efficient density matrix purification via McWeeny itera-
tion [54], and low-cost gradient estimation.

In this work, we mitigate errors accumulated dur-
ing the preparation of electronic ground states in the
seniority-zero space, comparing three different error miti-
gation techniques — postselection, echo verification, and
virtual distillation — on up to 20 qubits of a supercon-
ducting quantum processor. Using either echo verifica-

tion or a new combination of postselection and virtual
distillation, we are able to reproduce the ground state en-
ergy and order parameter for an N = 10-qubit simulation
of the Richardson-Gaudin (RG), or pairing model — the
quintessential model of superconductivity — improving
over the unmitigated estimates by 1 − 2 orders of mag-
nitude. This demonstrates an improvement over classi-
cal pair-coupled-cluster-doubles, and the non-interacting
BCS theory, neither of which are qualitatively correct
over the entire range of coupling values considered. Echo
verification was further able to significantly improve over
postselected VQE for 6- and 10-qubit simulations of the
ring-opening of cyclobutene. While the stringent error
requirements (< 0.05 Hartree) to differentiate between
mean-field and the exact solution could only be achieved
for the 6-qubit case, this still represents the largest VQE
simulation of electronic structure for chemistry to date.

Finally, we considered the scaling of our simulation
of the RG model, using data from simulations at N =
4, 6, 8, 10. We observe a clear difference in the asymp-
totic scaling of the mean absolute error in energy and
order parameter when echo verification or virtual distilla-
tion are applied. From this data, we are able to estimate
the minimum requirements for a beyond-classical VQE
simulation of similar form: a 25× decrease in hardware
error rates (from those observed in this work), a limit of
O(N)-depth for future variational ansatzes, and the need
to pre-optimize ansatzes classically without intermedi-
ate calls to a device. Even if this list of requirements is
achieved, meeting the high level of accuracy required for
the electronic structure problem will pose a serious chal-
lenge, as chemical accuracy is around 60× smaller than
our mean accuracy for the 10-qubit cyclobutene problem.

I. METHODS

A. Simulating the seniority-zero subspace

The seniority of a Slater determinant is the number
of unpaired electrons; thus, the seniority zero (S0) sector
of Hilbert space for an N -electron system in M orbitals
is the space of

(
M
N/2

)
determinants leaving no electrons

unpaired given a particular pairing of the spin-orbitals.
Seniority is not a global symmetry of the electronic struc-
ture Hamiltonian and it is basis dependent; it has been
used as a way to classify determinant subspaces to gen-
erate better approximations for solving the Schrödinger
equation [34–37] and as a starting point for modeling
strong correlations from electron pair states [33].

Supported by the S0 subspace there exists a set of oper-
ators satisfying the su(2) algebra constructed from pairs
of fermion ladder operators and the spatial orbital num-
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3

ber operator [55]

P †p = a†pαa
†
pβ , Np =

∑

p,σ

a†pσapσ,

[
Pp, P

†
q

]
= (1−Np)δp,q , [Np, Pq] = −2Pqδp,q, (1)

where p, q and α, β are orbital and spin indices respec-
tively. These operators form a basis for Hamiltonians
projected into the S0 subspace. The equivalence to
an su(2) algebra means seniority zero models resemble
Heisenberg spin−1/2 models which are easily expressed
as Pauli operators.

In this work we focus on two Hamiltonians to validate
purification-based error mitigation strategies. The first
is the Richardson-Gaudin (RG), or pairing model

Ĥ =
N∑

p=1

εpNp + g
N∑

p 6=q=1

P †pPq, (2)

which is a model for a small superconducting grain
when g < 0 [56–59], but with a g-dependent Debye fre-
quency [57]. The second model is the electronic structure
Hamiltonian (Helec) projected into the S0 subspace

HS0
= PS0

HelecPS0
=
∑

p

(hp,p)Np (3)

+
1

4

∑

p 6=q
(2Vpqpq − Vpqqp)NpNq +

∑

pq

(Vppqq)P
†
pPq.

The all-to-all connected Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian
is, in general, not known to be classically solvable,
but good approximate methods exist. This is espe-
cially true for the RG model, which is often inte-
grable [39], well-approximated by density-matrix renor-
malization group [38] and pair coupled cluster techniques
in the repulsive regime, and solvable by quantum Monte
Carlo in the attractive regime (where it has no sign prob-
lem). Pair coupled cluster theory is also known to work
well for the electronic structure problem in the S0 sub-
space [36, 40, 60, 61] while full configuration interaction
quantum Monte Carlo shows a reduced sign problem [62].
As such, although we have strong evidence that the quan-
tum circuits used in this text are not classically simulat-
able (App. B 1), we do not believe directly scaling S0

simulations represents the easiest path to a quantum ad-
vantage in chemistry; this is instead a stepping stone be-
tween a mean field solution and the full electronic struc-
ture problem.

B. The unitary pair coupled cluster ansatz and
energy estimation

In this work we use a Trotterized unitary pair-coupled-
cluster doubles (UpCCD) ansatz [15] compiled into a set
of qubits in a ladder geometry with nearest-neighbor cou-
pling. The ladder ansatz (instead of a generic ring) al-
lows us to efficiently measure terms in the Hamiltonian

GS ==D = pi/2 PhXZ =   PhXZ
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FIG. 1. The UpCCD ansatz and its compilation to a 2D
superconducting transmon grid. (top) Decomposition of the
gates used in this experiment to CZ and single-qubit gates.
See supplemental material for details. (second from top, left)
2 × 5 grid with couplers in a square lattice geometry, show-
ing couplers used during the ansatz (ring coupler, purple),
and those used only during measurement (cross-coupler, red).
(second from top, right) 2+1D circuit cartoon of a combined
ansatz and measurement on a 2 × 5 transmon qubit array.
(third from top) Cartoon of error mitigation techniques used
in this experiment. Different circuit pieces are described in the
legend. (bottom) an example 8-qubit echo verification circuit
to measure the expectation value of (X1X7+Y1Y7+Z1+Z7)/2.
Shaded gates at the top and bottom of the qubit array wrap
around the 2× 4 ring.

corresponding qubits that are not physically adjacent
after encoding with a minimal number of swap opera-
tions. When mapped from fermions to qubits the Up-
CCD ansatz has the form

U(θ) =

N∏̀

`

Ue(θ
e,`)Uo(θ

o,`) (4)

Uo(θ
o,`) =

N/2−1∏

n=0

GS2n+1,(2n+2)%N (θo,l2n+1,(2n+2)%N ) (5)

Ue(θ
e,`) =

N/2−1∏

n=0

GS2n,2n+1(θe,l2n,2n+1) (6)

where each GSij(θ
e/o,`
ij ) is a Givens-swap gate corre-

sponding to the product of a Givens rotation gate on
a pair labeled by qubits i and j followed by a swap op-
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eration [15],

GS(φ) =




1 0 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
swap




1 0 0 0
0 cos(φ) − sin(φ) 0
0 sin(φ) cos(φ) 0
0 0 0 1




︸ ︷︷ ︸
Givens

. (7)

The GS gate corresponds to a coherent partial pair-
excitation (by the angle φ), followed by a pair-swap.
Given a number of layers N` in Eq. (4) and total num-
ber of qubits N there are a total of N`N/2 free param-
eters in the ansatz. To minimize the amount of time
qubits are idle we order the spatial orbitals such that the
Fermi-vacuum is |0101 . . . 01〉–e.g. the restricted Hartree-
Fock state–corresponding to an interleaved list of occu-
pied and virtual orbital labels in ascending energy order.
The Hamiltonian qubit ordering is then chosen such that
when all θ = 0, the Hartree-Fock state for each model
is returned. The alternating swap gate arrangement al-
lows us to couple each occupied pair with each unoc-
cupied pair once in depth N/2 (see App. B 3). Thus,
in this work we set N` = N/2 for all systems. Each
GS(θ) gate is compiled into a product of three controlled-
Z (CZ) gates interleaved with tunable single-qubit mi-
crowave gates (Fig. 1 (top), see App. B 2).

To perform energy estimation on our two S0 models,
expectation values with respect to nearest-neighbor and
non-nearest-neighbor qubits are required. The expecta-
tion value 〈XiXj + YiYj〉 is estimated by performing a
number preserving diagonalization [19, 27] mapping the
expectation value to the difference of 〈Zi〉 and 〈Zj〉. The
ladder geometry allows us to measure all non-nearest-
neighbor pairs across the rungs of the ladder in a similar
fashion at the additional cost of at most one swap op-
eration. The full measurement protocol is detailed in
Appendix B 3. All-to-all coupling is achieved in N cir-
cuits bringing the total number of different circuits to
measure the Hamiltonian’s expectation value to N + 1.
Strategies with fewer numbers of circuits exist, however
they do not allow for post-selection on particle number.

C. Echo verification and virtual distillation

Echo verification (EV), introduced in [51] is an error
mitigation technique that uses two copies of a quantum
state |ψ〉 reflected in time (preparation↔ unpreparation)
to estimate 〈ψ|O|ψ〉 for a unitary O [53, 63]. EV can
be implemented without control gates, given a known
reference eigenstate |φ〉 of O orthogonal to |ψ〉 (here |φ〉 =
|00 . . .〉). To implement (control-free) EV, we act O on
a prepared superposition of |ψ〉 and |φ〉, generated by
acting our UpCCD ansatz on the cat state |00 . . . 0〉 +
|0101 . . . 01〉. Then, we estimate the expectation value

of |φ〉〈ψ| 1 on the resulting state |Ψ〉 = O 1√
2
(|ψ〉 + |φ〉).

The estimation is performed by inverting the preparation
unitary. In the absence of noise, we have

〈Ψ|φ〉〈ψ|Ψ〉 = 1
2 〈ψ|O|ψ〉eiφ, (8)

where O|φ〉 = eiφ|φ〉. The expectation value 〈ψ|O|ψ〉 can
be recovered from Eq. (8) as the other terms are known.
The largest effect of noise on the system is to dampen
〈Ψ|φ〉〈ψ|Ψ〉 → F 〈Ψ|φ〉〈ψ|Ψ〉, where F is the circuit fi-
delity [51]. We can estimate F independently by remov-
ing O from the circuit, which yields a Loschmidt echo of
the preparation unitary [64]. This is achieved in practice
by removing a virtual Z rotation (see Fig. 1, bottom),
making the estimated Loschmidt fidelity an accurate es-
timate of F . Further EV implementation details can be
found in App. B 4.

Virtual distillation (VD) [49, 50] is an error mitigation
technique that uses collective measurements of k copies
of a state ρ to estimate expectation values with respect to
ρk/Tr[ρk]. VD schemes are based on the observation that
the cyclic shift operator S(k) is easily diagonalized, and
therefore can be measured, which yields e.g. for k = 2

Tr[ρ⊗ ρS(2)] = Tr[ρ2],Tr[ρ⊗ ρS(2)Os] = Tr[ρ2O], (9)

with Os = 1
2 (I ⊗ O + O ⊗ I). S(2) can be simultane-

ously diagonalized with Os when O = Zi by a GS(π/4)
rotation between pairs of identified qubits on the two
registers. For two N/2 × 2 ladders on a square lattice
geometry, this requires one round of swap gates to shift
identified qubits next to each other. Operators O 6= Zi
are measured by rotating to Zi (see Sec. I B) and follow-
ing the above procedure. The virtual distillation circuit
is only 6 two-qubit gates deeper than post-selected VQE.

As the GS(π/4) gate is number-conserving, VD can be
combined with postselection: the global excitation num-
ber

∑
j(Zj⊗I+I⊗Zj) is a good symmetry. This requires

that the state prior to measurement also conserve num-
ber. This is true when estimating 〈XiXj + YiYj〉, but
not when estimating 〈ZiZj〉: when mapping ZiZj → Zi
one can only preserve the parity of the total number of
excitations. In the main text of this work, we will present
results showing VD with postselection only (PS-VD). We
compare VD with and without postselection in App. F 1.

II. THE RICHARDSON-GAUDIN MODEL

We use our UpCCD ansatz to prepare approximate
ground states of the RG model on 10 sites at half-filling
across a range of coupling strengths using parameters op-
timized in noiseless simulations. We achieve half-filling

1 The term |φ〉〈ψ| is not Hermitian, but may be written as a sum
of the Hermitian operators |φ〉〈ψ|+ |ψ〉〈φ| and i|φ〉〈ψ| − i|ψ〉〈φ|.
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FIG. 2. Digital quantum simulation of ground states of the
RG Hamiltonian for 10 spatial orbitals (Eq. (2) and Eq. (10))
on a superconducting quantum device. (top-left) Energy as a
function of the coupling parameter g, for an unmitigated state
preparation [blue circles], and state preparation mitigated by
postselection [red crosses], echo verification [yellow triangles],
and postselected virtual distillation [green squares]. This is
compared to the exact DOCI result [black solid line], and BCS
[purple dashed line] and pCCD [teal dashed-dotted line] clas-
sical approximations. The pCCD results do not converge be-
low a critical value, resulting in their cut-off. (top-right) Log
plot of experimental energy error (ignoring the model error
from the UpCCD approximation). (bottom-left) Many-body
order parameter for the RG Hamiltonian (see text), again
compared to classical models. (bottom-right) Experimental
error in estimating the superconducting order parameter vs
the target state within the UpCCD approximation (again ig-
noring model error). Standard deviation error bars estimated
by propagating variance (Raw VQE, PS-VQE) or bootstrap-
ping (EV, PS-VD), see App. C 2 for details.

by adding a chemical potential to the single particle en-
ergies in Eq. (2);

εp = p− µ, µ =
1

2
(N + 1) (10)

In Fig. 2 (top left), we estimate the prepared states’ en-
ergy with and without error mitigation techniques (see
caption), and compare it to exact diagonalization in
the S0 subspace, also known as double occupied config-
uration interaction (DOCI), and classical pair-coupled-
cluster doubles (pCCD), and BCS solutions. We see that
using EV or PS-VD we are able to reproduce the en-
tire energy curve to high accuracy, which neither pCCD
nor the non-interacting BCS theory can achieve. The ex-

perimental error in the result is the sum of the UpCCD
model error and the experimental error. To disambiguate
the effects of UpCCD model error, in Fig. 2 (top right)
we plot the error between our experimental data and the
UpCCD ground state energy. Postselection consistently
mitigated around half the error present in the raw ansatz.
By contrast, EV demonstrates an average 85-fold and
maximum 460-fold error reduction. PS-VD achieves sim-
ilar performance, with an average 60-fold and maximum
140-fold improvement. The residual error following EV
or PS-VD drifts notably with fluctuations between points
larger than error bars. We attribute this observation to
device drift.

The RG Hamiltonian has a well-known phase tran-
sition in the attractive regime (g ≤ 0) in the thermo-
dynamic limit, which appears in the BCS state at fi-
nite N , but is not present in the true ground state
due to finite size effects [56–58]. This presents an op-
portunity for a variational quantum simulation to de-
termine qualitative features of a quantum Hamiltonian
beyond non-interacting physics. The traditional order
parameter for the BCS state, ∆BCS = 1

N

∑
j〈aj↑aj↓〉,

is zero on the RG Hamiltonian ground state due to
number conservation. However, one can confirm that

∆ = 1
N

∑
j,σ

√
〈n2
jσ〉 − 〈njσ〉2 satisfies ∆ = ∆BCS for

the BCS ground state of the Hamiltonian, giving a many-
body order parameter [57]. In Fig. 2 (bottom left), we
plot experimental estimates of ∆ across the range of g
values considered. In the absence of error mitigation,
though the order parameter dips around g = 0 the true
cusp is not reproduced. Both EV and PS-VD clearly im-
prove over the BCS approximation for g > 0.5, with EV
particularly able to reproduce the cusp at g = 0. The
performance of error mitigation is demonstrated by plot-
ting the error in ∆ against the noise free UpCCD energy
in Fig. 2 (bottom right).

We see all experimental estimates have a slight peak
in error at g = 0. This can be attributed to ∆ being
highly sensitive to error at this point ( ∂∆

∂〈njσ〉 → ∞).

Furthermore, the maximally-mixed state has ∆ = 1, so
decoherence has a larger effect when targeting ∆ << 1.
This contrasts with the error in the energy (Fig. 2 (top
right)), which has a slight dip near g = 0. We attributed
this to the increased contribution from 〈XiXj + YiYj〉 to
the energy when g is far from 0, as ∆ is independent of
these expectation values. The improvement from EV and
PS-VD in estimating the order parameter is slightly less
than that in estimating the energy, with a mean (max)
32-fold (56-fold) improvement from EV, and 18-fold (51-
fold) improvement from PS-VD. We attribute this to the
increased sensitivity of ∆ to noise at g = 0, and the high
performance of the raw results at g << 0 (where depo-
larizing noise has little effect as ∆ ∼ 1).
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FIG. 3. The conrotatory Cyclobutene ring opening path-
way simulated in the seniority zero subspace comparing post-
selected VQE and echo verification (EV) on an optimized uni-
tary pair-coupled-cluster ansatz. From left to right the reac-
tion path corresponds to the ring opening reaction. For the
ten orbital case the unitary pair-coupled-cluster ansatz (eval-
uated in simulation) has less than 1.8×10−4 energy difference
from exact diagonalization in the seniority zero space. The
blue curves correspond to the exact diagonalization of the
seniority zero active space Hamiltonian spanning 10 orbitals
(lighter-broad blue line) and 6 orbitals (darker-narrow blue
line). The red curve is the restricted Hartree Fock (RHF)
mean-field energy. Green points (darker green for 6 qubits
and lighter green for 10 qubits) are the echo verified exper-
imental data while yellow points (darker yellow for 6 qubits
and lighter yellow for 10 qubits) are the post-selected VQE
energies. The 10 qubit VQE data is plotted on a discontin-
uous and different scale to preserve the visual scale of the
reaction energy along the reaction coordinate.

III. CYCLOBUTENE RING OPENING

We further validated scalable error mitigation proto-
cols by simulating the conrotatory ring opening pathway
for cyclobutene in an active space of six orbital and six
electrons and ten orbitals and ten electrons correspond-
ing to a six and ten qubit simulation of the Hamiltonian
in Eq. (3). The mechanism of this ring opening is de-
scribed by the Woodward-Hoffmann rules for pericyclic
ring openings corresponding to the in-phase combination
of the two carbon 2p orbitals when brought together to
form the four-member carbon ring.

The geometries along the reaction path are determined
from a nudged elastic band calculation using density
functional theory (B3LYP) to evaluate forces. The final
structures use a minimal basis set (STO-3G) to generate
the active space Hamiltonians to project into the senior-

ity zero sector. The Woodward-Hoffmann rules are a
type of molecular orbital theory and thus we expect this
reaction to be qualitatively described within mean-field
theory. This is verified numerically for our seniority zero
model where the largest CI coefficient has an average
value of 0.974(9), for six-orbitals, and 0.973(9), for 10-
orbitals, indicating a single-reference system. As such,
our unitary pair-coupled-cluster doubles ansatz targets
the dynamic correlation corrections to the mean-field.

The average post-selected-VQE absolute error is
0.058±0.006 and 0.395±0.023 Hartree for the six orbital
and ten orbital systems, respectively. The average echo-
verified absolute error is 0.011± 0.005 and 0.064± 0.035
Hartree for the six orbital and ten orbital system, re-
spectively, showing a 5.51-fold and 6.12-fold improvement
over post-selected-VQE average error. Comparing to the
raw VQE data, we find a 55.1-fold and 38.4-fold mean er-
ror reduction for the six orbital system and 10-qubit sys-
tem respectively. While there is notable improvement in
energy across the reaction pathway for the 10 orbital sys-
tem the magnitude of the errors is larger than the 0.037
Hartree energy difference between cyclobutene and 1,3-
Butadiene. Furthermore, a visual inspection of Figure 3
indicates high parallelity errors in the 10 orbital system.
Given the error bars on echo verification are smaller than
the parallelity error (point scatter) we attribute the main
source of error to device drift.

IV. OUTLOOK

We have observed the echo verification and virtual dis-
tillation error mitigation protocols suppressing errors by
1-2 orders of magnitude on a range of quantum simu-
lation problems using up to 20 superconducting qubits.
We now consider the requirements for scaling these ex-
periments to the classical intractable regime.

In Fig. 4 (top) we plot the number of experiments
(shots) used in this work to simulate the RG Hamilto-
nian at g = −0.9 (where pCCD does not describe the
system well), and compare this to theoretical estimates
targeting the same model to within a sampling noise of
0.1 a.u. using the experimental fidelities observed for 10
qubits (fidelities taken from Fig. 4 (bottom right)). The
50× gap between theory and experiment for 10-qubit EV
can be attributed mostly to extra circuits used to can-
cel out a background magnetic field (see App. B 4). The
gap for our VD experiment is roughly 3× by comparison.
Assuming the ability to freely weight our shot distribu-
tion, we estimate that for a 50-qubit experiment (as a
proxy lower bound for a beyond-classical quantum com-
putation) using VD or EV, 108 or 109 shots would be
required respectively. This is executable on current hard-
ware in a wall-clock time (see App. D 1) of > 1 hour or
> 10 hours respectively. Including the difference between
experiment and theory at 10 qubits raises the cost of EV
to 5 × 1010 shots, which would require multiple days to
achieve. These numbers do not include the multiplica-
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FIG. 4. Scaling the simulation of the RG model to larger
qubit counts. (top) Number of shots required for convergence
at g = −0.9. Dots give numbers chosen for the experiment,
crosses and pluses give simulated estimations using two types
of term grouping (see App. D 3) using observed fidelities of a
10 qubit experiment. (bottom-left) Experimental energy er-
ror (vs the UpCCD ground state), averaged over all points
studied of the RG model. Error bars show sample standard
deviation, and lines a power-law fit (exponent shown) as a
guide to the eye. (bottom-middle) Experimental error in or-
der parameter (vs the UpCCD ground state), averaged over
all points studied of the RG model. Error bars and lines
same as bottom-left. (bottom-right) Different fidelity met-
rics for post-selected VQE, EV, VD, and Loschmidt echo (see
legend), averaged over all points studied of the RG model.

tive cost of variational optimization (see App. E). Fur-
thermore, the requirements for accurate electronic struc-
ture simulations may be lower than the 0.1 a.u. require-
ment considered here. Methods to pre-optimize varia-
tional ansatzes classically, and applications of VQE to
problems simpler than electronic structure, may thus be
necessary for beyond-classical VQE experiments.

Device coherence presents an additional scaling chal-
lenge. To maintain circuit fidelity F over an O(N)-depth,
fully parallel circuit as N scales from 5 to 50 requires
all error rates to drop by and coherence times to in-
crease by roughly a factor 25 (proportional to O(N2)).
As any reduction in F incurs an O(poly(F−1)) sampling
cost [49, 51], and as F scales exponentially in the er-
ror rate, and as F ∼ 10% for PS-VD (Fig. 4 (bottom-
right)), we see little room for negotiation on this 25×
lower bound. To achieve a 25× decrease in error rate
would require a 50-qubit device with XEB fidelities on
all two-qubit gates ≤ 3 × 10−4. However this analysis
precludes ansatzes with depth O(N2) or higher or sig-
nificantly larger constant factors (in our case, the circuit
depth of the bare VQE is 3N/2). For instance, success-
fully implementing a 50-qubit VQE with ansatz depth

3N2/2 with EV or VD would require error rates to drop
∼ 1000×.

On a more positive note, in Fig. 4 (bottom left), we
plot the absolute error in the energy estimates, aver-
aged across all points in our RG model experiment. The
energy scales sublinearly after applying EV or VD (a
clear asymptotic difference to raw or postselected VQE),
which suggests that a 25× decrease in error rate required
to keep sampling costs constant may yield significantly
higher precision results. A similar gap between EV/VD
and VQE/PS-VQE for estimating the order parameter
can be observed in Fig. 4 (bottom middle); the discrep-
ancy in absolute scaling can be attributed mostly to the
energy scaling as O(N2), while ∆ does not scale with
N . This observation runs contrary to the observations in
Fig. 3, where shifting from 6 to 10 qubits increased the
mean error by a factor 10. Investigating the mean error
in estimating Pauli operators (App. F 2) suggests that
the true scaling lies somewhere in between these values.
If the energy error scales linearly or better with the er-
ror rate per qubit (which is expected from simulations in
Ref. [51]), and scales less than quadratically in N , our
requirement to scale error rates as O(N−2) to preserve
the circuit fidelity F will yield a drop in absolute energy
error as a function of N . Thus, pinning down this scaling
of experimental error with system size and error rates is
a key area for future work.
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Appendix A: Calibration of the processor

All experiments were implemented on a subgrid of a
25-qubit superconducting processor with the Sycamore
architecture. For all methods other than virtual distilla-
tion, a 2×N/2 qubit grid was calibrated to within 0.008
XEB fidelity [32] and 0.008 speckle purity [32]. For vir-
tual distillation, a 4 × N/2 qubit grid was calibrated to
within 0.01 XEB fidelity and 0.01 speckle purity.

We were further required to calibrate the single-qubit
Z-phases accumulated during a CZ gate. This is a well-
documented issue [47, 65], but is complicated in our case
by the addition of microwave gates. These are observed
to bleed into the CZ gate, which made standard Floquet
calibration techniques inaccurate. To solve this issue, we
calibrate CZ gates in-situ. The Givens-swap gate was
altered by, after each CZ between qubits i and j, insert-

ing virtual rotations exp(iZiβ
(j)
i ), exp(iZjβ

(i)
j ) on qubit

i and j respectively. The phases β
(j)
i were calibrated

by running two experiments in series. Firstly, a single
GS(0) = swap gate was implemented between qubits i
and j (with virtual gates inserted); the qubits were pre-
pared in the state |0+〉 measured in the ZX or ZY basis,
or prepared in the state | + 0〉 and measured in the XZ

or Y Z basis. Sweeping β
(j)
i and β

(i)
j gave four datasets

that could be fitted to extract optimal phase offsets. The
resulting gate was then benchmarked by estimating 〈XI〉
and 〈Y I〉 on the state [GS(0)]2k|0+〉 and 〈IX〉 and 〈IY 〉
on [GS(0)]2k| + 0〉, and fitting this to an oscillatory de-
cay curve. Under this benchmark, the initial calibration
typically reduced the accumulated phase per CZ to less
than 30 milliradians. This benchmark was further used
to calibrate, by sweeping βi + βj on pairs i, j that are
being acted on by the same GS gate to remove the re-
maining oscillations. We find in practice that a cubic fit
to 11 datasets is a robust way to perform a final estimate

of βi+βj , with the residual phase less than 5 milliradians
when calibration was successful. If the estimated fidelity
of the resulting GS gate underperformed (> 1.5% error
per CZ gate), qubit or coupler frequencies were reopti-
mized before recalibrating. Calibration was performed in
parallel on sets of CZ gates that were run in parallel dur-
ing an experiment, to mimic the local environment and
compensate for 2-qubit gate crosstalk.

Appendix B: Further details of the UpCCD ansatz

1. BQP-completeness of nearest neighbor
Givens-swap circuits

Here we substantiate the claim that the UpCCD cir-
cuits realized on hardware in this work are in general not
efficiently classically simulable. We do so by construct-
ing a universal quantum gate set on a reduced Hilbert
space (dual-rail encoding) with an O(1) depth overhead.
This construction shows that any nearest neighbor depth-
O(N) circuit on a line of qubits can be mapped to a
depth-O(N) UpCCD ansatz (and circuits with arbitrary
connectivity to a depth-O(N2) UpCCD ansatz), when al-
lowing for the omission of gates (as the identity is not a
GS gate). For this to hold it is pivotal that the GS gate
family includes the swap gate and is thus not a match-
gate.

To demonstrate a universal gate set we use a dual-rail
encoding of one logical qubit into two physical qubits
(onto which theGS gates will act). We use tilde to denote
logical states and operations and set

|0̃〉 := |01〉 (B1)

|1̃〉 := |10〉. (B2)

It is then straightforward to verify by direct computation
that a GS gate acting on two physical qubits belonging to
the same logical qubit can be used to realize the following
logical Hadamard, Pauli, and Pauli rotation gates:

GS(
π

4
) = H̃ (B3)

GS(0) = X̃ (B4)

GS(
π

2
) = Z̃ (B5)

GS(0) ·GS(θ) = R̃Y (θ) (B6)

Logical two qubit entangling gates can be realized by
acting with GS gates on qubits belonging to two different
logical qubits. The c̃not gate can for instance be made
by means of

X̃ X̃ Z̃

Z̃

H̃ H̃

= c̃not (B7)
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and since GS(0) = swap a s̃wap is obtainable by means
of the planar circuit

GS(0)

GS(0) GS(0)

GS(0)

= s̃wap .

(B8)
Since cnot, swap, and the above single qubit gates are
universal for quantum computation, any circuit from a
family recognizing a language in BQP can be represented
as a planar GS gate circuit on twice as many qubits and
with an at most polynomially larger depth.

2. Gate decompositions

To implement the GS(θ) gate on superconducting
hardware requires us to decompose it into native gates.
In our case this is arbitrary single-qubit rotations and
two-qubit number-conserving excitation gates [47]. To
minimize calibration overhead, we limit ourselves to a
fixed two-qubit gate; in all experiments performed this
was a controlled-Z gate. We can write an arbitrary single-
qubit rotation in phased-XZ form [32]

R(αx, αa, αz) = ei(αz+αa)ZeiαxXe−iαaZ (B9)

A GS(θ) gate can be executed at arbitrary θ on qubits i
and j using a combination of 3 CZ gates and single-qubit
rotations

GSi,j(θ) =Ri(
π
4 ,

π
4 , 0) · CZi,j

·Ri(π4 , −π4 , 0) ·Rj(π4 + θ
2 ,
−π
4 , π2 ) · CZi,j

·Ri(π4 , π4 , 0) ·Rj(π4 + θ
2 ,
−π
4 , π2 ) · CZi,j

·Ri(π4 , −π4 , 0). (B10)

Alternatively, if one defines a
√
swap gate to be

√
swap =




1 0 0 0

0 e
−iπ4√

2
e
i
π
4√
2

0

0 e
i
π
4√
2

e
−iπ4√

2
0

0 0 0 1



, (B11)

we can decompose a GS(θ) gate into two
√
swap gates

and single-qubit Z rotations

GSi,j(θ) =
√
swapi,je

i θ2Zie−i
θ
2Zj
√
swapi,j . (B12)

This is similar to the decomposition of a Givens rota-
tion gate into two

√
Iswap and z-rotation gates [27]: the√

swap and
√
Iswap gates differ by a ei

π
4 ZZ rotation,

which doubles to yield the ZZ term which separates the
Givens and GS rotation (up to a redefinition of angle and
single-qubit Z rotations).

It is further possible to decompose a GS(θ) gate into

three
√
Iswap gates and arbitrary single-qubit rotations,

though the calculation is more involved. We start from
a decomposition of a swap (= GS(0)) gate into three√
Iswap gates

swap =
(
e−i

π
4 (Y I+IY )

√
iswapei

π
4 (Y I+IY )

)√
iswap

(
ei
π
4 (XI+IX)

√
iswape−i

π
4 (XI+IX)

)
(B13)

=
(

exp
[
iπ8 (Y Y + ZZ)

] )
exp

[
iπ8 (XX + Y Y )

] (
exp

[
iπ8 (XX + ZZ)

] )
. (B14)

If we perform a basis rotation on the bracketed terms by exp(iαZ) on the appropriate qubit, we can generate a gate
of the form

G(α) = exp
[
iπ8 (cos(α)Y Y + sin(α)XY )

]
exp

[
iπ8 (XX + Y Y + 2ZZ)

]
exp

[
iπ8 (cos(α)XX − sin(α)XY

]
. (B15)

This function can be expanded to give

G(α) = g1(α)II + g2(α)(XX + Y Y ) + g3(α)(IZ − ZI) + g4(α)ZZ, (B16)
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with gi(α) the following complex functions

g1(α) =
1√
2

{
cos2(π8 )(cos2(π8 ) + i sin2(π8 )) + i cos(α) cos(π8 ) sin(π8 )

(1 + i)√
2

+ cos2(α) sin2(π8 )(i cos2(π8 ) + sin2(π8 )) + sin2(α) sin2(π8 )(cos2(π8 ) + i sin2(π8 ))
}

(B17)

g2(α) =
1 + i

4
√

2
(1 + cos(α)) (B18)

g3(α) =
1√
2

{
sin(α) sin(π8 ) cos(π8 )

(1 + i)√
2

+ i sin(α) cos(α) sin2(π8 )(cos2(π8 ) + i sin2(π8 ))

−i cos(α) sin(α) sin2(π8 )(i cos2(π8 ) + sin2(π8 ))
}

(B19)

g4(α) =
1√
2

{
cos2(π8 )(i cos2(π8 ) + sin2(π8 ))− i cos(α) cos(π8 ) sin(π8 )

(1 + i)√
2

+ cos2(α) sin2(π8 )(cos2(π8 ) + i sin2(π8 )) + sin2(α) sin2(π8 )(i cos2(π8 ) + sin2(π8 ))
}
. (B20)

This is of the correct form for our desired gate
up to single-qubit Z rotations as long as the
phase on 〈00|G(α)|00〉, 〈11|G(α)|11〉, 〈01|G(α)|10〉 and
〈10|G(α)|01〉 are equal. One can confirm that all have a

phase of ei
π
4 for any angle of α. There remains a residual

phase on the two on-diagonal elements of G(α),

〈01|G(α)|01〉 = g1(α)− g4(α) + 2g3(α)

= A(α)eiφ(α)eiπ/4 (B21)

〈10|G(α)|10〉 = g1(α)− g4(α)− 2g3(α)

= −A(α)e−iφ(α)eiπ/4, (B22)

which can be removed by shifting

G(α)→ eiφ/4(IZ−ZI)G(α)eiφ/4(IZ−ZI). (B23)

The precise value of φ here is

φ = − arctan

{

√
2
(

cos2(π8 )− sin2(π8 ) cos(2α)− 1√
2

cos(α)
)

sin(α) + sin(2α) sin2(π8 )

}
. (B24)

We notice that our formula for g2(α) only takes positive
values. To get the full range of GS(θ), one can finally
send G(α) → eiπ/2ZIeiπ/2IZG(α)eiπ/2ZIeiπ/2IZ (again
at no extra cost), and solve for sin(θ) = 2g2(α).

3. Scheduling details

A key advance in this work was the development of a
mapping of our UpCCD ansatz to a 2D grid with local
connectivity, such that a) the entire ansatz could be im-
plemented in depth N/2 GS gates, and b) all XiXj+YiYj
terms could be estimated using only N unique mappings.
In this section, we explain this mapping in more detail
and prove both a) and b) true.

Let us first expand the discussion of the implementa-
tion of the UpCCD ansatz. The standard UpCCD ansatz
takes the form

U(θ) = exp

{ ∑

p∈unocc,q∈occ

θpqa
†
pαa
†
pβaqαaqβ − h.c.

}
,

(B25)
which when mapped to qubits in the S0 approximation,
becomes

U(θ) = exp

{ ∑

p∈unocc,q∈occ

θpqXpYq − h.c.

}
. (B26)

This in turn can be Trotterized to a product of co-
herent pair excitations exp(θpqXpYq − h.c.). As men-
tioned in the main text, the effect of a single GS gate
(Eq. (7)) in the fermionic picture is to implement a sin-
gle coherent pair excitation between the spatial orbitals
assigned to qubits i and j, and then to swap the or-
bitals. This means a given orbital is not assigned to a
fixed qubit throughout the experiment. For our imple-
mentation of the UpCCD ansatz (see e.g. Fig. 1, bot-
tom) GS gates are applied in layers: between qubits
i, j = 2n, 2n + 1 during an even-numbered layer, and
between qubits i, j = 2n+ 1, (2n+ 2)%N during an odd-
numbered layer (for n = 0, . . . , N/2− 1). We claim that,
at half-filling, any initial assignment of occupied orbitals
to odd-numbered qubits and unoccupied orbitals to even-
numbered qubits will cause N/2 such layers to implement
a Trotterized form of Eq. (B26). To see this, note that
during an even-numbered layer, orbitals sitting on even-
numbered (odd-numbered) qubits shift to the right (left)
around the ring of qubits, and vice-versa during an odd-
numbered layer. This in turn implies that the empty
orbitals, that are initially assigned to an even-numbered
qubit, will only ever move to the right around this ring as
the ansatz proceeds, as they will be assigned to an odd-
numbered qubit on odd-numbered rounds. Likewise, the
filled orbitals will only ever move to the left around this
ring. As an occupied orbital must cross (and thus interact
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with) every unoccupied orbital before it encounters the
same one twice, this implies that the first N/2 layers of
our UpCCD ansatz will yield precisely the (N/2)2 coher-
ent pair excitations between each unoccupied and each
occupied orbital, as required. (This is demonstrated for
10 qubits in Fig. 5[top].)

Let us now consider the measurement of non-local
XiXj + YiYj terms as performed in this work. As men-
tioned in the main text, these are diagonalized on a pair
of orbitals i, j via a GS(π/4) rotation, which necessitates
the orbitals be on neighbouring qubits. The GS(π/4) ro-
tation maps the operators Zi, Zj → D+

ij , D
−
ij , where we

define

D±ij =
1

2

[
Zi + Zj ±

(
XiXj + YiYj

)]
(B27)

As we implement our ansatz on a 2 × N/2 grid, qubit
i is not only connected to qubit (i ± 1)%N ; the cross-
links in the grid connect qubit i and qubit N − i − 1.
Moreover, note that our ansatz remains unchanged if we
perform the cyclic permutation i → (i + k)%N ; that is,
we shift our orbital assignments, and all ansatz gates and
parameters, around the ring of qubits. (Note that this
technically swaps the definition of even and odd layers
when k is odd: after this permutation the first layer of GS
gates will be between qubits i, j = 2n+ 1, (2n+ 2)%N .)
Following this permutation, cross-links will connect the
orbital that was on qubit i to that which was on qubit
[N − (i+ 2k)− 1]%N . One can confirm that by running
over k = 0, . . . , N/2 − 1 we find N/2 cyclic permuta-
tions, such that each occupied orbital is coupled to each
unoccupied orbital by a cross-link for exactly one per-
mutation. With just the cyclic permutation operation
and no additional swap gates, this gives N/2 unique cir-
cuits that allow for measurement of all D±ij where i is
occupied and j unoccupied. To obtain the circuits that
couple occupied orbitals to occupied orbitals (and un-
occupied to unoccupied), we require an additional layer
of swap gates. (This is unavoidable given our initial
ansatz ordering: all occupied qubits are connected by an
even number of couplings, so a further direct coupling
would yield an odd-order cycle, which does not exist on
a square lattice.) After each permutation k above, we
perform swaps between qubits l + (k%2), l + (k%2) + 1
for 0 ≤ l < N/4. One can confirm that this yields N/2
circuits such that a coupling between any pair of occu-
pied orbitals can be achieved in one such circuit. (In this
second set of circuits, some qubits are not coupled, and
were not used to estimate expectation values in this ex-
periment.) This can be confirmed by a visual inspection
of Fig. 5[bottom]. Code that implements this scheduling
has also been uploaded to ReCirq [66].

4. Scheduling of EV circuits

In this section we outline the additional experimen-
tal details required to implement EV in this work. We
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Virtual rotation during compilation, with swaps

FIG. 5. Detail of the scheduling of pair excitation interac-
tions during the UpCCD ansatz, and measurement schedul-
ing. (top) The physical rotations during the execution of
swap layers of the UpCCD ansatz, showing that all occu-
pied (even index) and all unoccupied (odd index) orbitals are
coupled (purple squares) at some point during the ansatz.
(middle) After executing the UpCCD ansatz we have not used
the cross-couplers (red squares), allowing us to virtually ro-
tate the entire grid during compilation for the purposes of
measurement. This virtual rotation allows all occupied and
unoccupied orbitals to be coupled at some step, without any
increase in circuit depth. (bottom) The virtual rotation can-
not however, bring two occupied or two unoccupied orbitals
to nearest-neighbour qubits so that they may be coupled. To
achieve this, we require an extra round of swaps (red dashed
boxes). One can confirm that across the middle and bottom
layers, all pairs of qubits are coupled in at least one configu-
ration.
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implemented control-free EV for O = Zi, or ZiZj , or
D+
ij(Eq. (B27)), using a vacuum reference state |φ〉 =

|00 . . .〉. We prepare the superposition 1√
2
(|ψ〉 + |φ〉)

by acting the UpCCD ansatz circuit (Eq. (4)) on the
cat state 1√

2
(|0000 . . .〉 + |0101 . . .〉) (see Fig. 1[middle,

’Echo verification’] and Fig. 1[bottom]). Then, all op-
erators O were implemented by compiling them to a
virtual Z rotation on a single qubit. Finally, to mea-
sure 〈Ψ|φ〉〈ψ|Ψ〉, we inverted the UpCCD circuit and cat
state preparation. This maps the desired matrix element
|φ〉〈ψ| → |0〉〈1| ⊗ |00 . . .〉〈00 . . . |, allowing its measure-
ment via single-qubit rotation on a single ’measurement’
qubit, and readout of all qubits in the computational ba-
sis. (Reading out all qubits is essential, as we record an
estimate of 0 for the measurement of 〈Ψ|φ〉〈ψ|Ψ〉 unless
all qubits other than the measurement qubit read out 0.)

Our implementation of O as a virtual Z rotation al-
lows us to replace O → Oα = cos(α) + i sin(α)O to re-
move our susceptibility to a uniform background mag-
netic field eih

∑
j Zj . Such a field transforms Eq. (8) to

1
2 〈ψ|Oα|ψ〉ei(φ+hN/2); fitting this to three points of α al-
lows us to simultaneously estimate h, the fidelity F , and
〈O〉. (This is preferable to independent calibration as h
fluctuates with a 1/f spectrum.)

Some further experimental optimization was made for
the EV circuit that was not available for the VQE or
VD circuits. Many of the gates in the final EV circuit
[Fig. 1, bottom] cancel to the identity, as the second half
of the circuit is the inversion of the first half. We iden-
tify and prune these to increase the overall circuit fi-
delity, and insert echo pulses into the resulting empty
space. We further compile an echo pulse for the en-
tire second half of the EV circuit [this can be done as
XX · GS(θ) · XX = GS(θ)]. To unbias readout, we
measure the single measurement qubit in the ±X and
±Y bases. This, combined with the additional circuits
to remove a background magnetic field, raises the total
number of circuits to 12N2 (6N2 + 6N) to estimate the
expectation value of our chemistry (RG) Hamiltonian.
Shots were distributed across these circuits following the
term weight in the Hamiltonian with some additional
restrictions imposed by classical readout hardware (see
App. D 3).

Appendix C: Data processing

1. Optimal linear combinations of non-independent
expectation values

Once we have used our variational ansatz to prepare an
approximation ρ(θ) ∼ |ψ(θ)〉〈ψ(θ)| to the ground state
of our target problem, it remains to measure the quan-
tum device to estimate the energy (or other properties of
the state). As our devices are heavily coherence limited,
rather than attempting to perform this estimation in a
single shot, we write our Hamitonian as a sum of simpler

terms

H =
∑

i

ciQi, (C1)

and estimate the expectation value of each such term

E = Trace[Hρ] =
∑

i

ciTrace[Qiρ]. (C2)

(Note that we are not placing any restrictions on Qi at
this point.) The method in which we estimate Trace[Qiρ]
will depend on which error mitigation methods are being
implemented. However, all schemes will return a set of
estimates of Trace[Qiρ] with a covariance matrix

Σi,j = Covar
[
Trace[Qiρ],Trace[Qjρ]

]
. (C3)

In this experiment, it turns out that our choice of {Qi}
will not be linearly independent. The reason for this
is post-selection: we desire our choice of {Qi} to al-
low us to measure Sz =

∑
i Zi for each experiment. To

achieve this, we measure the operators Zj , ZjZk, and D±jk
(Eq. (B27)), but D+

jk + D−jk = Zj + Zk. This leaves us
with a degree of freedom in our choice of ci that we may
optimize upon, once a dataset is taken.

In order to choose ci, we perform a constrained La-
grangian minimization. Our target cost function is the
variance on the estimate in Eq. (C2)

Var(E) =
∑

i,j

ciΣi,jcj , (C4)

subject to Eq. (C1) as a constraint. Let us fix some
linearly independent basis of operators {Pj} (e.g. Pauli
operators), and we can write H =

∑
j hjPj , and Qi =∑

j qi,jPj . (As Pj is a basis, we have no freedom in our

choice of hj or qi,j .) Our constraints then take the form

∑

i

ciqi,j = hj . (C5)

This can be written as a Lagrange multiplier, yielding a
Lagrangian

L =
∑

i,j

ciΣi,jcj −
∑

j

(∑

i

ciqi,j − hj
)
λj . (C6)

Differentiating with respect to ci and setting equal to 0
yields (using the fact that Σi,j is a positive matrix)

2
∑

j

Σi,jcj −
∑

j

qi,jλj = 0→ cj . (C7)

Recognising this as a vector equation, as the matrix Σ is
invertible we have

c =
1

2
Σ−1qλ. (C8)
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Here, λ, c are vectors containing the λj and cj compo-
nents, and q and Σ are matrices containing the qi,j and
Σi,j components respectively. Substituting this into our
Lagrangian yields

L = −1

4
λT qTΣ−1qλ + λTh. (C9)

Then, differentiating with respect to λ (and using the
fact that qTΣ−1q is Hermitian), we have

qTΣ−1qλ = 2h→ λ = 2(qTΣ−1q)∗h (C10)

→ c = Σ−1q(qTΣ−1q)∗h, (C11)

where here, ∗ denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse
of a matrix.

In practice, though we find that this produces low-
variance estimates, it is unstable to uncertainty in our
estimate of Σ. As such, we set Σ = I for the purposes
of determining c (which corresponds to assuming that all
uncertainties are equal and all covariances are 0). This
yields

c = q(qT q)∗h. (C12)

2. Error propagation and bootstrapping

The exact form of the error for raw and post-selected
VQE is well-known. The covariance between estimates of
the expectation value of two reflection operators Pi and
Pj , estimated simultaneously from M repeated prepara-
tions and measurements on a target state, is given by

Covar[〈Pi〉〈Pj〉] =
〈PiPj〉 − 〈Pi〉〈Pj〉

M
. (C13)

The resulting number can be substituted into the prop-
agation of variance formula described in App. C 1 above
to get an estimate of the variance in energy, whilst errors
in order parameters can be obtained by propagation of

variance through (∆ = 1
N

∑
j,σ

√
〈n2
jσ〉 − 〈njσ〉2)

∂∆

∂〈njσ〉
=

1

2N

1− 2〈njσ〉√
〈njσ〉 − 〈njσ〉2

(C14)

Var[∆] =
∑

jσ

1

2N

(1− 2〈njσ〉)2

〈njσ〉 − 〈njσ〉2
Var[〈njσ〉]. (C15)

We note that this diverges when 〈nj,σ〉 → 0, 1, which is
what happens at g = 0 when ∆ → 0. We suggest that
this explains the peak in the observed experimental error
in the order parameter around g = 0 somewhat.

The experimental covariances (Eq. (C13) for raw and
postselected VQE when i 6= j were corrupted during data
taking; these terms were set to 0 when generating error
bars for Fig. 3 and Fig. 2. As said error bars are neg-
ligible due to the large number of samples used in this
experiment, more complex recovery procedures will not
noticeably change the figures.

For echo verification and virtual distillation, the formu-
las for variance are more complicated (the form derived
in Ref. [63] is not appropriate here due to our fitting to
remove a background magnetic field). Instead, error bars
were determined by bootstrapping the raw data (resam-
pling with replacement and taking the sample standard
deviation) over 100 and 25 samples respectively. This
was made complicated due to data loss during the the
EV experiment. Arrays were stored of the verified ex-
pectation value of X and Y on the measurement qubit;
this is insufficient to recover the shot distribution, as the
EV measurement can return three values; +1, −1, and
0 [51]. Counts M+, M−, and M0 of these values were
approximated from these expectation valus using the es-
timated EV fidelity FEV and the fact that in the absence
of error

M0

M
= 1− |〈U〉|2, (C16)

where U is the operator to be estimated via EV, and M =
M+ +M +−+M0. Assuming the fraction 1−FEV fails
verification, we have M0 = M(1 − FEV|〈U〉|2), and M+

and M− may be then distributed so that (M+−M−)/M
is the observed expectation value on the measurement
qubit. (This can result in M+ < 0 or M− < 0, in which
case we reduced M0 →M0−2 min(M+,M−), M+,M− →
M+ + min(M+,M−),M− + min(M+,M−).)

Appendix D: Quantum run time estimation

In this section, we estimate the cost of running our
quantum experiments in terms of number of experiments
(shots) and the wall-clock time. This is done in terms
of established theoretical cost estimates [12, 67], which
allows us to compare between this and what was imple-
mented in the actual experiment in Fig. 4 (top). This
is further necessary for the tuning of hyperparameters of
the variational optimizers we will present in App. E.

1. Wall-clock model

The cost of running a set of experiments on real-world
hardware in terms of the actual time spent or wall-clock
time is not a linear function of the number of samples
used. We can estimate the wall-clock time as a function
of three parameters. First, the number a of calls to the
device from the computed executing the Cirq code. Sec-
ond, the number b of distinct circuits the device needs
to execute. Third, the total number of shots c spend
over all calls and distinct circuits. We found empirically
that for the device used the time for a call to the de-
vice from Cirq is about 1s. In each call, a batch of dis-
tinct circuits can be sent to the device for execution but
re-programming the device to execute a different circuit
takes 0.042s. When estimating energy expectation val-
ues or order parameters, all circuits that need to be ex-
ecuted are known in advance and thus can be sent in a
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single batch. However, during variational optimization,
depending on the optimizer used, at least one call to the
device per epoch is needed, because the quantum circuits
to be executed next depend on the step taken by the opti-
mizer, which in turn depends on the measurement results
of the first batch. This needs to be taken into account
when comparing the performance of different optimizers.
The time per shot was found to be 1 ∗ 10−5, essentially
independently of the circuit depth (probably because it
is dominated by readout, reset, and time needed by the
control electronics). The number of shots c of a circuit
can currently only be set for a batch as a whole, which
in practice limits our ability to distribute shots in a way
that would minimize the variance of the resulting esti-
mator. The total wall-clock time this takes the form

twall = a ∗ 1s+ b ∗ 0.042s+ c ∗ 5 ∗ 10−5s (D1)

2. Hamiltonian decomposition schemes

In this section we define the different options chosen
to decompose a Hamiltonian into terms Qi for measure-
ment. We are free to group the measurement of all Qi
terms together, as long as they commute and an appro-
priate diagonalization circuit is found. For our numerics,
we study the following measurement strategies:

• Termwise — we take individual Pauli operators
Qi ∈ {Zj , XiXj , YiYj , ZiZj}, and measure each Qi
using an independent measurement circuit.

• XX + Y Y — we first measure all Qi ∈ {Zj , ZiZj}
in a single-shot measurement. Next, we measure
Qi ∈ {XjXk+YjYk}, grouping disjoint pairs j, k to-
gether into N sets following the scheduling outlined
in Sec. B 3. This mostly matches the scheme used
for the estimation of expectation values Raw VQE,
PS-VQE and PS-VD in Fig. 2, and the scheme used
for the PS-VQE estimates in Fig. 3.

• XX + Y Y + IZ + ZI — here, we draw Qi ∈
{Zi, ZiZj , D+

ij} (D±ij is defined in Eq. (B27)), and
measure each term separately. This matches the
measurement scheme used for EV. As the oper-
ators chosen are Hermitian and unitary, the EV
variance is equivalent to the standard tomography
variance [63]. By choosing only D+

ij and not adding

D−ij to our set of measurements, the set {Qi} be-
comes linearly independent, and so the relative co-
efficients ci (Eq.(C2)) are fixed.

Some notable differences occur between the numerical
estimates made here and those implemented on hard-
ware. (Ultimately the number of shots in the experi-
ment was chosen to be low enough that the experimen-
tal error mostly dominated, rather than being optimized
based on preliminary calculations.) In the experiment,
additional estimates of Zj + Zk were extracted along-
side each measurement of XjXk + YjYk and combined

using the techniques outlined in App. C 1. Each circuit
was repeated with and without an additional π pulse on
all qubits to unbias readout noise. In the experiment,
the shot distribution was chosen to be uniform for VQE
(40,000 per circuit) and VD (100,000 per circuit). (One
can observe in Fig. 4 that an excess of shots was taken in
both cases.) For EV, shots were distributed according to
the relative weight of Qi in the Hamiltonian. However,
this was made more complicated by a technical require-
ment that all shots executed in a single batch must have
the same number of repetitions. To accommodate this,
the number of shots used to estimate a single Qi was
rounded up or down to be an integer multiple of a fixed
base (40000). Furthermore, as mentioned in App. B 4,
when performing EV to estimate each Qi, 12 unique cir-
cuits were run to cancel out a background magnetic field
and depolarize readout noise.

3. Shot distribution

Once the decomposition of the Hamiltonian is decided,
the variance of the resulting energy estimator further de-
pends on how the available shot budget is distributed
over the Qi (or the jointly measurable groups of Qi).
In principle, estimates of the (co-)variances from a small
number of shots, from previous measurements at close by
VQE parameter values according to (C13), or in adaptive
schemes can be used to distribute shots in an asymptoti-
cally optimal way to reduce the variance. In practice, one
is limited by the overhead of calling the device and lim-
itations in setting the shots for individual circuits inside
a batch (see Section D 1).

In our estimates we assume the ability to allocate shots
per distinct circuit (and not only on a per-batch basis)
but only consider the two non-adaptive shot distribution
schemes that need no input from the quantum computer:

• Uniform Distribution — distribute the total shot
budget per expectation value uniformly over the
term groups, i.e., spend the same number of shots
on each group of Qi that are measured jointly ac-
cording to the decomposition scheme.

• According to term group weights — the total shot
budget is distributed proportional to the coeffi-
cients |ci| in Eq. C2. In the case that multiple
Qi are measured, shots are distributed according
to [

∑
i |ci|2]1/2. This is optimal in case the vari-

ances of all Qi are equal and covariances vanish
[17]. (Note that as the three measurement strate-
gies measure only linearly-independent operators,
the |ci| can be fixed prior to measurement.)
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FIG. 6. Number of shots (top) and wall-clock time (bottom)
required to estimate the ground-state energy of the RG Hamil-
tonian at g = −0.9 to within 0.1a.u.. Estimates were obtained
by standard Lagrangian optimization [67] using term distribu-
tions defined in App. D 3 and measurement strategies defined
in App. D 2. Wall-clock time model is described in App. D 1.
The orange and green data points for the XX+Y Y +IZ+ZI
scheme with and without EV coincide.

4. Wall-clock time extrapolation to large system
sizes

Using the protocol described in the previous sections,
we are able to estimate the cost of measuring the RG
model at g = −0.9 to within 0.1 a.u. as we enlarge
the system size, while optimizing our shot distribution
(App. D 3) for the wall-clock time (App. D 1). In Fig. 6,
we plot the cost in terms of the number of shots (top) and
in wall-clock time for superconducting hardware (bot-
tom). Estimates are performed for N = 6, 8, 10, 12; given
good fit to a line on a log-log plot and that a powerlaw
scaling is expected, we are able to extrapolate this to
larger system sizes. This data was combined with fidelity
estimates for a 10-qubit system (Fig. 4[bottom-right]) to
yield the curves in Fig. 4[top].

Appendix E: Variational optimization of a 6-qubit
experiment

1. The Conjugate Model Gradient Descent
optimizer

The large number of evaluations needed for ansatz pa-
rameter optimization on quantum hardware is a major
impediment towards keeping the cost of variational al-
gorithms (in terms of wall-clock time) manageable. To
mitigate the overhead incurred by sending jobs to and
receiving results from a device (see App. D 1), it is bene-
ficial if the optimizer can request a batch of cost-function
evaluations at once before making a step. In [68], surro-
gate model based optimizers were found to have good
performance under this constraint. Here, a quadratic
model function was fitted to present and past expecta-
tion value estimates in the vicinity of the current ansatz
parameter vector. Then, after making a step, a batch
of circuits corresponding to points in the vicinity of the
new parameter vector were evaluated and the stepping
procedure repeated. In this appendix we develop a natu-
ral extension of this procedure, by combining it with the
conjugate descent algorithm.

The Conjugate Model Gradient Descent optimizer is a
surrogate model-based optimization algorithm, with the
additional improvement that the gradient which is ex-
trapolated from fitting a quadratic model to the cost
function, is used in the framework of conjugate gradi-
ent descent to make a step in the parameter space. The
Conjugate Gradient Descent method was developed by
Hestenes and Stiefel in [69]. For the special case of
quadratic cost functions over an n dimensional space,
conjugate gradient methods can be proven to converge
in n iterations [70]. In practice the conjugate gradient
method is found to work well for cost functions that
are locally approximately quadratic. This is an assump-
tion one anyway needs to make when using quadratic
model based optimizers and thus makes it natural to
combine conjugate gradient descent and quadratic sur-
rogate model based optimizers with quadratic model
functions. In conjugate gradient descent the steps are
taken in the direction of the so-called conjugate gradi-
ent sn = gn + βnsn−1, where gn is the gradient (in our
case the one of the quadratic model fitted to the samples
around the current position) and βn is a scaling factor.
The formula for the n-th iteration scaling factor is given

in [71] as: βFRn =
gTn gn

gTn−1gn−1
. With s0 = g0 fixed for the

first step of the algorithm.

In Alg. 1, we present our Conjugate Model Gradient
Descent algorithm. We assume in this algorithm access to
a (noisy) oracle to the target function f to be optimized.
In practice, this is given by a call to a quantum device
with a target error, that must be made small enough to
enable convergence.
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Algorithm 1 Conjugate Model Gradient Descent

Input:Initial point x0, learning rate γ, sample radius δ, max-
imum iterations n, number of evaluations per iteration k, rate
decay exponent α, stability constant A, sample radius decay
exponent ξ, tolerance ε, oracle for function f .

1: Initialize lists L, L’
2: Initialize a list G
3: Initialize a list H
4: Let x ← x0
5: for m in 0. . . n do
6: Let δ′ ← δ/(m+ 1)ξ

7: Sample k points uniformly at random from the δ′-
neighborhood of x to generate a set S

8: for each x′ in S ∪ {x} do
9: Add (x′, f(x′)) to L

10: end for
11: Clear list L′

12: for each tuple (x′, y′) in L do
13: if |x′ − x| < δ then
14: Add (x′, y′) in L′

15: end if
16: end for
17: Fit f(x) = xTAx + bx + c ∼ y to the points (x, y) in

L′ using least squares linear regression.
18: Let gm be the gradient of f at x (i.e. gm = b).
19: if |gm| < ε then
20: return x
21: end if
22: if m = 0 then
23: Let h0 ← g0
24: else
25: βm ← gTmgm/g

T
m−1gm−1

26: hm ← gm + βmhm−1

27: end if
28: γ′ = γ/(m+ 1 +A)α

29: Add gm to the list G
30: Add cgm to the list H
31: Let x← x− γ′ · hm
32: Let m← m+ 1
33: end for
34: return x

2. Hyperparameter tuning

For all experiments shown in the main text, parameters
were obtained by a noiseless simulation using L-BFGS-
B, starting from θ = 0. We find that in the absence of
experimental noise, gradient-based optimizers such as L-
BFGS-B converge well to an optimal solution. However,
this is not the case in the presence of experimental or
sampling noise, which can make many estimators unsta-
ble. This has lead previous efforts towards stochastic-
based [28] or model-based [27] optimizers, including the
Model Gradient Descent optimizer that we have based
our conjugated Model Gradient Descent algorithm upon
in the previous section.

The hyperparameters used in the Conjugate Model
Gradient Descent algorithm were either chosen through
an intuitive approach due to their physical meaning, such
as the sample radius due to the parameters being per-
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FIG. 7. In this figure, the distance between the energy that
was calculated in the noiseless regime by the L-BFGS-B op-
timizer is plotted over the wall-time required to reach such
resolution. The system displayed is a RG Hamiltonian for 6
qubits, with a coupling constant of g = −0.9, consisting of
10 runs and the lines being the average of those runs for the
Conjugate Model Gradient Descent (CMG) and the Model
Gradient Descent (MG) found in [68].

turbed by a random variable from [-0.25,0.25] and the
maximum number of iterations to stay within reasonable
wall-time, or via grid search for the rest of the hyper-
parameters, ensuring they are good enough to work for
the variety of cases examined while avoiding overfitting.
Explicitly, the hyperparameters used are included in Ta-
ble I:

Hyperparameter Values Used

Sample radius δ 1.0
Learning rate γ 0.15

Stability constant A 0
Sample number k 0.409(N + 1)(N + 2)

Sample radius decay exponent ξ 0
Rate decay exponent α 0.2
Maximum evaluations n 12

TABLE I. Hyperparameters for the Conjugate Model Gradi-
ent Descent optimizer during the experiment, where N is the
number of parameters in the optimization. These were also
used in the later comparisons with Model Gradient Descent,
to gauge performance in equal footing.

The hyperparameters we chose work equally well for
Model Gradient Descent, as well our Conjugate vari-
ant. We found that the conjugate method can sometimes
speed up convergence or help prevent getting stuck in lo-
cal minima. We illustrate this with two examples: In
Fig 7 how Conjugate Model Gradient Descent has the
ability to speed up in case the initial learning rate was
chosen to be too small. In Fig. 8 we show an example
of hyper parameters for which Conjugate Model Gradi-
ent Descent is able to converge to a lower minimum than
plain Model Gradient Descent.
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FIG. 8. Comparison of the two variants of the Model Gradi-
ent Descent optimizer, where in this case the number of sam-
ples used to construct the quadratic model one uses is higher,
namely k = 4(N + 1)(N + 2), allowing for the performance
difference of the two optimizers to become more pronounced,
with Conjugate Model Gradient Descent managing to consis-
tently converge at better parameters, while Model Gradient
Descent gets stuck in a local minimum, averaged over 10 runs
for each optimizer, for 25 maximum iterations.

3. Experimental results

We test the hyperparameter-tuned Conjugate Model
Gradient Descent algorithm on the problem of optimiz-
ing the UpCCD ansatz for the ground state of the RG
Hamiltonian at a coupling g = −0.9. In order to demon-
strate convergence, we perturb our ansatz parameters
from values optimized on a noiseless classical simulation
(using the L-BFGS-B optimizer as described above), by
a random variable drawn from [−0.25, 0.25]. From this
point, Conjugate Model Gradient Descent converged in
9 iterations with each iteration requiring 46 calls to the
cost function (414 calls total). We observe that the opti-
mizer successfully finds an energy below the initial point
(0.07a.u.), which demonstrates the well-known VQE abil-
ity to mitigate coherent noise [9, 10]. This improvement
is reflected in the results mitigated with echo verification
as well, which demonstrated a 0.04a.u. reduction in error.
However, this is a relatively small reduction compared to
the overall error observed. We note that this is a signifi-
cantly higher error than that observed in Fig. 12, which
we attribute to poor calibration on the day. If the abso-
lute gain in energy was replicated in Fig. 12, this would
account for ∼ 40% of the overall error. However, the
relative gain in error in this case was only ∼ 10%. Ul-
timately, as the cost of optimization was already signifi-
cant enough for this 6-qubit example, and as the number
of calls for Conjugate Model Gradient Descent scales as
O(#parameters) ∼ O(N2), we did not see it practical to
continue this line of research in this work. With current
qubit counts and shot repetition rates the optimization of
variational algorithms of meaningful size remains a major
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FIG. 9. Optimization trace of a 6 qubit RG simulation at
g = −0.9, targeting the blue dashed line (ground state energy
in the seniority-zero space). After an energy estimation using
postselection (black dashed line) and echo verification (red
dashed line) at optimized parameters from a noiseless simu-
lation, all parameters were perturbed by a random variable
drawn from [−0.25, 0.25], and reoptimized over 9 iterations of
Conjugate Model Gradient Descent, using the post-selected
experimental data as a cost function. After perturbation and
after convergence, a single call was made with the converged
parameters to an echo verified energy estimation (red cross).

obstacle.

Appendix F: Additional results and analysis

1. Virtual distillation with and without
postselection

In this appendix, we show the effect that postselection
has on virtual distillation. In Fig. 10, we repeat the plot
of Fig. 2, but with data from VD without postselection on
top. (Other lines are removed to make the plot clearer.)
We see that by itself, VD [light blue curve] outperforms
postselection in terms of energy estimation across most
points of the energy curve, but it is not variationally
bound. This is because without postselection, VD re-
turns unphysical estimates |〈Zi〉| ≥ 1 and |〈D±ij〉| ≥ 1.

(This is a consequence of the two copies of the state not
necessarily being subject to the same noise.) As a con-
sequence of this, our estimate of the order parameter
is complex and non-physical, and therefore not plotted.
This issue can be rectified somewhat by bounding the
estimates of 〈Zi〉 and 〈D±ij〉 to lie in [−1, 1]. Performing

this (Fig. 2, purple curve) allows for an estimate of the
order parameter to be made, however it is clearly qual-
itatively incorrect. Moreover, although the energies are
shifted up, some are still not variationally bounded, and
those that are, often overshoot the energy, making the
absolute error worse. (The variational bound could be
rectified by enforcing positivity conditions on the set of
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FIG. 10. Comparison of virtual distillation with postselection
(yellow), without postselection (light blue), and without post-
selection but while bounding expectation values of Zj and D±ij
in [−1, 1] (purple), for a 10-qubit simulation of ground states
of the RG Hamiltonian across a range of g values. Raw VQE
(blue), postselected VQE (red), and post-selected VD [PS-
VD] data taken from Fig. 2. VQE error bars obtained by
error propagation (1 standard deviation, see App. C 2), VD
error bars obtained by bootstrapping (1 standard deviation).

generated estimates [67].) In summary, the combination
of postselection and virtual distillation is seen here to
have a greater effect than the sum of its parts for energy
error.

We attribute the gain from postselection in virtual dis-
tillation to two sources. Firstly, postselection removes
final readout noise, which VD does not naturally correct
against. (As the estimation of Tr[ρ2] involves a highly
correlated measurement, this cannot be easily corrected
by most readout correction schemes designed to estimate
local Pauli expectation values.) Secondly, though we are
in principle only post-selecting on the sum of the num-
ber of excitations in ρ(1) and the number of excitations in
ρ(2) being equal to N , when combined with virtual dis-
tillation this projects out all noise such as T1 decay and
suppresses any particle-non-conserving noise to second
order. In short, this is because breaking number conser-
vation separately on ρ(1) and ρ(2) yields states which do
not overlap (as they must have different particle num-
ber), and these states cancel out when taking the prod-
uct ρ(1)ρ(2). Let us study this in more detail. Consider
a post-selected estimate of Tr[ρ2O] using VD for O = Zj
(as described in the main text). After postselecting on∑
j(1⊗ Zj + Zj ⊗ 1) = N , we can write our global state

as

ρ2 =
∑

p,q,r,s

cp,q,r,s|p〉〈q| ⊗ |r〉〈s|, (F1)

where p, q, r, s index the basis states of both systems.
(Following projection, ρ2 will no longer be a product
state.) Let us write np = 〈p|∑j Zj |p〉 etc as the num-

ber of excitations in these basis states (i.e. the Ham-
ming weight of the index), and our projection requires
cp,q,r,s = 0 unless np +nr = nq +ns = N . (This assumes
WLOG we are at half-filling, and ideally np = nr = nq =
ns = N/2.) Then, as Os preserves particle number for
O = Zj , the only contribution to

Tr
[
ρ2S

(2)(Zj ⊗ I + I ⊗ Zj)
]

=
∑

p,q,r,s

cp,q,r,sδs,pδr,q

(
〈s|Zj |s〉+ 〈r|Zj |r〉

)
, (F2)

comes from those terms cp,q,p,q. (The same is true for our

estimate of Trace[ρ2S
(2)].) This implies that a non-zero

contribution to Trace[ρ2S
(2)] comes only from matrix el-

ements |p〉〈q| ⊗ |p〉〈q| where np = N
2 + δ, nq = N

2 − δ.
When δ = 0, our matrix element |p〉〈q| ⊗ |p〉〈q| is in the
number-conserving sector. When δ 6= 0, our matrix el-
ement corresponds to a product of coherent superposi-
tions between the N/2 + 1 and N/2 − 1 sector on both
qubits. This implies that noise channels such as the T1
channel will be completely mitigated as these off-diagonal
elements do not exist. Coherent noise may cause some
of these off-diagonal elements to appear (consider e.g. a
single-qubit X rotation on the state 1√

2
(|01〉 + |10〉).),

however this is required to happen on both states to con-
tribute, which suppresses it to second order. (This is
in contrast to coherent noise that preserves number, to
which we can be first-order sensitive.) The above analy-
sis has assumed that the postselection is perfect; readout
noise would complicate the above.

2. Distribution of errors in Pauli expectation value
estimation

In Fig. 11, we plot a histogram of the error in esti-
mating the expectation values of Pauli operators, taking
data from Fig. 2, Fig. 12, and Fig. 3. We observe that the
mean error in both cases for cyclobutene is slightly worse
than for the RG model, but only by a small percentage.
(This justifies our claim in Sec. IV that a 0.1 a.u. error
in the RG Hamiltonian is approximately 1 − 2 orders of
magnitude larger than chemical accuracy for a 10-qubit
system.) As the difference between systems here is mini-
mal (changing only the value of some virtual Z rotations),
we can only attribute this difference to the performance
of the device whilst taking these datasets. Going from 6
to 10 qubits increases the mean error in all experiments
by a factor 1.5−2×. As the Hamiltonian for both the RG
model and cyclobutene has a number of terms scaling as
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FIG. 11. Histogram of the expectation value error in Pauli
operators P = Zj , P = ZiZj or P = D±ij (Eq. (B27)), across
all data taken for the experiment mentioned. Mean error
across the dataset is given.

O(N2); assuming that the errors follow a roughly Gaus-
sian distribution would predict the energy error scales
O(N)× the error per each individual operator. This then
predicts a gain in energy of 2.5− 3.3×, which lies in be-
tween the observation of Fig. 3 and Fig.4. This suggests
that the RG model energy estimation at large N may
have had some benevolent cancellation of noise, and like-
wise for the cyclobutene energy estimation at small N .

3. Smaller studies of the RG Hamiltonian

In Fig. 12, we present experimental simulations of the
ground state of the RG Hamiltonian for 4, 6, and 8
qubits. The method to produce these figures is identi-
cal to that used in the production of Fig. 2, save for the
number of qubits and shots used. Aggregated data from
these figures was used to generate the scaling plots of
Fig. 4.
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FIG. 12. Identical experiment to Fig. 2, but for 4 (top-left), 6(top-right), and 8 (bottom) qubits instead of 10. Aggregate data
is used in Fig. 4. (top-left) Energy plot for the RG system as a function of the coupling parameter g, for an unmitigated state
preparation [blue circles], and state preparation mitigated by postselection [red crosses], echo verification [yellow triangles], and
postselected virtual distillation [green squares]. This is compared to the exact DOCI result [black solid line], and BCS [purple
dashed line]. (top-right) Log plot of experimental energy error (ignoring the model error from the UpCCD approximation).

(bottom-left) Superconducting order parameter for the RG Hamiltonian (∆ = 1
N

∑
j,σ

√
〈n2
jσ〉 − 〈njσ〉2), again compared to

classical models. (bottom-right) Experimental error in estimating the superconducting order parameter vs the target state
within the UpCCD approximation (again ignoring model error). 1 std. dev. error bars estimated by either propagating
variance (Raw VQE, PS-VQE) or bootstrapping (EV, PS-VD).
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Summary

In this work we are concerned with ansätze in VQE tailored towards fermionic simulations for quan-
tum chemistry. We propose VQE circuit fabrics with advantageous properties for the simulation of
strongly correlated ground and excited states of molecules and materials under the Jordan–Wigner
mapping that can be implemented linearly locally and preserve all relevant quantum numbers: num-
ber of spin up (α) and down (β) electrons and the total spin squared Ŝ2. We derive decompositions
of all the operations used in our gate fabric and parameter-shift rules to calculate derivatives for
optimization. Large scale simulations running on high-performance-computing hardware simulating
VQEs on up to 20 qubits, up to 500 layers of our gate fabric and up to a week of node-computation
time investigate convergence behaviour for known strongly correlated systems. We discuss initiali-
sation strategies to avoid barren plateaus during convergence and to improve general trainability of
these systems and investigate the shape of the wave function-approximations these circuits generate
in relation to their depth. A qualitative comparison with other entanglement circuits is part of the
work.
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gate set, (2) numerical experiments on convergence on up to 20-qubit VQEs with up to 4500 pa-
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of the behaviour of the approximated wave functions present in the VQE after optimisation. (5) Fur-
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and contributing to introduction, comparison and discussion.
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Abstract
We propose VQE circuit fabrics with advantageous properties for the simulation of strongly
correlated ground and excited states of molecules and materials under the Jordan–Wigner
mapping that can be implemented linearly locally and preserve all relevant quantum numbers: the
number of spin up (α) and down (β) electrons and the total spin squared. We demonstrate that
our entangler circuits are expressive already at low depth and parameter count, appear to become
universal, and may be trainable without having to cross regions of vanishing gradient, when the
number of parameters becomes sufficiently large and when these parameters are suitably
initialized. One particularly appealing construction achieves this with just orbital rotations and
pair exchange gates. We derive optimal four-term parameter shift rules for and provide explicit
decompositions of our quantum number preserving gates and perform numerical demonstrations
on highly correlated molecules on up to 20 qubits.

1. Introduction

Hybrid quantum classical variational algorithms, including those of the variational quantum eigensolver
(VQE) type [1, 2], are among the leading candidates for quantum algorithms that may yield quantum
advantage in areas such as computational chemistry or machine learning already in the era of noisy
intermediate scale quantum (NISQ) computing [3]. A foundational issue in VQE [1, 2], and in many of its
extensions and alternatives [4–11], is finding a ‘good’ definition of the entangler circuit. Here the qualifier
‘good’ has many facets, possibly including: (1) providing an efficient approximate representation of the
target quantum states in the limit of an intermediate (ideally polynomial-scaling) depth (2) consisting of a
low number of distinct physically realizable gate elements (3) exhibiting a simple pattern of how these gate
elements are applied (4) exhibiting sparse spatial locality that is further compatible with device connectivity
(5) exhibiting simple analytical gradient recipes and robust numerical convergence behavior during
optimization of the VQE energy, e.g. by mitigating the effects of barren plateaus [12] (6) respecting exactly
the natural particle and spin quantum number symmetries of the target quantum states, e.g. as notably
explored in [13] (7) providing an exact representation of the target quantum states in the limit of sufficient
(usually exponential-scaling) depth.

Especially within the context of VQE for spin-1/2 fermions governed by real, spin-free Hamiltonian
operators (e.g. electrons in molecules and materials, the prime application of VQE), a variety of compelling
VQE entangler circuit recipes have been discussed in the literature. Prominent examples include UCCSD
[1, 14, 15], k-UpCCGSD [16, 17], Jastrow-factor VQE [18], the symmetry-preserving ansätze [13], the
hardware efficient ansätze [19, 20], ADAPT-VQE [21], pUCCD [22], and additional methods discussed
below [23–28]. Each of these generally satisfies a subset of the ‘good’ facets listed above, though no extant
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Figure 1. Sketch for N = 6 of a gate fabric universal for SU(2N ) providing inspiration for the fermionic QNP gate fabrics
developed here. The gate fabric is a two-local-nearest-neighbor tessellation of alternating 15-parameter, two-qubit SU(4) gates.
The SU(2) gate in the SU(4) gate decomposition on the bottom line is the three-parameter universal gate for the one-qubit Bloch
sphere. The indicated 24-parameter decomposition of SU(4) is overcomplete for the 15-parameter SU(4) group.

ansatz that we are aware of obtains all of them, with the notable exception of the generalized swap network
form of k-UpCCGSD of [17].

In this work we develop a VQE entangler circuit recipe for fermions in the Jordan–Wigner
representation and show, or at least provide evidence, that it obtains all facets, with facet (5) partially left to
future numerical studies. Perhaps the most notable property of our fabrics is the exact preservation of all
relevant quantum numbers the individual gate elements of the fabric, which is why we refer to them as
quantum number preserving (QNP). This property may be critical for employment of VQE in larger
systems, where contaminations from or even variational collapse onto states with different particle or spin
quantum numbers can severely degrade the quality of the VQE wavefunction.

Note that after we posted the first version of our manuscript, we became aware of the generalized swap
network reformulation of k-UpCCGSD of [17]. This paper refactors k-UpCCGSD to use nearest-neighbor
connectivity, yielding a circuit fabric that could be written in terms of four-qubit gates containing diagonal
pair exchange and orbital rotation elements in a very similar manner as our Q̂-type QNP gate fabric
discussed below. There are some tactical differences in the qubit ordering and the generalized swap network
paper does not emphasize the role of quantum number symmetry as much as the present manuscript.
Moreover, the origin of the Q̂-type QNP gate fabric as a simplification of our more-complete F̂-type QNP
gate fabric of appendix D provides a markedly different approach to developing this gate fabric. In any case,
we encourage any readers interested in the present manuscript to also explore [17].

2. Gate fabrics

Our VQE entangler circuit recipe draws inspiration from the well known fact that the qubit Hilbert space
(without any fermionic symmetries) can be spanned by a tessellation of two-qubit gates universal for SU(4)
in alternating layers (see figure 1). This tessellation can formally be repeated to infinite depth. However, one
finds that after some finite, N-dependent critical depth of order O(22N ), additional gate layers do not
increase the expressiveness of the circuit, as formal completeness (denoted ‘universality’) in SU(2N) is
achieved. In practice usually shorter circuit depths are of interest. For instance, one may consider the case
where the tessellation is restricted to be polynomial scaling in N, in which case universality cannot be
exactly achieved. However, a good approximation of specialized (e.g. physically relevant) parts of some
subgroup may still be achievable in a way that is tractable to compute even on an NISQ computer but
intractable to compute with a classical device.

Note that it is difficult to find a single landmark reference explicitly proving that the fabric in figure 1 is
universal for SU(2N), but every research group we have discussed the matter with acknowledges that this
gate fabric is widely known in the field. Moreover, it is simple to prove that this gate fabric is universal for
SU(4) if one starts from the well-known fact that circuits composed of arbitrary one-qubit operations and
CX or CZ gates between arbitrary pairs of qubits are universal for SU(2N) [29]. One can picture an
arbitrary-depth version of the gate fabric in figure 1 where only one ŜU(2) or CZ gate at desired qubit
indices is active in each layer (the latter possible by repeating layers of CZ gates with trivial ŜU(2) gates
interleaving). Then the only requirement is to extend the local nearest neighbor connections of CZ gates to
arbitrary pairs of qubit indices. This is easily accomplished by adding additional layers of the fabric whose
ŜU(2) gates interleaving). Then the only requirement is to extend the local nearest gates are initialized to
implement SWAP gates to expand the linear nearest-neighbor CZ gates to arbitrary connectivity. And thus
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Figure 2. Proposed gate fabric for F(22M) (sketched for M = 4). The spin orbitals in Jordan–Wigner representation are in
‘interleaved’ ordering with even (odd) qubit indices denoting α (β) spin orbitals. The Jordan–Wigner strings are taken to be in
‘α-then-β’ order. The gate fabric is a four-local-nearest-neighbor-tessellation of alternating even and odd spatial-orbital-pair
two-parameter, four-qubit Q̂ gates. Each Q̂ gate has two independent parameters and contains a one-parameter, four-qubit
spatial orbital rotation gate QNPOR(ϕ) and a one-parameter, four-qubit diagonal pair exchange gate QNPPX(θ). The order of
QNPOR and QNPPX (note [QNPOR, QNPPX] �= 0) does not seem to substantially change expressiveness at intermediate depths.
QNPOR(ϕ) implements the spatial orbital Givens rotation |φ0〉 = c|φ0〉 + s|φ1〉 and |φ1〉 = −s|φ0〉 + c|φ1〉, with the same orbital
rotation applied in the α and β spin orbitals. QNPPX(θ) implements the diagonal pair Givens rotation, |0011〉 = c|0011〉 +
s|1100〉 and |1100〉 = −s|0011〉 + c|1100〉. The real one-parameter, one-qubit rotation gate is R̂y(λ) := e−iλŶ/2. In Q̂, we include
the optional constant Π̂ gate, for which natural choices include the four-qubit identity gate, i.e. Π̂ = Î, or the fixed spin-adapted
orbital rotation gate Π̂ = QNPOR(π). In the latter case, the gate fabric with all parameters {θ = 0} and {ϕ = 0} promotes
exchange of orbitals. We find that the choice of Π̂ ∈ {̂I, QNPOR(π)} does not appear to affect the expressiveness of the quantum
circuit, but the latter choice has turned out to be advantageous during gradient-based parameter optimization. This can
additionally be mixed with a non-trivial initialization of the QNPOR gates, to, e.g. angles of ϕ = π/2 as we illustrate below.
Regardless of the choice of Π̂, this gate fabric exactly preserves the real nature of the subgroup, exactly commutes with the N̂α,
N̂β , and Ŝ2 symmetry operators, and numerically appears to provide universality at sufficient parameter count.

one obtains a circuit with one-qubit SU(2) gates with free parameters at arbitrary desired qubit positions
interleaved with CZ gates between arbitrary pairs of qubit positions, which is well known to be universal.
This construction suffices to prove universality, but is obviously extremely wasteful. In practice, we find that
unconstraining all of the SU(2) parameters markedly improves the expressivity of the gate fabric at a given
depth, and that action or operator universality is numerically obtained when the number of free SU(2)
parameters is similar (strictly greater than or equal to) the number of free parameters in the many-body
unitary action or operator.

Particularly striking in figure 1 is the locality (alternating nearest neighbor connectivity) and simplicity
(single gate element) of the circuit, properties of what we call a ‘gate fabric.’ More precisely, throughout this
manuscript, we define a gate fabric for a subgroup of SU(2N) to be a tessellation of gates over N-qubits
with the following properties:

(a) Simplicity: composed of a single type of k-qubit, l-parameter gate element (with a known
decomposition into elementary gates), where k and l are independent of N.

(b) Linear locality: when the qubits are thought of as arranged on a vertical line the gate elements are
arranged in layers and connect up to k contiguous qubits.

(c) Universality: achieving universality within the target subgroup of SU(2N ) within a finite number of
layers depending on N.

(d) Symmetry: commuting with all symmetry operators used to define the subgroup of SU(2N), i.e.
[Û , N̂] = 0, where Û is the circuit unitary for any set of parameters and N̂ is the symmetry operator.

Depending on the subgroup of SU(2N) of interest it can be more or less difficult to find fabrics akin to
the one shown in figure 1. In appendix A we discuss the trivial restriction to SO(2N) and the less-trivial
restriction to subspaces of definite Hamming weight.

3. Gate fabrics for fermions under the Jordan–Wigner mapping

The focus of this work is the construction of gate fabrics for the subgroup F(22M) ∈ SU(2N) constrained to
spin-restricted fermionic symmetry under the Jordan–Wigner representation. To make this more precise,
we define M real orthogonal spatial orbitals {|φp〉}M

p=0. For each spatial orbital, we define corresponding α
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(β) spin orbitals |ψp〉 := |φp〉|α〉 (|ψp̄〉 := |φp〉|β〉) for a total of N := 2M spin orbitals in a spin-restricted
formalism. We associate the occupation numbers of these spin orbitals with the occupation numbers of N
qubits. We number the qubits in ‘interleaved’ ordering . . . |1β〉|1α〉|0β〉|0α〉. The fermionic creation/
annihilation operators are defined in terms of the qubit creation/annihilation operators via the
Jordan–Wigner mapping in ‘α-then-β’ ordering, p± := (X̂p ∓ iŶp)/2

⊗p−1
q=0Ẑq and p̄± := (X̂p̄ ∓ iŶ p̄)

/2
⊗p−1

q=0Ẑq̄
⊗M−1

q=0 Ẑq. We note that for the majority of applications in the space of spin-1/2 fermions, the
governing Hamiltonians are real (e.g. for non-relativistic electronic structure theory), and so we restrict
from complex to real unitary operators, i.e. SU(2N) → SO(2N). The spin-restricted fermionic subgroup is
then defined as the subgroup of Û ∈ SO(2N) that respect the commutation relations [Û , N̂α] = 0,
[Û, N̂β] = 0, and [Û , Ŝ2] = 0. Here the α (β) number operator is N̂α :=

∑
pp†p =

∑
p(̂I − Ẑp)/2

[N̂β :=
∑

pp̄†p̄ =
∑

p(̂I − Ẑp̄)/2] [30]. The spin-squared operator is Ŝ2 :=
∑

pqpq†p̄†q̄ + (N̂α − N̂β)/2

+ (N̂α − N̂β)2/4, and does not admit a local description in terms of Pauli operators in the Jordan–Wigner
basis (we provide further details in appendices B and C). We denote this real subgroup, preserving N̂α, N̂β ,
and Ŝ2, as F(22M).

Naively one might expect that there should not be any local gate fabric exactly preserving all three
fermionic quantum numbers, since the Ŝ2 operator is non-local. The crux of this work is thus the simple
quantum-number-preserving gate fabric of figure 2. This gate fabric is composed of two-parameter
four-qubit gate elements Q̂, each composed of a one-parameter four-qubit spin-adapted spatial orbital
rotation gate QNPOR(ϕ) and a one-parameter four-qubit diagonal pair exchange gate QNPPX(θ). We
describe further related quantum-number-preserving gate fabrics for F(22M) in appendix D—these were
the progenitors of the simpler gate fabrics shown in the main text, and may have advantageous properties in
specific realizations of VQE entangler circuits.

Facets (2)–(4) of gate fabrics are manifestly fulfilled for all these proposals and facet (6) holds by
construction as all gates individually preserve all quantum numbers. For facets (1) and (7) we provide
numerical evidence below and in appendix G. It is worth noting that these tests numerically indicate that
our gate fabrics are universal in the vast bulk of quantum number irreps, i.e. they may be used for cases
where S �= 0 and/or where Nα �= Nβ (including both even and odd spin cases). Note that there are a few
edge case quantum number irreps where the Q̂-type gate fabrics are not universal—see next paragraph for
discussion. We believe that the methods from [31, 32] or [23] can be used to rigorously show universality in
the (bulk of the) quantum number sectors of F(22M) in all cases (as well as that our circuits are polynomial
depth ε-approximate unitary t-designs and form ε-nets). Working out the details of a rigorous proof, which
we believe has to be done spin sector by spin sector in some cases, is however beyond the scope of this work.

There are a few pathological edge case irreps for which the Q̂-type QNP gates are not universal. These
cases correspond to quantum number irreps with NΔ open-shell high-spin orbitals and then all other
orbitals wholly occupied or all other orbitals wholly unoccupied. In such cases, the Q̂PX gates have trivial
action, as there are no pairs of orbitals with one orbital unoccupied and one orbital doubly occupied. The
remaining Q̂OR gates (which form a match gate circuit) then have insufficient support to move the

high-spin particles into all
(

M
|NΔ|

)
possible configurations. Such irreps are rarely of interest in chemical

physics. Moreover, universal gate fabrics for these edge case irreps do exist in the form of the extended
quantum-number-preserving gate fabrics for F(22M) in appendix D. For complete details on these edge
case irreps, the reader is referred to a more-thorough analysis in appendix G.3.

For QNPOR, QNPPX (and all other parametrized QNP gates introduced in appendix D) we provide
explicit decompositions into elementary gates in appendix E. We further provide generalized parameter
shift rules [33–36] for theses gates in appendix F.2, enabling a computation of the gradients with respect to
their circuit parameters with a maximum of four distinct circuits and without increasing circuit depth, gate
count, or qubit number. We compare this gradient recipe to the generalization presented in [37], extend the
variance minimization technique from [38] to the QNP gate gradients and note that our new rule can be
applied to a large variety of other gates.

4. Numerical demonstrations

To numerically investigate the properties of the gate fabric from figure 2 and to collect evidence that it
satisfies all facets of a ‘good’ entangler circuit, we consider two prototypical examples of highly correlated
molecular ground states: the first is p-benzyne, which exhibits a biradical open-shell singlet ground state,
with two unpaired electrons indicated by significant deviations from Hartree–Fock (HF) natural orbital
occupation numbers, and four other moderate deviations from HF natural orbital occupation numbers. We
use the geometry from [39], build the orbitals at RHF/cc-pVDZ, and construct a (6e, 6o) active space
Hamiltonian with the orbitals ranging from HOMO − 2 to LUMO + 2. This corresponds to a case of
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Figure 3. Results of the discussed VQE fabric for representative molecular test cases: (a) convergence of the VQE energy relative
to the exact ground state energy EFCI of the 12-spin-orbital active space of p-benzyne as a function of the number of parameters
in the fabric, (b) occupation |〈I|Ψ〉|2 of each computational basis state 〈I| in the optimized VQE state |Ψ〉 at the color-indicated
parameter counts in (a). Blue area indicates the computational basis states of the full configuration interaction (FCI) ground
state in the active space. Each set of computational basis states is sorted in descending order, we show a figure with consistent
ordering between sets in see appendix G, (c) convergence of the VQE energy to the exact ground state energy EFCI in the
20-spin-orbital active space of naphthalene as a function of the number of parameters an for the two different initialization
schemes, (d) convergence under the L-BFGS optimizer for the color coded parameter counts indicated in (c), dotted (solid)
convergence lines correspond to a data point from the dotted (solid) curve in (c), inset highlights the plateaus encountered with
initialization method B during the first 180 epochs.

M = 6 spatial orbitals (i.e. N = 12 qubits), and we focus on the ground state irreducible representation
(Nα = 3, Nβ = 3, S = 0). For a larger test case, we consider naphthalene, which while not intrinsically
biradical, has multiple natural orbitals with significant deviations from HF natural orbital occupation
numbers. We build the orbitals at RHF/STO-3G, and then construct a (10e, 10o) active space Hamiltonian
consisting of the π and π∗ orbitals. This corresponds to a case of M = 10 spatial orbitals (i.e. N = 20
qubits), and we focus on the ground state irreducible representation (Nα = 5, Nβ = 5, S = 0). In both cases,
we consider VQE gate fabrics of the form of figure 2.

Our final VQE circuit starts with the preparation of an uncorrelated product state by applying local
Pauli X̂ gates to appropriate qubits of an all-zero state depending on the number of alpha and beta
electrons. The qubits are chosen such that for all parameters equal to zero in the following fabric the state is
transformed to the state with the energetically lowest orbitals occupied. We then consider two parameter
initialization strategies: (A) the fabric is initialized with all θ = 0 and all ϕ = π/2 and Π̂ = QNPOR(π)
(solid lines in 3). (B) The fabric is initialized with all θ = 0 and all ϕ = π and Π̂ = Î (dotted lines in 3).

In both cases we optimize the VQE ground state energy with respect to the VQE gate fabric parameters
via L-BFGS. As the purpose of this study is to explore the expressive power of this gate fabric, we consider
neither shot noise nor decoherence. This restriction permits the use of analytical expressions for the
Hamiltonian expectation values and VQE parameter gradients thereof, greatly accelerating the classical
statevector simulation of the VQE.

Figure 3 shows the salient results of this study. For the case of p-benzyne, figure 3(a) shows the VQE
ground state energy vs FCI with respect to the depth of the gate fabric. The first notable point is that the
fabric is able to provide higher accuracy than either HF (a fabric of QNPOR gates—redundant here due to
the use of HF orbitals in the active space) or doubly-occupied configuration interaction (DOCI) (a fabric of
QNPPX gates—equivalent to the pUCCD ansatz from [22]). Focusing on the early convergence behavior on
the left side of the plot, even with only a few layers of the VQE gate fabric, e.g. ∼50–80 parameters,
absolute accuracy of 1 kcal mol−1 is achieved, which is commonly referred to as chemical accuracy. As the
gate fabric depth is increased, roughly geometric (exponential) convergence of the absolute energy is
achieved, modulo some minor aberrations due to difficulties in tightly converging the L-BFGS-based
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numerical optimizations of the VQE gate fabric parameters. Focusing on the later convergence behavior on
the right side of the plot, as the number of parameters in the VQE gate fabric approaches the number of
parameters in the FCI problem (note that in this irrep there are 175 configuration state functions (CSFs),
see appendix C.3), the error convergence turns sharply downward. At 180 parameters we are able to achieve
very tight convergence to errors of ∼10−10Eh relative to FCI, numerically indicating the onset of
universality. Figure 3(b) shows the sorted power spectra of the computational basis state (determinant)
amplitudes of the various VQE gate fabrics and the FCI state. The exact zeros in the FCI state amplitudes
are an artifact of the D2h spatial point group symmetry of this molecule, which our VQE gate fabric was not
optimized to capture. Even for low VQE gate fabric circuit depths, we see that all determinants are
populated by nonzero amplitudes, with a compromise apparently being made to allow for some nonzero
error in all amplitudes to provide for the best variational energy. As more layers are added to the gate
fabrics, the precision of the amplitude spectra increases, as indicated by, e.g. significant attenuation of the
symmetry-driven zero block of the amplitude spectrum. The tail of amplitudes exactly zero in FCI is exactly
extinguished in the VQE state only when numerical universality is achieved at a 180-parameter VQE gate
fabric. This behavior is reminiscent of the nonzero but structured tensor factorized representation of the
determinant amplitudes in coupled cluster theories, where here the tensor structure is provided by the local
quantum gate fabric.

Moving to the larger test case of naphthalene, figure 3(c) tells a similar story as the corresponding plot
for p-benzyne. Here we see similar and roughly geometric convergence of energy error vs VQE gate fabric
depth and parameter count, albeit with a smaller prefactor. As with p-benzyne, the VQE gate fabric rather
quickly outstrips both the HF and DOCI ansätze, which its primitive gates are constituted from, and
achieves chemical accuracy of ∼1 kcal mol−1 in absolute energy at just ∼800–1000 parameters (there are
19 404 CSFs in this irrep, so universality is not reached for any of the depth explored here). Figure 3(d)
considers convergence of the energy with respect to the L-BFGS epoch for a number of different VQE gate
fabric depths. A first key finding is that making the gate fabric deeper decreases the epoch count needed to
converge to chemical accuracy. A second key insight is that, while initialization strategy (B) has shallower
circuits and ultimately achieves lower energy error at very high epoch count, plateaus are visible during the
optimization with the L-BFGS optimizer (figure 3). Strategy (A), which exchanges orbitals by means of the
non trivial choice Π̂ = QNPOR(π) and also initializes all QNPOR gates with angles of π/2, appears to
circumvent the plateaus entirely and for deeper circuits speeds up (the power-law like) convergence to
below chemical accuracy.

The fabric presented here has favorable properties for implementation on NISQ hardware: the 12 qubit
ansatz at 110 parameters is without (with) Π̂ gates decomposable into elementary gates (two-qubit
controlled Pauli and one-qubit gates) with resulting depth of 507 (617). The 20 qubit ansatz at
1080 parameters without (with) Π̂ gates has depth 2761 (3361) in such decomposition. To put this into
perspective, a single trotter step of a naive UCCSD circuit has gate depth ≈6600 (12 qubits), respectively
≈ 57 600 (20 qubits). Another considerable advantage is that only N − 2 unique four-qubit gates have to be
calibrated on hardware as the structure is repetitive after the first two layers.

Simulations were done with the support of PennyLane [36] and OpenFermion [40].

5. Comparison with other entangler circuits

Having numerically demonstrated the features of the VQE gate fabric, it is worth considering the
relationship of this gate fabric to other proposed VQE entangler circuits. There has been substantial prior
work along these lines in the past few years.

For one instance, the hardware efficient ansatz [19, 20] is manifestly a local gate fabric, using essentially
SU(4) entangler elements or subsets thereof from the native gate set of the underlying quantum circuit
architecture. However, this gate fabric does not respect the particle or spin quantum number symmetries,
and therefore is likely to encounter substantial difficulties in locating low-lying states within a target
quantum number irrep, particularly in larger active spaces.

In another direction, there are myriad proposed entangler circuit constructions which are either already
explicitly or in principle could be adapted to real amplitudes and strict commutation with the number
and/or spin-squared symmetry operators, but which are either nonlocal circuits or composed of
heterogeneous gate layers. For instance, UCCSD [1, 14, 15], (here referring to the Trotterized version
thereof) and its sparse and/or low-rank cousins k-UpCCGSD [9, 16], ADAPT-VQE [21], and Jastrow-factor
VQE [18] all may have the power to achieve universality at sufficient depth, e.g. as proved in a recent
analysis of distangled UCC [23] and have been either partially or completely symmetrized already. However,
as written, all of these ansätze require nonlocal gate elements that, e.g. mediate excitations among
non-adjacent spin orbitals in UCCSD, and thus are not gate fabrics. Moreover, many of these constructions
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involve heterogeneous gate layers. For a canonical instance, Jastrow-factor VQE [18] involves alternating
circuit layers of orbital rotations and substitutions (with the last of these being nonlocal and
complex-valued in the usual formulation). Of all methods discussed in the prior literature, k-UpCCGSD is
likely closest to our proposed method, with products of single and diagonal double substitution operators
comprising the method. k-UpCCGSD as described in [16] involves nonlocal pair substitutions and therefore
does not yield a local gate fabric. Note however that the generalized swap network reformulation of
k-UpCCGSD described in and around equation (12) and figure 7 of [17] (noticed after the first version of
this manuscript was posted) appears to realized k-UpCCGSD by means of a local circuit composed of
four-qubit gates that is almost a fabric.

Yet another interesting direction to consider is previously proposed true gate fabrics that preserve
quantum number symmetry, but do not achieve universality. Orbital rotation fabrics [41–43], (i.e. HF) are
clearly one example here, but so too is doubly occupied configuration interaction (DOCI), for which a gate
fabric was developed with the pUCCD ansatz [22]. Both of these ansätze have the interesting property that
they can be mapped into gate fabrics requiring only M qubits, but both fail to reach FCI universality as the
parameter depth is increased.

Another interesting gate fabric construction is the ‘gate-efficient ansatz’ presented in [24], which
presents as a gate fabric that preserves total particle number N̂α + Nβ , but does not appear to respect
high-spin particle number N̂α − N̂β or Ŝ2 symmetry. Yet another interesting entangler is the ‘qubit coupled
cluster’ approach presented in [25], which essentially implements a partial spin adaption of UCCSD to
preserve N̂α and N̂β symmetry within the single and double excitation operations, but neither preserves Ŝ2

symmetry nor attains the structure of a local gate fabric. Another related approach presented in [26]
constructs fermion-adapted excitation operators which preserve particle number symmetry but not spin
symmetry, and additionally are aimed at optimizing the number of CNOT gates in non-gate-fabric
UCCSD methods. An entangler that has the potential to preserve all quantum number symmetries with
additional spin-adaption work is the quantum approximate optimization algorithm (QAOA)-inspired
Pauli-term approach, presented in [27], but this approach yields highly nonlocal circuits which do not
resemble gate fabrics. Another approach which has some intersection with the present work is the
correlating antisymmetric geminal power (AGP) approach explored in [28], which first implements
classically-tractable APG to provide state preparation in quantum circuits and then augments AGP with an
anti-Hermitian pair hopping entangler which resembles our pair exchange gate. However, the correlating
AGP is not written in the form of a local gate fabric.

Another interesting direction to explore that we propose here is alternative local gate fabrics that fully
preserve quantum number symmetry, but which exhibit different gate constructions than the QNPPX and
QNPOR gates used in figure 2. Examples of such gate fabrics using generic four-qubit five-parameter FCI
gates and decompositions of these gates into QNPPX, QNPOR, one-hole/particle substitution, and pair-break
up/down gates are described in appendix D.

One additional interesting direction is the ‘symmetry preserving state preparation circuits’ of [13]. This
work primarily focuses on total number symmetry, but does introduce a four-qubit gate that preserves
particle and spin quantum numbers via a hyperspherical parametrization.

Note that an alternative approach to the exact symmetry preservation explored in this manuscript is
symmetry projection [44, 45], which often requires ancilla qubits and extra measurements due to the
necessarily non-unitary nature of the projection operation.

6. Discussion

It is important to note that the main focus of this paper is the existence and performance of the QNP gate
fabrics in the limit of an ideal quantum computer with infinite shot resolution. One particular topic that we
defer for future consideration is the performance of methods using the QNP gate fabrics in the presence of
realistic shot and/or decoherence noise channels. Here, one key concern to be studied is if one encounters
the potential for variational collapse to a state with incorrect symmetry through decoherence noise channels
(note that we believe that variational collapse through shot noise channels is overwhelmingly unlikely due
to the non-systematic nature of this noise channel). We hypothesize that this is unlikely to be a practical
issue for three reasons: (1) the forces driving a parameter search from the correct number manifold to the
incorrect number manifold will be at most proportional to the decoherence noise strength, which must be
fairly small for practical computation to be carried out. (2) The decoherence channels are not directly
parametrized by the variational parameters of the QNP circuit, i.e. it is unlikely for the variational
parameters of the decoherence-including circuit to be able to provide enough support for complete
transport of population from one number manifold to another. (3) It is likely that the contaminants from
incorrect quantum number blocks can be removed by efficient quantum error mitigation strategies, as was
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recently demonstrated for the NT (and trivially extendible to Nα/Nβ) on a hardware implementation of HF
[46]. Note that it is not yet clear how (3) could be implemented for the spin-squared operator. A promising
result along the lines of this discussion was recently found in simulations and hardware deployment of the
Nα/Nβ-preserving ‘ASWAP’ ansatz (essentially orbital rotations, which are universal for certain quantum
number irreps of the H2/STO-3G test system) [47]. Here empirical evidence was found of noise reduction
through the use of a symmetry-preserving ansatz, and no variational collapses were encountered despite the
targeting of remarkably high-energy states such as the Nα = 2, Nβ = 2 double-anion state of H2/STO-3G.

On the topic of initialization strategies: a different strategy for mitigating barren plateaus was recently
presented in the literature [48], and works by creating blocks of identity operators in the ansatz to limit the
effective depth and reduce the issue of vanishing gradients. Our strategy instead draws from the idea that
our fabric fully exchanges populations at initialised parameters of π. If we initialize halfway at π/2, all of the
possible arms or light cones are populated in the beginning and have a contribution to the final gradient,
which seems to help in the optimisations we show here. In the future, it might be possible to merge the
ideas from these two strategies into an improved approach.

It is also worth pointing out that there is an apparent asymmetry in the implementation complexity of
the Q̂OR gate (4× CNOTs) and the Q̂PX gate (13× CNOTs). This suggests that it might be advantageous to
apply a Q̂OR gate on both sides of each Q̂PX gate to obtain a circuit with more parameters and fewer total
CNOT gates. It is also worth considering that an overhead of 4–13 CNOT gates per effective VQE
parameter is decidedly higher than, e.g. the overhead of the hardware efficient ansatz. Therefore, it is highly
likely that the hardware efficient ansatz and/or an intermediate ansatz that only preserves Ŝz symmetry
might be more accurate on the extremely small experiments allowable on today’s quantum hardware. i.e. in
the limit of high decoherence noise, the longer circuits of the QNP ansatz may accrue more error than that
from the loss of symmetry with a simple ansatz. A related finding was observed on IBM hardware
experiments for LiH/STO-3G using the symmetry-preserving state preparation circuits, in which it was
found that decoherence errors overwhelmed the proper Ŝ2-preserving circuits, while circuits the only
preserved Nα and Nβ fared better [13]. Our opinion is that the QNP gate fabrics developed herein will likely
become much more important in intermediate timescales as decoherence error rates diminish and tractable
problem size increases.

It is also worth considering how the gate fabric concept could be extended to other types of physical
symmetries than the distinguishable, Hamming-weight constrained, or spin-1/2 fermionic cases
encountered here, e.g. for higher-spin fermions, bosons, nucleons, or elementary particles. For instance, one
could consider the case of systems composed of higher-spin fermions. Here each single particle orbital
would require effective representation with more than one qubit, as is often done in qudit-to-qubit
mappings. Next, the relevant composition operators would have to be mapped to qubits in analogy with the
Jordan–Wigner mapping. Finally, localized gate fabrics that preserve the symmetry operators but allow for
universal exploration of the Hilbert space would have to be developed. Such gate fabrics would almost
surely require larger gate elements than the four-qubit gates encountered here. Similar extensions are likely
possible also for bosons and for systems with additional quantum numbers such as isospin, strangeness,
charm, etc. The conceptual pathway to obtaining such gate fabrics would likely be similar to the present
manuscript, but it remains to be seen if such extended gate fabrics are possible.

7. Summary and outlook

In this work, we set out to construct doppelgängers of the well known gate fabric (i.e. a potentially infinitely
repeatable, simple and geometrically local pattern of gate elements that span the parent group at sufficient
depth) for the unrestricted qubit Hilbert space SU(2N) consisting of simple two-qubit gate elements SU(4).
Our major result is the construction of a gate fabric for the important special case of spin-1/2 fermionic
systems in the Jordan–Wigner representation F(22M) consisting of simple four-qubit gate elements Q̂. Each
two-parameter Q̂ gate comprises a one-parameter spatial orbital rotation gate QNPOR(ϕ) and a
one-parameter diagonal pair exchange gate QNPPX(θ). A fabric made of either of these gate elements alone
does not achieve FCI universality with sufficient parameter depth, but our VQE gate fabric, being an
amalgamation of the two appears to be able to do so. Moreover, at intermediate depths, the VQE gate fabric
appears to be pragmatically expressive as evidenced by tests of the ground state energy convergence in
strongly correlated molecular systems. It is worth emphasizing that these properties seem to hold in the vast
bulk of quantum number irreps, i.e. that these fabric circuits can be applied for cases where S �= 0
(including even or odd spin cases) and/or where Nα �= Nβ (see appendix G for details on specific high-spin
edge cases that are not universal with the Q̂-type QNP gate fabrics of the main text, but that can be
addressed with elements of the F̂-type QNP gate fabrics of appendix D). Many important questions remain
regarding our QNP gate fabrics. These include: (1) how does the numerical optimization of parameters for
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such gate fabrics behave in the presence of shot and/or decoherence noise? (2) How can numerical
optimization algorithms be adapted to exploit the knowledge that the VQE entangler circuit is a gate fabric?
(3) Is the fixed Π̂ gate construction or an extension thereof an effective way to mitigate barren plateaus
during numerical optimization? (4) How does the VQE gate fabric perform for relative properties, for
properties at different nuclear geometries, and for properties in different quantum number irreps? (5) Is the
construction of the VQE gate fabric in terms of Q̂ gates optimal, or do more elaborate constructions, e.g.
using the F̂ gates of appendix D provide additional benefits? (6) What is the scaling behavior of the error in
absolute and/or relative properties as a function of parameter depth for representative interesting molecular
systems? (7) Can the gate fabric be adapted to additionally exploit external symmetries such as spatial
point group symmetries, e.g. as explored in [49]? Taken together, the results of this work might provide an
interesting guide for the required symmetries and limiting simplicities when constructing more elaborate
VQE entanglers for fermionic systems.
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Appendix A. Symmetry-constrained subgroups of SU (2N )

This section discusses some of the technical hurdles encountered in developing universal gate fabrics for
certain subgroups of SU(2N ), using well-known literature results for restriction to real operators SO(2N)
and further restriction to Hamming-weight-preserving operators H(2N ).

The imposition of specific symmetries which constrain the subgroup of SU(2N) may or may not present
considerable difficulties in constructing gate fabrics of the type defined above. For an example that does not
introduce significant difficulty, consider the case where we restrict the Hilbert space operators to have real
value, i.e. a restriction to SO(2N). In this case, one may simply substitute SU(4) → SO(4) in the gate
fabric of figure 1 to construct the desired gate fabric sketched in figure 4 for SO(2N).

For an example that does introduce significant difficulty, consider the case where we restrict SO(2N)
Hilbert space operators to preserve Hamming weight, i.e. to respect the commutation constraint [Û, P̂] = 0
where P̂ :=

∑
p(̂I − Ẑp)/2 is the Hamming weight or ‘particle counting’ operator. We denote this subgroup

as H(2N ). Here, we might be tempted to continue restricting the two-qubit SO(4) gates to preserve
Hamming weight, mandating that we substitute SO(4) → H(4), where H(4) implements a Givens rotation
between configurations |01〉 and |10〉 while acting as the identity in |00〉 and |11〉. This is sketched in
figure 5. However, a tessellation of two-qubit Givens gates is not a gate fabric for H(2N), as it does not
provide universality for this subgroup. In fact, it can be shown that a tessellation of Givens gates amounts to
a one-particle rotation of the qubit creation and annihilation operators p̂± :=

∑
qVqpq̂± for Vqp ∈ SO(N)

9
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Figure 4. Gate fabric universal for SO(2N ) (sketched for N = 6). The gate fabric is a two-local-nearest-neighbor tessellation of
alternating even and odd qubit-pair six-parameter, four-qubit SO(4) gates.

Figure 5. Gate fabric attempt not universal for the Hamming-weight-preserving subgroup H(2N ) (sketched for N = 6). The gate
fabric is a two-local-nearest-neighbor tessellation of alternating even and odd qubit-pair one-parameter, two-qubit
Hamming-weight-preserving Ĥ(4) gates. The gate fabric exactly commutes with the Hamming weight operator
P̂ ≡ ∑

p(̂I − Ẑp)/2, but the gate fabric does not span H(2N) for any depth.

and q̂± := (X̂q ∓ iŶ q)/2, and thus after exactly N layers and N(N − 1)/2 gates the part of Hilbert space
reachable with the fabric does no longer increase anymore, and in fact the fabric is classically simulable in
polynomial time via techniques such as the match gate formalism or direct implementation with classical

photons and beamsplitters. Note that H(2N ) has irreducible representations of dimension up to
(

N
�N/2

)
, so

failure to reach universality can be shown by simply parameter counting. Speaking more practically, this
proposed gate fabric has very limited expressive power for most irreps of H(2N), and does not provide a
good approximation to most desired actions within this space.

In fact, no gate fabric for H(2N) is possible with two-qubit gate elements. One possible construction of a
gate fabric for H(2N) with three-qubit gate elements is sketched in figure 6. Note that this might not be a
minimal representation—we will see examples of fermionic systems shortly where a much simpler gate
element than the fully explicitly universal k-minimal qubit gate provides a gate fabric.

Appendix B. Additional details on the Jordan–Wigner mapping

This section is included to enumerate the expansion of same-spin number operators and the Ŝ2 operator
into Pauli operators in the Jordan–Wigner mapping defined in the main text.

B.1. Same-spin occupation and substitution operators
B.1.1. Same-spin occupation number operators

The same-spin occupation number operators are

p±p∓ = (̂Ip ∓ Ẑp)/2, (B1)
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Figure 6. Gate fabric universal for the Hamming-weight-preserving subgroup H(2N ) (sketched for N = 9). The gate fabric is a
three-local-nearest-neighbor tessellation of cascading qubit-triple six-parameter, three-qubit Hamming-weight-preserving Ĥ(8)
gates. Each Ĥ(8) gate is composed of a three-parameter SO(3) rotation in the d-Hamming-weight subspace, where d ∈ [1, 2] for
a total of 6 parameters. The gate fabric exactly commutes with the Hamming weight operator P̂ ≡ ∑

p (̂I − Ẑp)/2 and spans
H(2N ) at sufficient depth.

whereby p+p− is a ‘particle occupation number operator’ (counts 1s). p−p+ is a ‘hole occupation number
operator’ (counts 0s). Note that the Jordan–Wigner strings cancel for these operators.

B.1.2. Same-spin substitution operators

The same-spin one-particle substitution operator is

p±q∓∣∣
p<q

= ±P̂±
p

⊗
Ẑ↔

p+1,q−1

⊗
P̂∓

q . (B2)

Here Z↔
p+1,q−1 :=

⊗r=q−1
r=p+1Ẑr. For completeness

p±q∓∣∣
p>q

= ±P̂∓
q

⊗
Ẑ↔

q+1,p−1

⊗
P̂±

p . (B3)

Technically, p+q− is the ‘one-particle substitution operator’ and p−q+ is the ‘one-hole substitution
operator.’

With some algebra, one can show that,

p±q∓ + q±p∓∣∣
p<q

(B4)

= ±X̂p

⊗
Ẑ↔

p+1,q−1

⊗
X̂q/2 ± Ŷp

⊗
Ẑ↔

p+1,q−1

⊗
Ŷ q/2

(the formula for p > q is the same except for the indices on Z↔
p+1,q−1.)

Here, the Jordan–Wigner strings only cancel partially. However, the α-then-β Jordan–Wigner ordering
does provide the advantage that the remaining Z↔

p,q strings are supported only on the intermediate α (β)
spin orbital indices for α (β) substitution operators.

B.2. Quantum number operators
B.2.1. Alpha number operator

The α number operator is

N̂α :=
∑

p

p†p = (M/2)̂I −
∑

p

Ẑp/2. (B5)

The eigenvalues of the α number operator are Nα ∈ [0, 1, . . . M] with degeneracy
(

M
Nα

)
2M . The

determinants are eigenfunctions of the α number operator, with eigenvalues given by the α population
count,

N̂α|�I〉 = popcount(�Iα)|�I〉 = Nα|�I〉 (B6)

and popcount(�Iα) counts the number of ones in�Iα.
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B.2.2. Beta number operator

The β number operator is,

N̂β :=
∑

p

p̄†p̄ = (M/2)̂I −
∑

p̄

Ẑp̄/2. (B7)

The eigenvalues of the β number operator are Nβ ∈ [0, 1, . . . M] with degeneracy
(

M
Nβ

)
2M . The dets are

eigenfunctions of the β number operator, with eigenvalues given by the β population count,

N̂β|�I〉 = popcount(�Iβ)|�I〉 = Nβ|�I〉. (B8)

B.2.3. Total spin squared operator

The total spin squared operator is,
Ŝ2 = Ŝ−Ŝ+ + Ŝz + Ŝ2

z (B9)

with the spin lowering operator,

Ŝ− :=
∑

p

p̄†p (B10)

the spin raising operator,

Ŝ+ :=
∑

p

p†p̄ (B11)

and the z-spin,

Ŝz :=
1

2

[
N̂α − N̂β

]
. (B12)

After some algebra, under the chosen Jordan Wigner mapping, this resolves to

Ŝ2 =
3M

8
Î − 3

8

∑

p

Ẑp

⊗
Ẑp̄ +

∑

p<q

1

8
Ẑp

⊗
Ẑq (B13)

+
∑

p<q

1

8
Ẑp̄

⊗
Ẑq̄ −

∑

p<q

1

8
Ẑp

⊗
Ẑq̄ −

∑

p<q

1

8
Ẑp̄

⊗
Ẑq

−1

8

∑

p<q

X̂p

⊗
Ẑ↔

p+1,q−1

⊗
X̂q

⊗
X̂p̄

⊗
Ẑ↔

p̄+1,̄q−1

⊗
X̂q̄

−1

8

∑

p<q

X̂p

⊗
Ẑ↔

p+1,q−1

⊗
X̂q

⊗
Ŷ p̄

⊗
Ẑ↔

p̄+1,̄q−1

⊗
Ŷ q̄

−1

8

∑

p<q

X̂p

⊗
Ẑ↔

p+1,q−1

⊗
Ŷ q

⊗
X̂p̄

⊗
Ẑ↔

p̄+1,̄q−1

⊗
Ŷ q̄

+
1

8

∑

p<q

X̂p

⊗
Ẑ↔

p+1,q−1

⊗
Ŷ q

⊗
Ŷ p̄

⊗
Ẑ↔

p̄+1,̄q−1

⊗
X̂q̄

+
1

8

∑

p<q

Ŷp

⊗
Ẑ↔

p+1,q−1

⊗
X̂q

⊗
X̂p̄

⊗
Ẑ↔

p̄+1,̄q−1

⊗
Ŷ q̄

−1

8

∑

p<q

Ŷp

⊗
Ẑ↔

p+1,q−1

⊗
X̂q

⊗
Ŷ p̄

⊗
Ẑ↔

p̄+1,̄q−1

⊗
X̂q̄

−1

8

∑

p<q

Ŷp

⊗
Ẑ↔

p+1,q−1

⊗
Ŷ q

⊗
X̂p̄

⊗
Ẑ↔

p̄+1,̄q−1

⊗
X̂q̄

−1

8

∑

p<q

Ŷp

⊗
Ẑ↔

p+1,q−1

⊗
Ŷ q

⊗
Ŷ p̄

⊗
Ẑ↔

p̄+1,̄q−1

⊗
Ŷ q̄.

The eigenvalues of the Ŝ2 operator can be written as S/2(S/2 + 1) with S ∈ [0, 1, 2, . . .] (singlet, doublet,
triplet, etc).
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Table 1. Enumeration of characteristics of M = 2 Fock space in
Jordan–Wigner representation. First column: base-2 qubit
occupation string (i.e. qubit computational basis state). Second
column: base-10 qubit occupation string (i.e. base-10 index for
vector and matrix quantities). Third column: Slater determinantal
configuration represented by this qubit computational basis state.
Fourth column: number of α electrons in this configuration
(always a proper eigenstate). Fifth column: number of β electrons
in this configuration (always a proper eigenstate). Sixth column:
is this configuration a valid CSF, i.e. a proper eigenstate of Ŝ2?
Seventh column: if yes to the previous question, S eigenvalue for
this simultaneous Slater determinant/CSF (S = 0—singlet,
S = 1—doublet, S = 2—triplet, . . . ).

Base 2 Base 10 Determinant Nα Nβ Is CSF? S

|0000〉 |#0〉 0 0 Y 0
|0001〉 |#1〉 1 0 Y 1
|0010〉 |#2〉 0 1 Y 1
|0011〉 |#3〉 1 1 Y 0
|0100〉 |#4〉 1 0 Y 1
|0101〉 |#5〉 2 0 Y 2
|0110〉 |#6〉 1 1 N

|0111〉 |#7〉 2 1 Y 1
|1000〉 |#8〉 0 1 Y 1
|1001〉 |#9〉 1 1 N

|1010〉 |#10〉 0 2 Y 2

|1011〉 |#11〉 1 2 Y 1
|1100〉 |#12〉 1 1 Y 0
|1101〉 |#13〉 2 1 Y 1

|1110〉 |#14〉 1 2 Y 1

|1111〉 |#15〉 2 2 Y 0

Appendix C. The specific case of M = 2 in F(22M)

This section explicitly enumerates, for the special case of M = 2, the characteristics of the Jordan–Wigner
computational basis functions (representing Fock space Slater determinants), S2-pure CSF linear
combinations thereof, and arbitrary linear combinations thereof which we will refer to as FCI states. This
section is useful to develop the beginnings of a picture for the arbitrary M-spatial-orbital Fock space, and
also directly leads to the FCI gate fabric of the next full section.

C.1. Slater determinants/Jordan–Wigner computational basis states
Table 1 enumerates the Slater determinants in the M = 2 case along with their corresponding
Jordan–Wigner computational basis states, provides the Nα and Nβ eigenvalues of each determinant
(all determinants are proper eigenstates of the particle number operators), identifies which determinants are
CSFs (only some determinants are also CSFs), and if a CSF, provides the S eigenvalue of the
determinant/CSF.

C.2. Quantum number operators
The N̂α and N̂β operators are diagonal (as is always true in the Jordan–Wigner representation), and their
diagonal values are depicted in the fourth and fifth columns of table 1, respectively.

The Ŝ2 operator is not diagonal (as is generally true in the Jordan–Winger representation). Instead, only
14 out of the 16 rows/columns of this operator are diagonal, and their diagonal entries are given in the
seventh column of table 1. The non-diagonal contributions arise from the non-CSF determinants

and,

These two determinants form the seniority-2 coupling set (the set of determinants with 2× non-spin-paired
electrons). In this restricted basis, the Ŝ2 operator is,

Ŝ2 =

[
1 −1

−1 1

]
.
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Table 2. CSF irreps for M = 2 Fock space. D refers to the irrep
dimension. The listed elements are our particular convention for
the CSF basis functions of each irrep.

Nα Nβ S D Elements

0 0 0 1 |#0〉
2 2 0 1 |#15〉
2 0 2 1 |#5〉
0 2 2 1 |#10〉
1 1 2 1 |ΦS=2

Z=2〉
1 0 1 2 |#1〉,|#4〉
0 1 1 2 |#2〉,|#8〉
1 2 1 2 |#11〉,|#14〉
2 1 1 2 |#7〉,|#13〉
1 1 0 3 |#3〉,|#12〉,|ΦS=0

Z=2〉

C.3. Configuration state functions (CSFs)
CSFs are defined as sparse linear combinations of Slater determinants that provide proper eigenstates of Ŝ2.
The 14 spin-pure Slater determinants discussed above are also CSFs, with corresponding eigenvalues S.

In the seniority-2 coupling set of the non-spin-pure Slater determinants |#6〉 and |#9〉, the eigenvectors
of the Ŝ2 operator are,

V̂ ≡ 1√
2

[
1 1
1 −1

]

and the corresponding eigenvalues are,

Λ̂ ≡
[

0
2

]
.

e.g. the + combination yields an S = 0 singlet CSF, while the − combination yields an S = 2 triplet CSF.
Thus the symmetry-adapted CSFs for this seniority coupling set are,

|ΦS=0
Z=2〉 ≡ 1√

2

(
|0110〉 + |1001〉

)

and,

|ΦS=2
Z=2〉 ≡ 1√

2

(
|0110〉 − |1001〉

)
.

Therefore, we have a complete real, orthonormal set of 16 CSFs for F(22∗2): 5 singlets, 8 doublets, and 3
triplets. These CSFs are proper eigenfunctions of N̂α, N̂β , and Ŝ2.

C.4. Quantum number irreps
Valid solutions to the time-dependent or time-independent Schrödinger equation for spin-1/2 fermions
governed by spin-free Hamiltonian operators must be definite simultaneous eigenstates of the quantum
number operators (N̂α, N̂β , Ŝ2) with definite target eigenvalues (Nα, Nβ , S). We refer to the set of valid
simultaneous eigenstates for a given set of target quantum numbers (Nα, Nβ , S) as a quantum number irrep.

Table 2 enumerates the dimensionality and our particular convention for the CSF basis for each definite
(Nα, Nβ , S) irrep of the M = 2 Fock space. An arbitrary special orthogonal rotation within each irrep would
also provide a faithful representation of the basis for that irrep.

C.5. Full configuration interaction (FCI) states
The restriction of physically valid solutions of the time-dependent or time-independent Schrödinger
equation to a given target quantum number irrep severely constrains, but does not exactly determine the
valid solution for most irreps. For instance, in the (Nα = 1, Nβ = 0, S = 1) irrep, the 15-parameter generic
solution,

|Ψ〉 ?
=

I=15∑

I=0

cI |#I〉 :
I=15∑

I=0

|cI |2 = 1, cI ∈ R

is invalid because it does not respect the quantum number symmetries, but the one-parameter solution,

|Ψ〉 =
∑

I∈〈1,4〉
cI |#I〉 :

∑

I∈〈1,4〉
|cI |2 = 1, cI ∈ R
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is valid due to the fact that the dimension of the target irrep is D = 2 > 1.
We generically refer to states which exactly lie within a given target quantum number irrep, but where

the remaining flexibility in the state is determined by solving an auxiliary equation such as the
time-dependent or time-independent Schrödinger equation, as ‘FCI’ states. The motivation for this naming
is the set of states that emerge from exactly diagonalizing the spin-free electronic Hamiltonian within a
given quantum number irrep, i.e. the classical FCI method, though the usage within this work should be
understood to be generalized to solving any linear auxiliary equation governed by a spin-free operator
which is simultaneously diagonalized by the three quantum number operators.

The question that arises at this point is how to construct special orthogonal operators that respect the
quantum number symmetry but have the power to move from an arbitrary quantum-number-pure trial
state to an FCI state within the same quantum number irrep. The simple answer is to construct complete
special orthogonal operators acting on the CSF basis of each irrep, with the property that these operators
commute with all three quantum number operators. This leads to the construction of 4× one-parameter
SO(2) operators (simple Givens rotation matrices) acting within the 4 × S = 1 doublet irreps, and
1× three-parameter SO(3) operator acting within the (Nα = 1, Nβ = 1, S = 0) irrep. This seems to imply
that the parameter dimension of F(22∗2) is 7. However, further analysis reveals that to preserve Ŝ2

symmetry, the same operator must be applied in the (Nα = 1, Nβ = 0, S = 1) and (Nα = 0, Nβ = 1, S = 1)
irreps and that the same operator must be applied in the (Nα = 1, Nβ = 2, S = 1) and
(Nα = 2, Nβ = 1, S = 1) irreps. This is related to the fact that the spin-free Schrödinger equation is
invariant under permutation of the α and β labels in the working equations. This reduces the total number
of parameter of F(22∗2) to 5, and yields the highly structured special orthogonal operators that will be
encountered as M = 2 FCI gate operators in the next section.

Appendix D. Gate fabric for F(22M) via M = 2 FCI gates

An early iteration of the gate fabric described in the main text was developed by constructing a gate fabric
comprising a five-parameter four-qubit F̂ gate universal for M = 2 FCI as detailed in figure 7. A fabric of
these F̂ gates was found to exactly preserve quantum number symmetry, to provide universality for F(22M)
for sufficient parameter depth, and to yield an expressive approximate representation at intermediate
depths. The representation power and numerical convergence was found to be similar between F̂ gate
fabrics and the Q̂ gate fabrics, and the latter is conceptually simpler, so we have elected to focus on the latter
in the main text. In the following we describe this alternative gate fabric and additional variants and refer to
and use the concepts and notation introduced in appendices B and C.

D.1. Decomposition of F̂ into simple gate elements
There are many different possible implementations of F̂ into products of simpler (e.g. one-parameter) gate
elements. However, the block diagonal nature and configuration constituency of F̂ suggests the following
pragmatic choice, leading to a decomposition with a simple decomposition all the way down to a standard
two-qubit gate library. The text refers to the F̂ gate matrix in the second line of figure 7.

The red block (matrix entries c1p := cos(θ1p/2) and s1p := sin(θ1p/2)) corresponds to a Givens rotation
between the one particle (Nα = 1, Nβ = 0, S = 1) CSFs and
and the same Givens rotation between the (Nα = 0, Nβ = 1, S = 1) CSFs |#2〉 and |#8〉 (to preserve Ŝ2

symmetry). We call this operation the QNP1p gate (quantum-number-preserving one-particle gate).
The blue block (matrix entries c1h := cos(θ1h/2) and s1h := sin(θ1h/2)) implements a Givens rotation

between the one hole (Nα = 1, Nβ = 2, S = 1) CSFs and and the

same Givens rotation between the (Nα = 2, Nβ = 1, S = 1) CSFs |#7〉 and |#13〉 (to preserve Ŝ2

symmetry). We call this operation the QNP1h(θ1h) gate (quantum-number-preserving one-hole gate).
The green block implements an SO(3) rotation between the three (Nα = 1, Nβ = 1, S = 0)

CSFs, , , and

. There are three natural rotation gates (i.e.
Euler-angle-like rotation gates) in this subspace: first, the QNPPX gate (quantum-number-preserving pair
exchange gate) implements a Givens rotation between the two closed shell CSFs
and . Second and third the QNPPBU and QNPPBL (QNP pair-break upper/lower
gates) rotate between the upper, respectively, lower closed shell CSF and the open-shell singlet CSF
(|0110〉 + |1001〉)/

√
2.

Explicit decompositions of the five gates QNP1p, QNP1h, QNPPX, QNPPBU, and QNPPBL to elementary
two-qubit gate operations are provided in appendix E.
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Figure 7. Gate fabric hypothesized to be universal for F(22M) (sketched for M = 4). The spin orbitals in Jordan–Wigner
representation are physically ordered in ‘interleaved’ ordering with even (odd) qubit indices denoting α (β) spin orbitals. The
Jordan–Wigner strings are defined in ‘α-then-β’ order as defined in the main text. The gate fabric is a four-local-nearest-
neighbor-tessellation of alternating even and odd spatial-orbital-pair five-parameter, four-qubit F̂ gates, constructed to be
universal for M = 2 FCI. Each F̂ gate consists of: (A) a spin-adapted one-parameter SO(2) rotation in the one-particle
(Nα + Nβ = 1) S = 0 block denoted in red (parameter θ1p). (B) A spin-adapted one-parameter SO(2) rotation in the one-hole
(Nα + Nβ = 3) S = 0 block denoted in blue (parameter θ1h). (C) A spin-adapted three-parameter SO(3) rotation in the
(Nα = 1, Nβ = 0, S = 0) irrep denoted in green (3 parameters in the unique upper triangle of x̂). The decomposition of û into a
transformation from the determinant basis of the Jordan–Wigner computational basis to the CSF basis, followed by the
application of an SO(3) rotation in the S = 0 CSFs, followed by backtransformation to the determinant basis is depicted below
the definition of F̂. The factoring of F̂ into a product over a set of 5× representative one-parameter four-qubit gates, and the
explicit decomposition of these gates into physically realizable forms in the standard two-qubit gate library is discussed later in
the appendix.

D.2. Simplifications of the F̂ gate fabric
A natural question at this point is whether there exist gate fabrics for F(22M) which are simpler than the
F̂-gate fabric described above. e.g. a simpler gate fabric might have fewer parameters per gate element,
and/or fewer QNP product gates per gate element, while still preserving quantum number symmetry and
numerical efficiency. For one explicit example, it is clear that the 3× QNP product gates in
(Nα = 1, Nβ = 1, S = 0) irrep are redundant, as QNPPX and QNPPBU (or QNPPBL) are sufficient to attain
any desired action in the irrep. Further, repeated application of pairs of QNPPX and QNPPBU (or QNPPBL)
gates is sufficient to attain any desired operator in the irrep. So we can already reduce from a five-parameter
F̂ gate fabric to a four-parameter modified F̂′ gate fabric.

Next, we can consider the one-hole and one-particle spaces. Depending on the target irrep, only one of
these rotations is generally needed, e.g. for most irreps, a gate fabric of QNP1p, QNPPX, and, QNPPBU is
universal. So, for most irreps, a three-parameter modified F̂′′ gate fabric is sufficient. A technical detail here
is that the choice of QNP1p vs QNP1h required for universality is contingent on whether there are more
particles or holes in the desired irrep of F(2M) for extreme edge case irreps.

As we show in the main text, it is possible to reduce F̂′′ even further to a two-parameter Q̂ gate fabric,
where the Q̂ fabric symmetrizes the rotations between the one-particle and one-hole irreps, and additional
mixes rotations between the one-particle/hole irreps and the (Nα = 1, Nβ = 1, S = 0) irrep. To that end we
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Figure 8. Spin-adapted spatial orbital rotation gate between two adjacent spatial orbitals. The parameter ϕ is the argument of
the Givens rotation between orbitals |φ0〉 and |φ1〉, with the same Givens rotation applied in the α and β spaces.

consider an alternative QNP gate which is already well-known in the literature, the spatial orbital rotation
gate, which we describe in the following section.

D.3. Orbital rotations
A well-known operation in both classical and quantum electronic structure methods is the spin-adapted
spatial orbital rotation gate, which implements,

|φ′
p〉 ≡

∑

q

Vqp|φq〉 (D1)

for Vpq ∈ SO(M), and for the particular case of M = 2 adjacent spatial orbitals. If we take Vpq to be a 2 × 2
special orthogonal matrix, i.e. a Givens rotation matrix with parameter ϕ, then this one-parameter,
four-qubit QNPOR gate (quantum-number-preserving orbital rotation gate) is a special case of the
five-parameter, four-qubit F̂ gate from figure 7 with, c := cp1 = ch1 = cos(θ/2), s := sp1 = sh1 = sin(θ/2),
and

uij =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

c2 cs cs +s2

−cs c2 −s2 cs
−cs −s2 c2 cs
+s2 −cs −cs c2

⎤
⎥⎥⎦

i,j

. (D2)

This gate can be viewed as a simultaneous and symmetrical application of the QNP1p and QNP1h gates
which also acts in a direct product manner in the (Nα = 1, Nβ = 1, S = 0) irrep. The explicit action of the
QNPOR gate is depicted in figure 8.

It is well-known that a fabric of
(M

2

)
QNPOR gates arranged in a rectangular or triangular gate fabric

pattern can exactly implement an arbitrary orbital rotation within M spatial orbitals, with a classically
tractable relationship between the Vpq orbital rotation matrix and the parameters {φd} of the fabric being
possible through the QR decomposition of the orbital rotation matrix.

D.4. Variants of the QNP fabrics
As with the gate fabric in the main text it can be interesting to prepend the parametrized gate elements F̂′ or
F̂′′ with a fixed gate like the Π̂ gate as this may improve trainability of the fabric or even expressiveness at
intermediate depths. In the main text we have explored the options Π̂ ∈ {Î, QNPOR(π)}. Another natural
option, inspired by the concept of fermionic swap networks, would be to take Π̂ to be an orbital wise
fermionic swap gate. This gate is also QNP and we introduce it in the end of the following section.

Appendix E. Explicit decompositions of the quantum number preserving gates

Here we provide explicit decompositions of all the QNP gates introduced in the main text, namely the gates:
QNP1p, QNP1h, QNPPX, QNPPBU, QNPPBL, and QNPOR as well as one additional gate OFSWAP. We call
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these gates number preserving gates because for any gate G from the above list it holds that

[
Ĝ(θ), N̂α

]
= 0,

[
Ĝ(θ), N̂β

]
= 0,

[
Ĝ(θ), Ŝ2

]
= 0. (E1)

The decompositions of QNP1p(θ) and QNP1h(θ) are given in terms of decompositions of two gates, each
acting on just the alpha or beta space such that QNP1p(θ) = QNPA0B1(θ)QNPA1B0(θ) and
QNP1h(θ) = QNPA2B1(θ)QNPA1B2(θ). None of these four gates is individually QNP.

E.1. Pair exchange gate QNPPX(θ)
For the QNPPX(θ) gate we present the following decomposition in terms of standard gates and controlled Y
rotations:

Due to cancellations when expanding out the controlled Y rotations, a decomposition in terms of only
standard gates has only slightly higher depth (15 → 18) and requires less two-qubit gates (17 → 13) even if
the controlled Y rotation is a native operation:

A similar gate was considered in [26, 50].

E.2. Two orbital givens rotation gate QNPOR

We describe the construction of the Givens rotation gate in more detail. A Givens rotation is generally a
rotation in a two dimensional subspace of the form

[
φ′

0(�r1)
φ′

1(�r1)

]
:=

[
c +s

−s c

] [
φ0(�r1)
φ1(�r1)

]
, (E2)

where c := cos(θ/2) and s := sin(θ/2) for a continuous parameter θ. Under the Jordan–Wigner mapping a
Givens rotation between the orbital bases can be implemented as pair of parallel Givens gates as follows:

(E3)
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In the two qubit space, the Givens rotation gate G(θ) has the action

Ĝ(θ) :=

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

1
c +s

−s c
1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (E4)

and can be decomposed into elementary gates as follows:

(E5)

In the four-qubit Hilbert space, the two orbital Givens rotation gate QNPOR(θ) has the action

When applied to two neighboring spatial orbitals, this gate also preserves all three quantum numbers and
has the following decomposition with gate depth 5 and just 4 CNOT gates:

An alternative decomposition into controlled Y rotation gates is:

Note that if these gates are native, the two-qubit gate count is raised to 6 while reducing the depth to 3.
Expanding out the controlled Y rotations yields:

Of course the two Givens rotations of the gate commute and can be performed at the same time, giving
a gate depth of 6 and a CNOT count of 8. Depending on the preceding and following gates, it may
furthermore be favourable to substitute the doubled CNOT gates with a single CNOT and an SWAP gate.
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E.3. Single particle and single hole gates
In the following we abbreviate R := RY(θ/8). The QNPA1B0(θ) gate can be decomposed as follows:

The QNPA0B1(θ) gate can be decomposed as follows:

The QNPA2B1(θ) gate can be decomposed as follows:

Finally, the QNPA1B2(θ) gate can be decomposed as follows:
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E.4. Pair breaking gates
For the pair breaking gates we present decompositions into standard gates and controlled Y rotations. The
pair break low gate QNPPBL has the decomposition:

While the pair break up gate QNPPBU has the decomposition:
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E.5. Fermionic orbital swap gate
Finally, the OFSWAP gate is an orbital wise fermionic swap gate, i.e. two fermionic swap gates (an SWAP
gate followed by a controlled Z gate) with action

FSWAP =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

+1
+1

+1
−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (E7)

where the −1 in the lower right corner takes into account the sign of the fermionic anti-commutation
relations, applied between the alpha and beta wires respectively. Curiously OFSWAP is only up to phases
representable by an orbital rotation as we have OFSWAP Ẑ0Ẑ 0̄ = QNP2OGR(π).

Appendix F. Generalized parameter-shift rules

In order to compute the derivative of expectation values with respect to quantum gate parameters, the
so-called parameter-shift rule has been established as a tool to avoid finite difference derivatives, which
become unstable under the influence of noise from both, measurements and circuit imperfections [51]. In
addition to the original concept, multiple efforts have been made to analyze and generalize the
parameter-shift rule [33, 35, 38, 52, 53]. In this appendix we introduce the concept of tuning the shift angle
in parameter-shift rules for an algorithmic advantage (appendix F.1), a new four-term parameter-shift rule
for gates with three distinct eigenvalues (appendix F.2) and exclude a further straightforward generalization
of this type of parameter-shift rules (appendix F.2.2). We also compare our new four-term rule to the one
recently presented in [37] (appendix F.2.1) and extend the variance minimization strategy from [38] to both
four-term rules. This four term shift rule is applicable to all of the QNP gates introduced above, except for
the spin adapted QNPOR gate, which can be analytically differentiated by differentiating the individual G
gates and using chain rule.
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F.1. Shift tuning
We briefly recap the derivation of the standard parameter-shift rule without fixing the shift angle, leading to
a free parameter in the rule. Consider a parametrized gate of the form

U(θ) := exp

(
−i

θ

2
P

)
(F1)

where P2 = 1, as is the case for example for Pauli rotation gates. In a circuit with an arbitrary number of
parameters, let us single out the parameter of the gate U above and write our cost function of interest as

f (θ) = 〈ψ(θ)|B0|ψ(θ)〉 := 〈φ|U(θ)†BU(θ)|φ〉, (F2)

where the part of the circuit preparing |ψ〉(θ) from some initial state applied before the gate U has been
absorbed into |φ〉 and the part after U is absorbed in to B. Then the derivative is, by the product rule, given
by

∂

∂θ
f (θ) = 〈φ|U(θ)†

(
− i

2
[B, P]

)
U(θ)|φ〉. (F3)

Now look at the conjugation of B by U at an arbitrary shift angle ±α:

U(±α)(B) := U(±α)†BU(±α)

= U(±α)†B
(

cos
(α

2

)
1 ∓ i sin

(α

2

)
P
)

= cos
(α

2

)2
B + sin

(α

2

)2
PBP ∓ i

2
sin(α)[B, P]. (F4)

Subtracting U(−α)(B) from U(α)(B) and excluding multiples of π as values for α, we obtain the
generalized two-term parameter-shift rule

U(α)(B) − U(−α)(B) = −i sin(α)[B, P] (F5)

⇒ ∂

∂θ
f (θ) =

1

2 sin(α)

(
f (θ + α) − f (θ − α)

)
(F6)

where the original parameter-shift rule corresponds to choosing α = π/2. We note that the concept of
shift-tuning was independently discovered in [38] and introduced in the quantum computing software
package PennyLane [36].

F.1.1. Reducing the gate count

In particular, the general form of equation (F5) allows us—provided that θ is not a multiple of π—to
choose α = −θ, making the first of the cost function evaluations f(0) and therefore reducing the gate count
because U(0) = 1 can be skipped in the circuit. This may lead to an additional gate count reduction if the
neighboring gates on both sides of U can be merged, which is true for example in circuits for the QAOA.

F.2. Four-term parameter-shift rule
Here we derive a four-term parameter-shift rule for gates that do not fulfill the two-term rule, e.g.
controlled rotation gates like CRZ(θ) or many of our QNP gates with one parameter.

To this end, consider a gate

U(ϕ) := exp
(
−i

ϕ

2
Q

)
(F7)

with Q3 = Q but not necessarily Q2 = 1, as is true for any gate with spectrum {−1, 0, 1}. Then the
exponential series can be rewritten as

U(ϕ) = 1 +
(

cos
(ϕ

2

)
− 1

)
Q2 − i sin

(ϕ

2

)
Q (F8)

and a computation similar to the one above leads to

U(α)(B) − U(−α)(B) = −2i sin
(α

2

)
[B, Q]

− 2i sin
(α

2

)(
cos

(α

2

)
− 1

)
[Q, QBQ]. (F9)
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We can then obtain the commutator by linearly combining this difference with itself for a second angle ±β,
so that

− i

2
[B, Q] = d1 (U(α)(B) − U(−α)(B)) (F10)

− d2 (U(β)(B) − U(−β)(B)) (F11)

which holds true if the angles α, β and the prefactors d1,2 satisfy

1

4
= d1 sin

(α

2

)
− d2 sin

(
β

2

)
(F12)

1

2
= d1 sin (α) − d2 sin (β) . (F13)

Therefore, we get the four-term parameter-shift rule

∂

∂ϕ
f (ϕ) = d1

(
f (ϕ + α) − f (ϕ − α)

)
− d2

(
f (ϕ + β) − f (ϕ − β)

)
, (F14)

where we again can choose α or β such that one of the function evaluations skips the gate U. A particularly
symmetric solution of equations (F12) and (F13) is

d1 =
1

2
, d2 =

√
2 − 1

4
, α =

π

2
, β = π. (F15)

In general, any gate for which the spectrum of the generator is {−a + c, c, a + c} obeys the four-term
parameter-shift rule as the shift c can be absorbed into a global phase that does not contribute to the
gradient and a can be absorbed into the variational parameter of the gate.

As an example, the four-term rule is applicable to (multi-)controlled Pauli rotations CRP(ϕ) for which
Q is the zero matrix except for the Pauli operator P on the target qubit. For multiple control qubits and our
QNP gates, this will lead to less circuit evaluations using the chain rule and applying the two-term rule to
the gate decomposition.

In order to find out whether an n-qubit single-parameter gate U satisfies the four-term rule, one can
compute

Q =
∂

∂ϕ
U(ϕ)

∣∣∣∣
ϕ=0

, Q := Q − 1

2n
tr(Q) (F16)

and test if there is an a ∈ R such that Q3 = a2 Q, which is a sufficient condition, as the only thing we
needed for the four term rule to apply was this assumptions about the generator spectrum.

F.2.1. Relation to other four-term rule

Previous work showed the existence of a four-term parameter-shift rule [37] for gates of the form (F7),
which is implemented with only one shift angle but requires the two additional gates

V± = exp

(
∓ iαπ

4
P0

)
with P0 = 1 − Q2.

There are four relevant aspects when comparing this rule to the one in (F14): first, our four-term rule does
not require any additional gates like V±, which add overhead to the gradient evaluation circuits. While the
authors bound the additional cost by the cost of the differentiated gate itself, it might more crucially be
non-trivial to construct V± for gates that do not have an obvious fermionic representation like the gates
considered in [37].

Second, the shift tuning technique for gate count reduction in (F1) can easily be extended to both, our
four-term rule and the rule derived in [37], provided one has access to the parametrized versions of V±. As
the construction of V± for fermion-based gates is based on rotations, this access can be assumed for these
gates whenever V± can be implemented.

Third, it was shown in [37] that their four-term rule reduces to a standard two-term rule up to the
insertions of the V± operators whenever both the circuit of interest and the measured observables are purely
real-valued. This is the case for virtually all molecular Hamiltonians and most of the circuits proposed for
quantum chemistry problems—including the fabrics in this work—such that gradients of highly complex
gates may be computed with just two circuit executions including the gates V± using the rule in [37].

Fourth, the variances of the derivative estimators given by the two rules can be minimized to the same
value by choosing the shift angles optimally, as shown in appendix F.3. This means that for a given budget
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of circuit executions, the quality of the estimated derivative is the same, even though the number of distinct
circuits differs.

In summary, the specialized two-term parameter-shift rule in [37] is preferable if the following three
criteria hold: firstly, the circuit and observable need to be real-valued. Secondly, the auxiliary gates V± have
to be available. Thirdly, the computation must happen on a simulation level in which the number of distinct
circuits instead of the measurement budget is relevant, so that the reduction from four to two terms
provides an advantage which is larger than the overhead of adding V±. In all other scenarios the four-term
rule equation (F14) with the optimal parameters in equations (F24) and (F25) requires slightly fewer gates
and the same number of circuit executions, making it preferable in particular on quantum computers.

F.2.2. Impossibility of some further shift rules

One may wonder whether a three shift rule is possible for gates whose generators have just three distinct
eigenvalues and whether shift rules exist for gates with more distinct eigenvalues. We present some insights
on these questions in the following.

During the derivation of the four-term parameter-shift rule we chose to first linearly combine U(±α)(B)
and U(±β)(B) with the same prefactors, respectively. Alternatively one may try to combine U(αi)(B) at
three shift angles {αi}i∈{1,2,3} linearly and demand the result to fulfill

3∑

i=1

diU(αi)(B)
!
= − i

2
[B, Q]. (F17)

This leads to the system of equations

0 = d1[c1 − c3] + d2 [c2 − c3]

0 = d1

[
s2
1 − s2

3

]
+ d2

[
s2
2 − s2

3

]

1 = 2d1[s1 − s3] + 2d2 [s2 − s3]

1 = d1 [sin (α1) − sin (α3)] + d2 [sin (α2) − sin (α3)]

with ci = cos
(

αi
2

)
and si = sin

(
αi
2

)
, which we conjecture to not have a solution.

Considering the generalization of the (standard) two-term shift rule to the four-term rule in (F14) and
their requirement on the gate generator, i.e. Q2 = 1 and Q3 = Q, it seems a natural question whether
further generalization is possible to gates that, e.g. fulfill Q5 = Q. We show next that this is not the case.

Consider the generalized condition Qm = Qn, m �= n for the generator of a d-dimensional
one-parameter gate. We recall that we may absorb shifts and scaling prefactors of the spectrum of Q into a
global phase gate and the variational parameter, respectively, which may be used to obtain gates satisfying
the generalized condition Qm = Qn. In the eigenbasis of the Hermitian matrix Q, this condition becomes
λm

i = λn
i ∀1 � i � d, which only ever is solved by −1, 0 and 1 over R (in which the spectrum of Q must be

contained) with the additional condition m − n mod 2 = 0 for λi = −1. This means that Q already satisfies
Q3 = Q, allowing for the four-term rule to be applied.

Consequently, a direct generalization of the four-term rule is not possible. Note that this does not
exclude the existence of other schemes to compute the derivative of an expectation value w.r.t. parametrized
states that are based on linear combinations of shifted expectation values.

F.3. Minimizing the variance
If we approximate the physical variance of the expectation value, V, to be independent of θ, the variance of
measuring f at a given parameter for sufficiently many measurements N is V/N. The resulting variance of
the two-term shift rule derivative for a budget of N measurements is

σ2 =
V

N sin2 α
, (F18)

where we chose the optimal allocation of N/2 measurements to each of the two terms in the shift rule. We
may optimize the shift angle in the two-term rule w.r.t. this variance which yields the standard choice π/2
for the shift because

arg min
α

{
V

N sin2 α

}
=

π

2
. (F19)

The variance can be reduced further by introducing a multiplicative bias to the estimator, as presented
in [38]; the optimal choice of the prefactor depends on the value and the variance of the derivative and is
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given by

λ∗ =

(
1 +

V

N(∂θf )2

)−1

. (F20)

Note that λ∗ has to be estimated because V and ∂θf are not known exactly. The optimal choice of the shift
parameter remains π

2 .
For the four-term rule in equation (F14), the optimal shot allocation is proportional to the prefactors

d1,2 and leads to the variance

σ2 = 4(d1 + d2)2 V

N
. (F21)

As for the two-term parameter-shift rule, we may minimize this variance w.r.t. α and β via d1 and d2,
which are given via equations (F12) and (F13) by

d2 =
1

4 sin(β/2)

cos(α/2) − 1

cos(β/2) − cos(α/2)
(F22)

d1 =
1

sin(α)

(
1

2
+ d2 sin(β)

)
. (F23)

This results in

d1 =

√
2 + 1

4
√

2
, α =

π

2
, (F24)

d2 =

√
2 − 1

4
√

2
, β =

3π

2
(F25)

and three equivalent solutions based on the symmetries of equations (F12) and (F13).
The variance then is σ2 = V/N as for the optimal two-term rule and again it may be further reduced by

introducing a bias via a multiplicative prefactor λ, with the same optimal λ∗ as before.
For both, the four-term rule and the specialized two-term rule in [37], the minimal variance is

σ2 = V/N as well, as the prefactors are equally large and sum to 1.
In conclusion, under the constant variance assumption, the variance for all discussed two- and

four-term parameter shift rules is the same at a given measurement budget, showing that they are equally
expensive on a quantum device, for which the number of measurements instead of the number of distinct
circuits is relevant.

Appendix G. Additional numerical results

G.1. Computational basis state amplitudes
In figure 3(b) of the main text the individual ordering of each trace of computational basis states is ordered
individually, which allows to view the shape of each tail but restricts comparability between single
amplitudes. In figure 9 only the computational basis states of the true ground state and of one optimized
VQE state at 110 parameters are plotted in consistent ordering. This allows for direct comparison between
the amplitudes of the VQE and of FCI and demonstrates how our fabric finds a good approximation to
most amplitudes while having far too few parameters to reproduce all amplitudes exactly.
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Table 3. Quantum number irreps for M = 4 for which the Q̂-type
QNP gates of the main text are not universal. Overall there are 35
unique irreps for M = 4 with total dimension D ≡ 22M = 256. The
6 irreps with total dimension 36 listed below are not universal due to
high-spin constraints. All other irreps are numerically found to be
universal to the essentially machine precision.

Nα Nβ S Dimension

0 2 2 6
1 1 2 6
2 0 2 6
2 4 2 6
3 3 2 6
4 2 2 6

G.2. Numerical universality demonstration for Haar random states
The test cases in real molecular systems in the main text are somewhat complicated by the specifics of the
electronic structure Hamiltonian and especially by the spatial point group symmetry of the test molecules.
One notable artifact is that some of the left-most gates in our gate fabrics in real molecules are ‘dead,’ as
they perform orbital rotations and diagonal pair exchanges in the occupied or virtual subspaces of the HF
starting state. The point group symmetry also seems to adversely affect the numerical convergence behavior
of the VQE gate fabric parameter optimization, e.g. suggesting the Π̂-gate pre-mixing initialization adopted
in the main text. Noticeably better convergence behavior was observed when the molecules were perturbed
from D2h symmetry to C1 by random Gaussian perturbations in XYZ coordinates.

This section is included to demonstrate the numerical universality properties of our proposed gate fabric
for the artificial case of Haar random statevectors. Specifically, for a number of test case irreps
(M, Nα, Nβ , S), we form the full CSF basis, and then generate Haar random statevectors |A〉 and |B〉 within
this irrep of F(22M) by Gaussian random sampling and normalization of the statevector in the CSF basis,
and then backtransformation to the standard Jordan–Wigner computational basis. We then optimize the
VQE gate fabric parameters of the VQE entangler circuit Û to maximize |〈A|Û|B〉|2 via L-BFGS with
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Table 4. Quantum number irreps for M = 6 for which the Q̂-type
QNP gates of the main text are not universal. Overall there are 84
unique irreps for M = 6 with total dimension D ≡ 22M = 4096. The
24 irreps with total dimension 400 listed below are not universal due
to high-spin constraints. All other irreps are numerically found to be
universal to the essentially machine precision.

Nα Nβ S Dimension

0 2 2 15
0 3 3 20
0 4 4 15
1 1 2 15
1 2 3 20
1 3 4 15
2 0 2 15
2 1 3 20
2 2 4 15
2 6 4 15
3 0 3 20
3 1 4 15
3 5 4 15
3 6 3 20
4 0 4 15
4 4 4 15
4 5 3 20
4 6 2 15
5 3 4 15
5 4 3 20
5 5 2 15
6 2 4 15
6 3 3 20
6 4 2 15

noise-free analytical gradients. Note that we do not perform Π̂-based pre-mixing convergence enhancement
in this section.

The results are shown for the half-filled cases for M = 4 and M = 6 in figure 10. The top panels show
the bulk convergence properties with respect to circuit depth D/number of parameters Nparameter (roughly
linearly proportional). The general finding here is roughly geometric convergence at low parameter depths,
followed by a sharp drop to near the machine epsilon as the number of parameters crosses over the number
of CSFs in the irrep, indicating the onset of universality in the action of the VQE entangler circuit.
Quantum number symmetries are preserved to at least the machine epsilon for all intermediate and final
parameter values. The lower panels show the numerical convergence behavior of the L-BFGS optimization
procedure for each point in the top panel. There are several salient features in these plots: (1) the earliest
convergence behavior appears to be roughly geometric, and self-similar between gate fabrics with different
numbers of parameters (2) fabrics with smaller numbers of parameters deviate earlier from this geometric
convergence and eventually ‘flatline’ at their non-universal terminal values (3) some minor plateaus are
observed in the convergence behavior for small numbers of parameters (4) there is a distinct phase change
as universality is crossed, with circuits with larger numbers of parameters than needed for universality
exhibiting strongly geometric convergence behavior all the way to the machine epsilon.

Such tests are assuredly artificial, but are free from the external artifacts present in the molecular test
cases, and serve to more-strongly indicate that the gate fabric developed in figure 2 are universal and
quantum-number-symmetry-preserving for F(22M).

G.3. Non-universal edge cases
It is important to note that while the Q̂-type QNP gate fabrics of main text are numerically universal for the
vast majority of quantum number irreps in the ‘bulk’ of the Hilbert space, there are a limited number of
edge cases for which these gate fabrics are not universal. These cases constitute systems where, after
high-spin constraints are accounted for, there are only holes or particles left in the remaining orbitals. In
these cases, the QNPPX gates have trivial action in the wholly hole or particle space, and are unable to
explore new configurations within the space. More tangibly, for an irrep with dimensions (M, Nα, Nβ , S), we
first compute the ‘unconstrained’ irrep (M − S, N

′
α, N′

β , 0) where N′
α + N′

β + S = Nα + Nβ and the larger of
N′

α := Nα or N′
β := Nβ is decremented first until N′

α = N′
β , and then both N′

α and N′
β are decremented

together (in this line, := is read as ‘initialized to’). The resulting unconstrained irrep will always have
N′

α = N′
β . If the unconstrained irrep is all holes (N′

α = N′
β = 0) or all particles (N′

α = N′
β = M − S), then
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the Q̂-type QNP gate fabric is not universal. A trivial exception is if only a single orbital with all holes or all
particles remains in the unconstrained irrep, in which case universality is still preserved.

Note that the number of irreps in the Hilbert space is growing roughly as O(M3), while the required
constraints N′

α = N′
β = 0 or M − S seem to indicate that the number of non-universal irreps indicate that

the number of irreps which are not universal with Q̂-type QNP gate fabrics will grow as roughly O(M).
Moreover, the non-universal irreps appear at the ‘edge’ of the Hilbert space, and consist of cases with severe
high-spin constraints which are likely to be either polynomially tractable classically, physically uninteresting,
or both. Interesting cases with roughly half-and-half filling of holes and particles and moderately low total
spin number will almost surely fall into irreps which are universal with Q̂-type QNP gate fabrics. Finally, it
is worth noting that any issues with these edge cases can be completely obviated by instead working with the
five-parameter F̂ gate fabrics discussed in appendix D—these do not appear to exhibit any edge case
non-universalities, and are numerically universal for all cases we have tested.

Tables 3 and 4 show explicitly the irreps for M = 4 and M = 6 that were found numerically to be
non-universal with Q̂-type QNP gate fabrics via numerical studies of the same type as the previous section.
The non-universality behavior was immediately apparent as discrepancies of overlap of 1 − |〈A|Û|B〉|2 of
order of 10−2, while the universal irreps exhibited maximum discrepancies of overlap of order of < 10−13.
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Summary

The error mitigation techniques discussed, simulated and benchmarked on hardware in the previous
chapters are formulated in terms of the Hadamard test, which only extracts one bit of information
per measurement. We optimize the estimation of the expectation value in this measurement settings
of an operator by its linear decomposition into bitwise-measurable terms. We prove that optimal
decompositions must be in terms of reflections with eigenvalues ±1. We find the optimal reflection
decomposition of a fast-forwardable operator and construct a circuit representation of it using quan-
tim signal processing. By running large scale numerical simulations of both the analytical terms
and the decomposition into a quantum signal processing circuit we show a numerical improvement
over a simple Pauli decomposition by a factor N0.7.

Contributions

The author contributed the numerical implementation of the ideas of the work. (1) Parallelized code
was written to simulate the measurement of different observables on up to 17 qubits and quantum
signal processing depths of up to 20/40 repetitions in the circuit approximation of the decomposition
and the analytical expectation values. (2) Simulations were run on an in house high-performance
cluster, filling nodes with 32 CPUs and 670GB of RAM, investigating the behaviour outside of the
conjectured optimal performance of observables with states with more support than two eigenvalues,
extracting scaling parameters. (3) Furthermore writing the manuscript parts concerned with the
numerical simulations. (4) An open-source implementation of the core part of the paper in Pennylane
[89] to allow better access towards the ideas was developed by the author and is available at https:
//github.com/PennyLaneAI/pennylane/pull/2852.
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We consider a quantum computation that only extracts one bit of information per quantum state
preparation. This is relevant for error mitigation schemes where the remainder of the system is
measured to detect errors. We optimize the estimation of the expectation value of an operator by
its linear decomposition into bitwise-measurable terms. We prove that optimal decompositions must
be in terms of reflections with eigenvalues ±1. We find the optimal reflection decomposition of a
fast-forwardable operator, and show a numerical improvement over a simple Pauli decomposition
by a factor N0.7.

The largest bottleneck in quantum algorithm design is
the encoding and decoding of a quantum state. Although
each full characterization of a quantum state requires an
exponentially large amount of information, direct tomog-
raphy of an N -qubit quantum state ρ extracts only N
bits of information, and collapses ρ to a state described
by those N bits alone — erasing any other information.
Performing this repeatedly allows the estimation of an
expectation value 〈O〉 := Tr[Oρ] of any operator O that
is diagonal in the measurement basis. The rate at which
such a measurement converges is known as the standard
quantum or shot noise limit - after M repeated prepara-
tions, 〈O〉 can be estimated with variance

Var[O] = M−1
(
〈O2〉 − 〈O〉2

)
. (1)

Though this rate can be improved upon [1–4], doing so
requires implementing long coherent circuits or perform-
ing large correlated measurements, which are not feasible
in the current NISQ era [5].

Instead of using all N qubits to extract data from a
quantum state, one may perform a partial measurement
that extracts < N bits, and use the remaining qubits to
detect and mitigate errors [6–8]. Error mitigation is key
in obtaining precise results from NISQ circuits, such as
variational algorithms [9, 10], where the output of the
quantum algorithm is a set of estimates of expectation
values. Echo verification (EV - see Appendix B) [11–
13] allows one to strongly mitigate errors in a wide class
of algorithms, by recasting measurements as Hadamard
tests. In each EV circuit, a single bit of information is
extracted from the system register as a measurement,
freeing up the remainder of the register for error detec-
tion/mitigation. One may combine results of multiple
EV circuits (through classical post-processing) into an
error-mitigated estimator of any target quantity. How-
ever, the stringent requirement that only one bit of in-
formation be extracted from the device further tightens
the bottleneck of quantum-classical I/O.

In this paper we study how we can optimize informa-
tion extraction from a quantum system to estimate the
expectation value of an observable O, under the restric-

tion that only a single bit of information is measured
per state preparation. This matches the requirements of
EV, the rest of the information being reserved for error
mitigation. We do not focus in this work on the effec-
tiveness of EV as an error mitigation strategy, and con-
sider only the case of error-free quantum simulation. We
define measurements with a single-bit outcome in terms
of the Hadamard test, use these to construct an expec-
tation value estimator for a more complicated operator
via a linear decomposition, and calculate the variance of
this resulting estimator. We prove necessary conditions
for such a linear decomposition to be optimal; i.e. to
minimize the cost of expectation value estimation. We
construct a provably optimal (in some sense) decompo-
sition for a fast-forwardable operator, and give a general
(albeit expensive) method to implement this decompo-
sition through quantum signal processing [14–16]. We
analyse our methods numerically, comparing the variance
of estimators based on our optimal method with other
known approaches such as Pauli decompositions and the
Dirichelet kernel measurements introduced in [17]. We
find an asymptotic improvement between our optimal de-
composition and a simple Pauli decomposition of a factor
N0.7, which at 13 qubits gives already an order of mag-
nitude improvement.

The Hadamard test — To motivate this work, we give
a brief outline of the Hadamard test (HT). An operation
U on a N -qubit “system” register in the state |ψ〉 is con-
trolled by a control qubit in the |+〉 state. As a quantum
circuit this can be written

X
|0〉 H •

|ψ〉 /N U ,

and the resulting state can be easily calculated to be

1√
2

(
|0〉|ψ〉+ |1〉U |ψ〉

)
. (2)

Tracing out the system register then yields the following
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2

reduced density matrix on the control qubit,

1

2

(
1 〈U〉
〈U〉∗ 1

)
. (3)

One may estimate 〈U〉 by measuring the control qubit in
the X basis, which estimates 〈 12 (U + U†)〉.

Any generalized measurements that outputs a single
bit of information is equivalent to a Hadamard test (in
fact, the HT can be seen as the Naimark dilation of
any binary-outcome POVM, see App. A). The direct
(ancilla-based) measurement via the HT may often be
replaced by an indirect measurement using an altered cir-
cuit [11, 18, 19], allowing control-free implementations of
these single-bit measurements. Extracting a single bit of
information allows to proceed in processing the quantum
information remaining in the state register. For instance,
inverting the unitary that prepared |ψ〉 and measuring in
the computational basis yields a powerful error mitiga-
tion technique, echo verification [11–13]. (See App. B for
details on this technique and its name.) In another ex-
ample, the HT may be used to estimate the gradient of a
cost function with respect to a variational term exp(iAθ)
in a circuit, as d

dθ exp(iAθ) = iA exp(iAθ) [20, 21]. Both
these methods require operating on the system register
after the HT (or its equivalent) is performed, preventing
furhter information extraction. For the specific case of
EV, we show in App. B 2 that extracting more than one
bit of information is counterproductive.

The Hadamard test differs from the projective mea-
surement of Re(U) := 1

2 (U + U†) (the Hermitian part
of U). Each instance of the Hadamard test can only
output +1 or −1, whereas the spectrum of Re(U) can
have up to 2N distinct eigenvalues in the range [−1, 1].
This has a direct impact on the estimation uncertainty:
performing the Hadamard test M times and measuring
the control qubit in the X-basis yields an estimator of
〈Re(U)〉 = Re(〈U〉) with a variance

Var∗
[
〈Re(U)〉

]
=

1− 〈Re(U)〉2
M

, (4)

which can be seen to be strictly larger than the variance
one would obtain by performing a projective measure-
ment of Re(U) on M copies of |ψ〉 [Eq. (1)],

Var
[
〈Re(U)〉

]
≤ Var∗

[
〈Re(U)〉

]
, (5)

as 〈Re(U)2〉 ≤ 1. Our goal is to optimize estimators of
expectation values 〈O〉 of a given operator, which use
data from multiple HTs with different unitaries U [each
with the given variance Eq. (4)], and assuming one test
per state preparation. We want to minimize the total
number of state preparations (distributed over different
choices of U) needed to achieve an estimator of 〈O〉 with
error smaller than a fixed ε.

Operator decompositions — It is common in quantum
computing to estimate the expectation value of a com-
plex operator O by writing O as a linear combination of

simpler terms (a.k.a. a decomposition) which have their
expectation values estimated independently [9, 22, 23].
In this work, we make use of this method, and consider
estimating these simpler terms via Hadamard tests. Let
us fix a decomposition1 X,

O =
∑

x∈X
cx Re(Ux) ↔ 〈O〉 =

∑

x∈X
cx〈Re(Ux)〉, (6)

and consider estimating 〈O〉 by estimating each 〈Re(Ux)〉
independently and summing the results. As Re(Ux) and
O are Hermitian operators we may assume cx to be real
without loss of generality, and we may further assume
cx ≥ 0 by absorbing a minus sign onto Ux. Note that the
arrow in Eq. (6) points both ways as the set of expecta-
tion values on all states |ψ〉 uniquely defines an operator.

Once a suitable decomposition X of an operator O
[Eq. (6)] has been chosen, to calculate the total cost
of the algorithm we must allocate a number mx of re-
peated single-shot HT experiments to estimate individ-
ual 〈Re(Ux)〉. We assume a single-bit measurement per
state preparation, i.e. each HT requires resetting the cir-
cuit and re-preparing |ψ〉, and the total number of re-
preparations MX =

∑
x∈X mx is the relevant cost of im-

plementing our measurement scheme. If each 〈Re(Ux)〉
is estimated independently, the variance on a final esti-
mate of 〈O〉 can be calculated by standard propagation
of variance

Var∗X
[
〈O〉
]

=
∑

x∈X
c2x Var∗

[
〈Re(Ux)〉

]
(7)

=
∑

x∈X

c2x(1− 〈Re(U)〉2)

mx
. (8)

Eq. (5) implies that under the same decomposition of O

VarX
[
〈O〉
]

:=
∑

x∈X
c2x Var[〈Re(Ux)〉] ≤ Var∗X

[
〈O〉
]
, (9)

for all states ρ.

Adaptive shot allocation — Given a decomposition X
and a total shot budget MX , an optimal choice for the
mx may be found using Lagrange multiplier methods [24]

mx = MX

cx

√
1− 〈Re(Ux)〉2

∑
y∈X cy

√
1− 〈Re(Uy)〉2

, (10)

recalling that cx ≥ 0. This yields a bound on the required

1 In a slight abuse of notation, throughout this work we will use the
same label (e.g. X) to represent the entire linear decomposition
defined by the set {cx, Ux} in Eq. 6, and the set of labels x that
we sum over.
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MX to estimate 〈O〉 with Var∗
[
〈O〉
]

= ε2

MX ≥MX := ε−2

[∑

x∈X
cx

√
1− 〈Re(Ux)〉2

]2

. (11)

We call MX the cost of the decomposition X. This
may be compared to well-known results for measurement
bounds using standard tomography methods [8, 23–25]
by substituting Var∗ for Var in Eq. (7). Though exact
values of 〈Ux〉 will not be known in advance, these can be
estimated using a small initial fraction of measurements
before a final distribution of measurements is allocated.

Norm-preserving decompositions — we have shown
above how to optimize measurement allocation given a
linear decomposition X [Eq. (6)]. Let us now consider
how to optimize X to minimize Eq. (11).

We first consider the effect of possible rescalings of
Re(Ux). If any term cx Re(Ux) has ‖Re(Ux)‖ < 1,2

one can find some unitary Ux′ for which Re(Ux′) =
Re(Ux)/‖Re(Ux)‖; substituting Ux → Ux′ (and cx → cx′
accordingly) will always improve the bound in Eq. (11).
(For now we do not worry about how the unitaries may
be implemented as quantum circuits; we will consider this
issue later.)

One may next consider sub-dividing individual terms
Re(Ux) of X, by writing

cx Re(Ux) = cx,0 Re(Ux,0) + cx,1 Re(Ux,1), (12)

where Ux,0 and Ux,1 are both unitary, and cx, cx,0, cx,1 >
0. As we can assume ‖Re(Ux)‖ = 1, such a decom-
position requires cx,0 + cx,1 ≥ cx, to preserve the spec-
tral norm of Re(Ux,0) and Re(Ux,1). When this inequal-
ity is saturated, we call the sub-decomposition norm-
preserving. It turns out that this condition is sufficient
for the sub-decomposition to be non-increasing in the
cost M of estimation [Eq. (11)], for all states |Ψ〉; for-
mally:

Lemma 1 Given a linear decomposition X of a target
operator O [Eq. (6)], a sub-decomposition X ′ [Eq. (12)]
that is norm-preserving has non-increasing cost, MX′ ≤
MX [Eq. (11)], for any state |Ψ〉.

We give a proof of this lemma in Appendix C 1
We would like to extend the above lemma to a state-

ment that norm-increasing subdecompositions of a linear
decomposition X are always suboptimal in some sense.
To achieve this, note that as a corollary to lemma 1, we
can improve on all terms cx Re(Ux) in a linear decompo-
sition X by a norm-preserving identity shift

cx Re(Ux) = cx(1− λ̄x) Re(Ux̃) + cxλ̄x1, (13)

2 Unless stated otherwise, all norms in this work are the spectral
norm.

where λx = 1
2 (λmin

x + λmax
x ), λmin

x and λmax
x are the low-

est and highest eigenvalues of Re(Ux) respectively, and
Re(Ux̃) has the same eigenvectors of Re(U) (with its
spectrum shifted and rescaled). We call the outcome de-

composition X̃ of the procedure above the center of X.
Though a norm-increasing subdecomposition of X may
not be suboptimal relative to X, it is suboptimal relative
to this center:

Lemma 2 Let X be a linear decomposition of O with all
‖Re(Ux)‖ = 1; let X̃ be the center of X and let X ′ be a
strictly norm-increasing sub-decomposition. There exists
at least one state |Ψ〉 for which the cost MX̃ <MX′ .

We give a proof of this lemma in Appendix C 2.
To recap, the above two lemmas show a) that norm-

preserving sub-decompositions do not increase the cost of
estimating expectation values via Hadamard tests on any
given state, and b) norm-increasing sub-decompositions
not only can increase expectation value estimation costs
on some states, but are guaranteed to do so on at least
one. This result is in direct contrast to standard expec-
tation value estimation, where independent estimation of
〈A〉 and 〈B〉 is sub-optimal to joint estimation of 〈A+B〉
whenever the latter is possible. This suggests a path to-
wards optimizing HT expectation value estimation, by
repeatedly dividing terms Re(Ux) in a norm-preserving
manner, until no further sub-decomposition can reduce
the cost any state. It turns out that not all choices of di-
vision lead to the same end-point, however all end points
of this procedure have one common property (proven in
Appendix C 3):

Lemma 3 A decomposition X of an operator O has
no non-trivial norm-preserving sub-decompositions if
and only if all operators Re(Ux) in X are reflections:
Re(Ux)2 = 1.

It should be no surprise that we find reflection opera-
tors Re(Ux)2 = 1 to be a crucial ingredient to optimize
HT tomography, as these are the only operators that sat-
urate the bound in Eq. (5) for all states |Ψ〉. We call a de-
composition X that consists of reflection operators only a
reflection decomposition. We give some simple examples
of these in Appendix C 4.

Optimizing reflection decompositions — Above we
demonstrated that, for a decomposition X of an oper-
ator O to be optimal with regards to the cost MX of
estimating expectation values on a set of states (Eq. 11),
all terms in X must be reflection operators. Otherwise,
we demonstrated a means of sub-dividing single terms
in the distribution to generate a new distribution with
lower cost. However, this is not to say that all reflec-
tion decompositions X have the same cost MX . (These
two statements are consistent as we cannot transform be-
tween reflection decompositions using subdivision.) The
set of reflection decompositions of O form a convex set

that is 22N−N -dimensional if all Ux are diagonal in the
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eigenbasis of O. This raises two questions: is there an op-
timal decomposition amongst the set of reflection decom-
positions, and does it achieve the von Neumann bound
[Eq. (9)]?

Lemma 4 Let O be an operator and Πj be projectors
onto the eigenvalues of O; OΠj = ΠjO = λjΠj. The
Ξ-decomposition of O, given by

O =
λ0 + λJ

2
1 +

J−1∑

x=1

δλx
2

Ξx (14)

Ξx = 1−
∑

j<x

2Πj , δλx = λx − λx−1, (15)

uniquely achieves the bound Var∗Ξ[O] = Var[O] on all
states |Ψ〉 with support on up to two eigenstates of O.
No such decomposition achieves this bound on all states
|Ψ〉 with support on three or more eigenstates of O.

We prove this lemma in Appendix C 5. Note that the
Ξ-decomposition can be immediately restricted to any
subspace of the full-2N -dimensional Hilbert space con-
taining |Ψ〉 (i.e. if we knew that due to a symmetry
or by virtue of being a low-energy state, |Ψ〉 had sup-
port only on such a space), and the optimality result still
holds. This implies in turn that no linear decomposition
X can achieve the von Neumann variance bound even for
as small as a 3-dimensional subspace. This makes sense,
as our restriction to measure one bit of information per
state preparation forms a bottleneck with respect to the
3 nonzero-probability outcomes of a Von Neumann mea-
surement on this space.

In order to realize the Ξ-decomposition estimator, we
need to implement HT circuits that (approximately) es-
timate 〈Ξx〉. This may be achieved by realising that

Ξx = sgn[O − µx] , µx =
λx−1 + λx

2
, (16)

where sgn is the sign function. An approximation of this
unitary operator can then be realized using quantum sig-
nal processing (QSP) [14–16] of the sign function [26],
requiring only one additional ancillary qubit. The QSP
circuit is given by

repeat for r = 0, ..., R− 1

|0〉c RX(φr)
e−iZ⊗(O−µx)t

RX(φR)

|ψ〉S / ,





where RX(φr) = e−i
X
2 φr , implements a unitary block

encoding Qφ of a degree-R trigonometric polynomial Sφ

of the operator (O − µx)t:

〈1|cQφ|0〉c =
R∑

r=0

cr(φ)e−ir(O−µx)t := Sφ[(O − µx)t].

(17)

Here, φ is a vector containing the individual angles φr im-
plemented during the QSP circuit. We can then sample
〈Re{Sφ[(O − µx)t]}〉 through HT (or EV), using another
qubit controlling all gates in the QSP circuit. To approx-
imate Eq. (16) with our block-encoded operator Sφ, we
must choose t < π

‖O−µx‖ to avoid aliasing, and find the

optimal φ

φ = arg min
(φr=−φR−r)

∫ π−δ

0+δ

dω
[

sgn(ω)− Im[Sφ(ω)]
]
. (18)

Here, the constraint φr = −φR−r ensures Im[Sφ(ω)] is
an odd function of ω. A resolution parameter δ ≥ 0 can
be introduced to improve the approximation away from
the nodes ω = {0,±π} of Sφ(ω). In Appendix D we
give further details of this decomposition, and analyse
the approximation error numerically. We find that this
error converges exponentially in the number of circuit
blocks R.

Numerical results — To investigate performance of
various decompositions on states that have support on
more than two eigenstates of O, and therefore are not
covered by Lemma 4, we perform numerical simulations
using random variationally-generated states and a sim-
ple toy operator O =

∑
j Zj . (In appendix F, we report

this scaling for other systems.) We measure the vari-
ances on states generated by a hardware-efficient ansatz
[27] with random input parameters using PennyLane [28].
For each datapoint 100 random states are generated. We
consider estimating 〈O〉 in a realistic scenario where the
〈Re(Ux)〉 values will not be known in advance to opti-
mally choose mx via Eq. (10). Instead, for each random
state we generate a prior estimate of each 〈Re(Ux)〉 from
105 measurements of the state, and use these to deter-
mine mx (which are then only approximately optimal).
This leaves the total shot count MX as a free parameter;
we resolve this in Fig. 1 by calculating MXVar∗X [〈O〉].
(This gives a quantity that is relevant regardless of the
number of the shots actually used to estimate 〈O〉.)

An average of MXVar∗X [〈O〉] over the 100 states is
formed and plotted in Fig. 1 for each grouping method.
This is compared to the Von Neumann measurement
variance Var[O], which does not require any shot allo-
cation, and sets a lower limit to the other estimators [see
App. C 5, Eq. (C15)]. The Ξ-decomposition [orange, ‘Ξ’]
has the best asymptotic scaling of all decompositions,
being suboptimal to Var[O] by a factor ≈ n1/3. The
QSP approximation of Ξ, [teal, ‘SGN’], has a slightly
worse asymptotic scaling, which we associate to the er-
ror in approximating sgn(O − µj). At the largest con-
sidered N = 13, these two decompositions suffer approx-
imately a factor 2 penalty in their total cost compared
to Var[〈O〉]. The generalized parameter-shift kernel de-
composition [17] [green, ‘GPSK’, described in Appendix
E] has the worst overall performance out of the inves-
tigated estimators, due to the constant factor. It has
however a better asymptotic scaling than a simple Pauli
decomposition Ux = Zj [red, ‘Pauli’, Appendix C 4]. In
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Appendix F we investigate the scaling of different sets
of observables. We observe that the order of the perfor-
mance of the different decompositions remains consistent
throughout, but the relative gains and losses in perfor-
mance can be significantly different.

3 4 6 10 17

Number of qubits N

101

102

M
x

V
ar
∗ x[
〈O
〉]

O =
N∑

j=1

Zj

SGN , m = 1.44± 0.02

Ξ, m = 1.29± 0.03

GPSK, m = 1.77± 0.01

Pauli, m = 2.04± 0.0

Von Neumann, m = 1.04± 0.01

FIG. 1: Comparison study of variances of different
decompositions on random states generated by a

hardware-efficient ansatz (see text for details). Different
colours correspond to different decompositions [Eq.(6)]
of the target operator O (see text for the description of
all decompositions). Dashed lines are power-law fits to

the data (obtained exponents are given in legend).

Conclusion — In this work we studied the optimiza-
tion of expectation value estimation for a quantum state
in the case where we are only allowed to measure a sin-
gle qubit per state preparation (e.g. through Hadamard
tests, with relevant application to echo verification). We
calculated the cost of estimating the expectation value
of an operator O by linearly decomposing O into a lin-
ear combination of sub-unitary terms, assuming an op-
timal shot allocation. We demonstrated that this cost
is strictly non-increasing when terms are further sub-

divided, under the constraint that this subdivision pre-
serves the induced 1-norm of the term coefficients. We
showed that the end-points of this procedure of repeated
division are linear decompositions of O where all terms
are reflection operators; a so-called ‘reflection decompo-
sition’. We identified one such decomposition, the Ξ-
decomposition, as unique in its ability to estimate 〈O〉
with a variance matching the Von Neumann measure-
ment limit on any linear combination of up to 2 eigen-
states of O. We demonstrated how the Ξ-decomposition
may be approximately implemented through quantum
signal processing. Numerical results demonstrate that
on simple systems, the Ξ-decomposition and its approxi-
mate couterpart demonstrate clear constant and asymp-
totic improvements over other reflection decompositions
(in the cost of estimating 〈O〉 on random states), with up
to a factor 10× improvement for estimation on 20 qubits.

Though these results are encouraging, the significant
discrepancy between Var∗Ξ[O] and Var[O] is worrying for
NISQ algorithms that already incur a significant cost to
tomograph complex Hamiltonians [6, 8, 23, 29–31]; either
one incurs a large overhead for measurement due to the
need to invoke quantum signal processing or incur the
clear asymptotic scaling cost that comes with measur-
ing single Pauli terms per state preparation. Given that
echo verification has a sampling cost scaling as 1/F 2 (for
a circuit fidelity F ) [11], this result adds to the unlikeli-
hood of beyond-classical NISQ variational algorithms in
chemistry. Finding reflection decompositions with lower
circuit depth is a clear avenue for future work.
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A. Hadamard tests are equivalent to binary
POVMs

In this section we demonstrate the equivalence between
postive-operator valued measurements (POVMs) with a
binary outcome and Hadamard tests. We do this in two
parts. We first find the positive operators representing a
given HT. Then, for a given binary-outcome POVM, we
explicitly construct the HT as a special case of Naimark
dilation.

A Hadamard test on a system register s with state |ψ〉s,
is defined by the control qubit c (initialized in the state
|+〉c), a controlled unitary CU and a projective Pauli
measurement Xc on the control qubit. We then define the
measurement operators that represent the back-action of
the measurement on the system register

M± = 〈±|cCU |+〉c =
1± U

2
, (A1)

and the relative positive operators Π± = M†±M± used
to compute probabilities p± = 〈ψ|Π±|ψ〉 of measuring
±1 on the ancilla. The HT version is easily obtained by
substituting 〈±| for the relevant eigenstates of the chosen
Pauli measurement.

Vice versa, any POVM with two outcomes (labeled ±)
has positive operators Π+,Π− > 0 such that Π+ + Π− =
1. The operator Π+ − Π−, which is Hermitian and sub-
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unitary because both Π+ and Π− are Hermitian, positive,
and sub-unitary (1−Π± > 0). An example of a unitary
U satisfying Re(U) = Π+ − Π− is exp[i arccos(O)]. It is
easy to check that the Hadamard test constructed from
this unitary return the correct positive operators Π±.

B. Echo verification

The name echo verification (EV) refers to a class of
powerful error mitigation techniques [11–13], applicable
in most algorithms that make use a Hadamard test to
perform measurements on a system register. Originally
this technique was called verified phase estimation [11], as
it considered estimating expectation values of exp(iHt),
with an archetypal application in the context to single-
ancilla phase estimation. However, no phase estimation
is necessary in the estimation of exp(iHt) (in our context,
typically the phases are known), and we prefer the name
echo verification due to the similarities to a Loschmidt
echo. The key idea relies in exploiting for error miti-
gation the information left in the system register after
the application of the controlled-unitary operator pre-
scribed by the Hadamard test. This is done by “echoing”
the preparation Vψ of the system state |ψ〉s = Vψ|0〉⊗ns ,
i.e. measuring on the N -qubit system register s whether
the state remained unchanged or turned into an orthog-
onal state, using the following circuit

X
|0〉c H •

|0〉〈0|⊗n

|0〉⊗ns
/ Vψ U V †ψ .







verification Πψ

Let us denote the state of the combined system (system
s plus control qubit c) after the controlled unitary as
|Φ〉, and let Πψ = |ψ〉〈ψ| be the projector on the state
|ψ〉s (which can be easily measured by inverting the state
preparation Vψ and verifying all system register bits re-
turn to |0〉). The estimate of 〈Re(U)〉 can be obtained
by measuring the operators XEV := X ⊗ Πψ on |Φ〉, as
opposed to Xc := X⊗1. One can confirm that, in the ab-
sence of error, these operators have identical expectation
values on the state at the end of the circuit [11]

〈Φ|XEV|Φ〉 = 〈Φ|Xc|Φ〉 = 〈ψ|Re(U)|ψ〉. (B1)

For an intuitive explanation, note that if the controlled
unitary changes the state of the system register, the
ancilla qubit must have been in the |1〉 state, and
〈1|X|1〉 = 0. This implies that the expectation value
of X ⊗ (1N −Πψ) is 0.

1. Echo verification estimators

The estimator used for echo verification is not identical
to the one studied in the main text, and so its variance
is not quite identical. In particular, we have (XEV)2 =
Πψ which implies that the variance on an estimate of
〈Φ|XEV|Φ〉 is

Var∗EV[〈Re(U)〉] =
〈Φ|1⊗Πψ|Φ〉 − 〈ψ|Re(U)|ψ〉2

M
.

(B2)

Clearly |〈Φ|ψ〉|2 ≤ 1, which implies Var∗EV[Re(U)] ≤
Var∗[Re(U)] [by comparison with Eq (4)]. In other words,
the varianc of the EV estimator is always smaller or equal
to the variance of the relative HT estimator. It is easy
to calculate from the circuit above that

〈Φ|Πψ ⊗ 1|Φ〉 =
1

2
|1 + 〈ψ|U |ψ〉|2, (B3)

(noting that 〈Re(U)〉 = Re(〈U〉), which can be subtituted
back into our variance estimate to obtain

Var∗EV[Re(U)] ≥ 1− 〈ψ|Re(U)|ψ〉2
2M

, (B4)

Thus, we have

Var∗[〈Re(U)〉] ≥ Var∗EV[〈Re(U)〉] ≥ Var∗[〈Re(U)〉]
2

.

(B5)
This justifies our focus in the main text on optimizing the
estimator from a standard Hadamard test; this estimator
is simpler to analyse, more general, and differs from the
EV estimator (that motivated this work) by at most a
factor 2.

2. Parallelizing EV estimation

In absence of echo verification, we can trivially par-
allelize Hadamars tests measuring K commuting oper-
ators {Re(U0), ...,Re(UK−1)} using K ancillary qubits,
one controlling each Uk. If each Uk is controlled by a sep-
arate ancillary qubit (labeled k, where CkUk represents
the k-th unitary controlled by the k-th control qubit),
the combined state of the system register s and ancillary
qubits after all the unitaries are applied will be

⊗

k

CkUk|+〉k|ψ〉. (B6)
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The probabilities of obtaining ±1 when measuring X on
the j-th control qubit are

pj± =

∥∥∥∥∥∥
⊗

k 6=j
CkUk|+〉k

1± Uj
2
|ψ〉

∥∥∥∥∥∥

2

(B7)

=
1

4
〈ψ|(1± U†j )(1± Uj)|ψ〉 (B8)

which coincides with the probabilities of a single
Hadamard test with unitary Uj .

When performing echo verification, parallelization is
more complicated. The result of verification (the mea-
surement of Πψ = |ψ〉〈ψ| on the system register) is af-
fected by all the controlled-Uk, and thus its result cannot
be simply associated to one specific ancilla being in the
state |1〉. To mitigate errors, all the cases in which the
register is found in a state orthogonal to |ψ〉 should be
considered as null towards all of the ancilla measurement
results. The echo-verified probability of measuring the
binary string ~σ = (σ0, ..., σk), where each σk is ±1 corre-
sponding to the state |±〉 measured on the k-th ancilla,
is then

pEV
~σ =

∣∣∣∣∣〈ψ|
∏

k

〈σk|kCkUk|+〉k|ψ〉
∣∣∣∣∣

2

=
1

4K

∣∣∣∣∣〈ψ|
∏

k

(1 + σkUk)|ψ〉
∣∣∣∣∣

2

. (B9)

The product in this equation can be then developed into
a linear combination of 2K expectation values (note that,
as all Uk commute, the order does not matter). Under
the assumption that all these expectation values are real
[granted if Uk = Re(Uk)] Eq. (B9) defines a quadratic
system of 2K equations with 2K − 1 unknowns3. Solving
such system we find that the expectation value of a single
Re(Uj) can be estimated by processing the sampled pEV

~σ
as

〈Re(Uj)〉 =


 ∑

~σ:σj=+1

√
pEV
~σ




2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
pEV
j+

−


 ∑

~σ:σj=−1

√
pEV
~σ




2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
pEV
j−

,

(B10)
where we denoted pEV

j± the terms that reproduce the
probabilities that would be returned by a single, un-
parallelized EV experiment

pEV
j± =

1

4
|〈ψ|1± Uj |ψ〉|2 . (B11)

3 In the case of a more general U = Re(U) + i Im(U), a similar
system can be constructed by measuring each Uk and iUk with
2K ancillas. Showing this is besides the scope of our work, and
for the sake of simplicity we restrict ourselves to the case Uk =
Re(Uk).

We assume pEV
~σ are sampled by averaging M shots of

the parallel EV experiment. These are probabilities of
mutually-exclusive measurements, thus the covariance
matrix of the pEV

~σ estimators is defined by

Var[pEV
~σ ] =

1

M
pEV
~σ (1− pEV

~σ ), (B12)

Cov[pEV
~σ , pEV

~ρ ] = − 1

M
pEV
~σ pEV

~ρ if ~σ 6= ~ρ. (B13)

We can then propagate the error through Eq. (B10) to
obtain the variance on the parallel-EV (PEV) estimator
of 〈Re(Uj)〉

M Var∗PEV[〈Re(Uj)〉] =

∑

~σ

pEV
jσj

pEV
~σ

pEV
~σ (1− pEV

~σ )−
∑

~σ 6=~ρ
σjρj

√
pEV
jσj√
pEV
~σ

√
pEV
jρj√
pEV
~ρ

pEV
~σ pEV

~ρ

=
∑

~σ

pEV
jσj − 〈Re(Uj)〉

=2K−1(pEV
jσ+

+ pEV
j− )− 〈Re(Uj)〉. (B14)

which explodes exponentially with the size of the paral-
lelization K.

More generally, we can compute the covariance matrix
for all the pEV

j,σj
through error propagation

Var[pEV
jσj ] = pEV

jσj (2
K−1 − pEV

jσj ) (B15)

Cov[pEV
jσj , p

EV
kρk

] = δj,k

√
pEV
jσj
pEV
kρk
− pEV

jσjp
EV
kρk

(B16)

[where the covariance assumes (j, σj) 6= (k, ρk)]. This
shows that, increasing K, we effectively add to the co-
variance matrix a positive semi-definite term with a norm
that scales exponentially in K. As all the decompositions
Eq. (6) are ultimately to be estimated as linear combina-
tions of the sampled probabilities pEV

jσj
, parallelizing error

verification is counterproductive.

C. Proof of decomposition optimality hierarchy

In this section we build up to the proof that the
Ξ-decomposition is optimal in terms of cost (11), by
proving the lemmas introduced in the main text. We
first prove that a norm-preserving sub-decomposition has
non-increasing cost with respect to its parent decompo-
sition, for all states |ψ〉. We then prove that a sub-
decomposition that does not have the norm-preserving
property is always sub-optimal (i.e. it has strictly
greater cost than an alternative norm-preserving sub-
decomposition). The iteration of the norm-preserving
sub-decomposition procedure leads to one of many alter-
native improving sequences of decompositions. The end-
point of each sequence is a norm-preserving linear decom-
position of O for which all unitaries are reflection opera-
tors. Finally, we prove that one of such decompositions
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(the Ξ-decomposition) achieves the Von-Neumann mea-
surement variance bound on a certain set of states, and
that no unbiased estimator based on single-qubit mea-
surements can achieve this bound on a larger set of states.

1. Proof of Lemma 1, and corollaries

Given a linear decomposition X of an operator O
[Eq. (6)], consider a norm-preserving sub-decomposition
X ′ where a single term x ∈ X is split according to
Eq (12). The bound on the total number of shots Eq. (11)
will then change:

MX →MX′ = ε−2

[∑

y 6=x
cy

√
1− 〈Re(Uy)〉2 (C1)

+ cx,0

√
1− 〈Re(Ux,0)〉2 + cx,1

√
1− 〈Re(Ux,1)〉2

]2

.

[with the change with respect to Eq.(11) being the second
row]. This results in a reduction of the cost, as can be
seen by calculating

c2x
[
1− 〈Re(Ux)〉2

]

= (cx,0 + cx,1)2 −
(
cx,0〈Re(Ux,0)〉+ cx,1〈Re(Ux,1)〉

)2

= c2x,0
[
1− 〈Re(Ux,0)〉2

]
+ c2x,1

[
1− 〈Re(Ux,1)〉2

]

+ 2cx,0cx,1
(
1− 〈Re(Ux,0)〉2〈Re(Ux,1)〉2

)

≥ c2x,0
[
1− 〈Re(Ux,0)〉2

]
+ c2x,1

[
1− 〈Re(Ux,1)〉2

]

+ 2cx,0cx,1

√[
1− 〈Re(Ux,0)〉2

][
1− 〈Re(Ux,1)〉2

]

=

[
cx,0

√
1− 〈Re(Ux,0)〉2 + cx,1

√
1− 〈Re(Ux,1)〉2

]2

,

(C2)

where, in the center inequality we have used the fact that
for 0 ≤ a, b ≤ 1,

1− ab ≥
√

(1− a2)(1− b2). (C3)

As a corollary and example, we look at identity shifts
of a term x ∈ X. For Re(Ux) with unit norm, we can
assume without loss of generality the largest eigenvalue is
λmax = 1, and the smallest is λmin. We can then perform
the simple norm-preserving decomposition

cx Re(Ux) = cx(1− λ̄) Re(Ux′) + cxλ̄1 (C4)

with λ̄ = 1
2 (λmin + λmax). The resulting Re(Ux′) has

maximum eigenvalue +1 and minimum eigenvalue −1,
thus it does not admit non-trivial identity shift.

A norm-preserving sub-decomposition Eq. (12) of a
term with |Re(Ux)| = 1 will only admit terms with
|Re(Ux,i)| = 1. (This can be checked by taking the ex-
pectation value of both sides of Eq. (12) on the eigenstate
on which |〈Re(Ux)〉| = 1.) By the same reasoning, terms

with Re(Ux) having maximum eigenvalue +1 and mini-
mum eigenvalues −1 [like those obtained by the identity
shifts Eq. (C4)] only admit sub-decompositions whose
terms have the same property.

2. Proof of Lemma 2

In this appendix we compare the costs of two decom-
positions derived by an original decomposition X: the
center X̃ where all terms are transformed according to
Eq. (13), and the norm-increasing subdecomposition X ′

where a term x ∈ X is changed according to Eq. (12)
assuming cx,0 + cx,1 > cx. Remembering that all coeffi-
cients are positive cy > 0, the cost of each decomposition
Eq. (11) is the square of a sum of positive values; the
terms in this sum for y 6= x do not change for X → X ′,
and have a non-increasing value for X → X̃. We thus
focus only on the term x ∈ X and the derived ones, high-
ighted here

MX′ = ε−2

[
m′︷ ︸︸ ︷∑

j∈{0,1}
cx,j

√
1− 〈Re(Ux,j)〉+...

]2

, (C5)

MX̃ = ε−2

[
cx(1− λ̄x)

√
1− 〈Re(Ux̃)〉2

︸ ︷︷ ︸
m̃

+...

]2

. (C6)

We now prove there exists a state |Ψ〉 for which m̃ < m′,
which implies MX̃ <MX′ .

Let |ψ+〉 and |ψ−〉 be eigenvectors of Re(Ux̃) with
eigenvalue +1 and −1 respectively. We consider three
cases:

1. |〈ψσ|Re(Ux,j)|ψσ〉| < 1 for at least one combination
of σ ∈ {+,−} and j ∈ {0, 1}. In this case, on the
state |Ψ〉 = |ψσ〉 we get m̃ = 0 < m′ 6= 0.

2. 〈ψσ|Re(Ux,j)|ψσ〉 = σ for all combinations of σ ∈
{+,−} and j ∈ {0, 1}. By combining Eq. (12) and
Eq. (13) and taking the expectation value on |ψσ〉
we obtain σ[cx,0 + cx,1 − cx(1− λ̄x)] = cxλ̄x, which
implies cx,0 + cx,1 = cx, violating one of the hy-
potheses of the lemma.

3. 〈ψσ|Re(Ux,j)|ψσ〉 = (−1)jσ for all combinations
of σ ∈ {+,−} and j ∈ {0, 1}. We define the

state |Ψ〉 = |ψ+〉+|ψ−〉√
2

, on which 〈Re(Ũx)〉 =

〈Re(Ũx,0)〉 = 〈Re(Ũx,1)〉 = 0. On this state,
the costs are MX̃ = ε2c2x(1 − λ̄x)2 and MX′ =
ε2(cx,0 + cx,1)2. As λ̄x ≥ 0 and cx,0 + cx,1 > cx,
MX′ <MX̃ .

3. Proof of Lemma 3

In this appendix, we prove that the end-point of norm-
preserving decomposition sequences are reflection oper-
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ators. In other terms, if Re(Ux) is a reflection opera-
tor, it only admits a norm-preserving sub-decomposition
[Eq. (12)] if Re(Ux,0) = Re(Ux,1) = Re(Ux).

To prove this, consider a state |ψ〉 in the +1 eigenspace
of Re(Ux). For a norm-preserving decomposition, we
must have

cx,0 + cx,1 = cx = cx〈ψ|Re(Ux)|ψ〉
= cx,0〈ψ|Re(Ux,0)|ψ〉+ cx,1〈ψ|Re(Ux,1)|ψ〉. (C7)

As ‖Re(Ux,0)‖, ‖Re(Ux,1)‖ ≤ 1, this equality can only
be satisfied if |ψ〉 is also a +1 eigenstate of both Ux,0 and
Ux,1. A similar argument holds for all −1 eigenstates of
Ux, and so Ux,0, Ux,1 and Ux share the same eigenstates
and eigenvalues and must be equal. Taking such a sub-
decomposition has no effect on the estimator of 〈O〉, as
the same HT are performed and the total number of shots
doesn’t change, i.e. MX′ =M in Eq. (C1).

4. Examples of reflection decompositions

The simplest example of a reflection-based decomposi-
tion is a decomposition in terms of Pauli operators

O =
J∑

j

cjZj , (C8)

with cj ≥ 0. We could be tempted to measure 〈O〉 with a
single HT circuit (assuming access to a block-encoding of
O
‖O‖ , which is optimal). In this case, as O = ‖O‖Re(U),

the bound Eq. (11) is

M ≥ ε−2‖O‖2
[

1− 〈O〉
2

‖O‖2

]
. (C9)

To improve on this, we can estimate each 〈Zj〉 separately,
each with a Hadamard test with Uj = 〈Zj〉 (a binary op-
erator). As the spectral norm of O is equal to the induced

1-norm ‖O‖1 =
∑J
j cj , Eq. (C8) is a norm-preserving de-

composition. The bound Eq. (11) then becomes

M ≥ ε−2


∑

j

cj

√
1− 〈Zj〉2




2

, (C10)

which is always smaller or equal than Eq. (C9) [easily
proven through Eq. (C3)]. This inequality is only satu-
rated when the considered state ρ has support only on
the ‖O‖2-eigenvalue subspace of O2; the operator O pro-
jected on this subspace is effectively a binary operator.

Norm-preserving decompositions do not need to in-
volve only mutually commuting Pauli operators. As a
practical example, we consider the two-qubit operator
O = XX + Y Y , which appears commonly in quantum
Hamiltonians. As O = 2 Im[iSWAP], this operator can

be measured with a single Hadamard test circuit. Fur-
thermore, in the context of electronic structure Hamil-
tonians, O preserves particle number, so in general a
control-free scheme using the vacuum as reference state
can be employed for the measurement. This operator has
three eigenvalues {0,±1}, which means we can improve
its measurement by decomposing it in binary operators.
We propose three decompositions O = ReU0+ReU1 The
obvious Pauli decomposition U0 = XX,U1 = Y Y has the
downside of not conserving particle number. To fix this,
we can take

Uj =
1

2
[(XX + Y Y ) + (−1)j(Z1 + 1Z)]. (C11)

These are particle-number preserving, reflection opera-
tors and can be easily implemented by combining iSWAP
with single-qubit e±iZπ/4 rotations on both qubits. The
last decomposition,

Uj =
1

2
[(XX + Y Y ) + (−1)j(ZZ + 11)], (C12)

uses particle-preserving reflection operators with dif-
ferent eigenvalue multiplicities: unlike Pauli operators,
the ±1-eigenvalue subspaces of Uj have unequal dimen-
sion 1 and 3. For any state in the 0-eigenvalue sub-
space, spanned by {|00〉, |11〉}, the estimate variance
Var∗[〈Re(Uj)〉] = 0 for decomposition Eq. (C12). This
is not true for the other two decompositions, which in-
dicates that not all decompositions in binary operators
are born equal. We will deal with this in the next sec-
tion. Another example of a few-qubit reflection operator
that is a sum of non-commuting Pauli operators is the
three-spin all-to-all Heisenberg coupling

O =
1

3

2∑

l=1

l−1∑

m=0

XmXl + YmYl + ZmZl, (C13)

which appears e.g. in the Kagome-Heisenberg Hamilto-
nian.

5. Proof of Lemma 4

In this appendix we prove Lemma 4, which for-
mally states the optimality and uniqueness of the Ξ-
decomposition. To do this, we first define a variance
bound for a class of estimators of 〈O〉 on a state |ψ〉. We
prove that the bound is achieved on all eigenstates of O
if all the sampled operators Re(Ux) are diagonal in the
eigenbasis of O. We then construct the Ξ-decomposition,
and prove that the related estimator saturates the bound
on the set S2 of all states with support on at most two
eigenstates of O. Finally, we prove no other decomposi-
tion satisfies this requirement (i.e. the Ξ-decomposition
is unique), and no decomposition satisfies the bound on
a superset S ⊃ S2.

A decomposition X [Eq. (6)] of an operator O is op-
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timal on a state |ψ〉 if no other decomposition produces
an estimator with lower cost [Eq. (11)] for that state.
Optimality can be defined for a set S of states: X is op-
timal on S if, for each |ψ〉 ∈ S, no decomposition X ′ has
lower cost MX′ < MX . (Note that this can be readily
generalized to mixed state, without changing any of our
next results.) Lemmas 1-3 imply a necessary condition
for optimality on the whole Hilbert space: X can only be
optimal on all states if it has the form

O =λ̄O1 +
∑

x∈X
cx Re(Ux), (C14)

cx > 0, |λ̄O|+
∑

x∈X
cx = ‖O‖, Re(Ux)2 = 1

where λ̄O is the average of the largest and smalles eigen-
values of O. In other words, X is a norm-preserving de-
composition of the center of O where all sampled terms
are reflection operators. This condition is not sufficient:
as many non-equivalent instances of such decompositions
exist, as exemplified in Appendix C 4.

We now construct a bound on the variance of the esti-
mator of 〈O〉 based on the decomposition X: saturating
this bound on all |ψ〉 ∈ S implies optimality of X on S.
[The cost of the decomposition Eq. (11) is defined as the
minimum value of M required to achieve target variance
ε2, so minimum variance at fixed M implies minimum
cost at fixed ε.]

Var∗X [〈O〉] =
1

M

[∑

x

cx

√
1− 〈Re(Ux)〉2

]2

≥ Var[O]

M
.

(C15)
This bound is implied by Eq. (5) and Eq. (8), with the
choice of optimal shot allocation Eq. (10). It physical in-
terpretation is rooted in the following observation: a Von
Neumann measurement of O is the lowest-variance unbi-
ased estimator of 〈O〉 when given access to a single state
preparation. Thus, given M independent experiments
each with a single state preparation, the mean of Von
Neumann measurements is the lowest-variance unbiased
estimator.

We first consider the set S1 of all eigenstates of O.
For any |φ〉 ∈ S1, the value of the bound in Eq. (C15)
becomes Var[O] = 0. The bound is thus saturated only if
we choose all reflection operators Re(Ux) diagonal in any
eigenvector basis of O, i.e. [Ux, O] = 0 and Ux|φ〉 = ±|φ〉
for any |φ〉 ∈ S1. For any decomposition of this form, we
can write all Ux in terms of the eigenspace projectors of
O:

Ux =
J−1∑

j=0

ξx,jΠj , ξx,j ∈ {±1}, (C16)

where Πj is the projector on the (eventually degenerate)
λj-eigenspace of O, J is the number of distinct eigenval-
ues {λj} of O, and without loss of generality we assume
λj > λj−1. The coefficients will then have to satisfy the

relation λj =
∑
x cxξx,j .

We define the Ξ-decomposition based on Eq. (C16), by
choosing ξx,j = −1 if j < x, and +1 otherwise. The re-
sulting decomposition is presented in Lemma 4, Eq. (14).
The operators Ξx are reflections by definition, and it is
easy to check that the decomposition satisfied the nec-
essary condition Eq. (C14). Note that c0 = (λ0 + λj)/2
defines the optimal identity shift (producing the center
of O) and the cx = (λx − λx−1)/2 complete the decom-
position.

We now prove that the Ξ-decomposition is optimal on
the set S2 of states with support on two eigenstates of O,

S2 =

{
α|λm〉+ β|λn〉√

α2 + β2
: |λm〉, |λn〉 ∈ S1

}
. (C17)

On a general state |ψ〉 with eigenspace occupations aj =
〈ψ|Πj |ψ〉, the estimator based on the Ξ-decomposition
has variance

Var∗Ξ[〈O〉] =
1

M



J−1∑

j

δλj
2

√
4(
∑

i<j

ai)(
∑

i≥j
ai)




2

. (C18)

For a state |φ〉 ∈ S2, only two occupations are nonzero
am, an 6= 0 (we assume w.l.g. m < n), thus the term
under square root is reduced to 4aman if m < j ≤ n and
0 otherwise. The resulting variance

Var∗Ξ[〈φ|O|φ〉] =
1

M

[
λn − λm

2

√
4aman

]2

(C19)

=
1

M
anam(λn − λm) = Var[〈O〉]

thus saturating the bound Eq. (8).

We now prove that the only optimal decomposition on
S2 is the Ξ-decomposition (or equivalent up to relabeling
and trivial subdecompositions). First of all, S1 ⊂ S2, so
the terms of the decomposition need to be of the form
of Eq. (C16). Consider a family of states

√
am|λm〉 +√

an|λn〉 for any n > m, with only two nonzero eigenstate
occupations am + an = 1. On such a state,

Var∗X [O] =
1

M

[∑

x

cx

√
1− [amξx,m + anξx,n]2

]2

=
aman
M

[∑

x

2cx
1− ξx,mξx,n

2

]2

. (C20)

The bound Eq. (C15) is then saturated when

[∑

x

2cx
1− ξx,mξx,n

2

]2

= λn − λm, (C21)

where we simplified out the free parameter aman
M . This
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can be rewritten as
∑

x

cxξx,n(ξx,n − ξx,m) =
∑

x

cx(ξx,n − ξx,m) (C22)

using the condition on the decomposition coefficients
λj =

∑
x cxξx,j . This implies that, if ξx,n = −1 then

(ξx,m − ξx,n) = 0 (recall that cx > 0), i.e. ξx,m = −1.
Thus the only Ux that can appear in this decomposition,
are of the same form as the operators in the Ξ decompo-
sition (ξj,m = −1, ξj,n = +1 for m < j ≤ n), and thus X
is either Ξ or a trivial sub-decomposition of it.

We now show that the Ξ-decomposition does not sat-
urate the bound Eq. (C15) for a state |ψ〉 with three
non-zero occupations, am, an, ap 6= 0 (m < n < p). On
this state we can write

Var∗Ξ[〈O〉] =
1

M

[
(λn − λm)

√
am(an + ap) (C23)

+ (λp − λn)
√
ap(am + an)

]2

. (C24)

Subtracting from this Var[〈O〉], expanding and then col-
lecting terms we get

Var∗Ξ[〈O〉]−Var[〈O〉] =

= [(λn − λp)(λn − λm)] · (C25)

·
[
amap −

√
amap(am + an)(ap + an)

]
> 0,

as both the terms in square brackets are strictly smaller
than zero. This (along with the uniqueness of Ξ as the
optimal estimator on S2) implies that no HT-based es-

timator can saturate the bound Eq. (C15) for arbitrary
states.

In fact, the bound can only be saturated on states in
S2: on these states the Von Neumann measurement has
only two possible outcomes (λm and λn) with nonzero
probability. The adaptive shot allocation scheme then
ensures (for a large enough M) that most of the mea-
surements we take (Ξx with m ≤ x < n) reproduce the
statistics of the Von Neumann measurement, with the
single bit we sample in every experiment always distin-
guishing between λm and λn. On any state |ψ〉 ∈ S2,
the Von Neumann measurement has three or more out-
comes with non-zero probability, and we cannot repoduce
its statistics by sampling a single qubit per experiment.
This, along with the uniqueness of Ξ, implies that no
decomposition can satisfy the sufficient condition for op-
timality on a superset S ⊃ S2. The numerical results
presented in this paper quantify the increase in variance
with respect to the bound, along with confirming the Ξ-
decomposition outperforms other decompositions on all
states.

D. Implementation of the Ξ decomposition via
quantum signal processing

Verifiable samping of QSP polynomials — To measure
the operators in the Ξ decomposition Eq. (16), we imple-
ment a Hadamard test (or EV) on trigonometric poly-
nomials of (H − µx)t generated by the quantum signal
processing. We tune the QSP coefficients such that the
polynomials approximate the sign function in a suitable
range. In this section we display and analyse this tech-
nique.

The full circuit we use to achieve this is:

|0〉HT H • • • • H

|0〉QSP RX(φr)

e−iZ⊗(O−µx)t

RX(φR) RY (π) (verify)

|ψ〉S / (verify) .




repeat for r = 0, ..., R− 1

The first control qubit (labeled HT) takes care of the
Hadamard test. The second ancilla (labeled QSP) man-
ages the quantum signal processing subroutine, extended
through the sign-controlled evolution e−iZ⊗(O−µx)t to
implements a quantum signal processing (QSP) on the
operator e(O−µx)t. We now describe how the measure-
ment scheme works, and how to select the φ parameters
to approximate a measurement of sgn[(O − µx)t] in the
interval [−π, π].

First, we analyze the QSP routine. Let us assume |ψ〉
to be an eigenstate of (O − µx)t with eigenvalue ω ∈
(−π, π), and only consider the effect of the controlled
gates (removing the HT qubit). Then, we can reduce the

cicuit to an effective single-qubit gate on the QSP qubit,
with action

Qφ(ω) = e−i
Y
2 πe−i

X
2 φR

[
R∏

r=1

e−i
Z
2 2ωe−i

X
2 φR−r

]

=

(
Sφ(ω) ·
· ·

)
(D1)

which is a block encoding of Sφ(ω), a degree-R trigono-
metric polynomial of ω. For the sake of simplicity we

inserted the final gate e−i
Y
2
π
2 = −iY , shifting the poly-

nomial of interest S from the block 〈1|Q|0〉 to 〈0|Q|0〉.
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We ensure Sφ(ω) is real and odd by constraining

φr = −φR−r =⇒ S(ω) = −S(−ω) ∈ R. (D2)

Re-introducing the system register, i.e. taking a gen-
eral |ψ〉S, can be done by linearity taking Q(ω) 7→
Q[(O − µx)t] and recovering the circuit above.

The result of the verified Hadamard test (or EV) is ob-
tained by measuring on the output state of the circuit the
expectation value of ZHT (or ZHT⊗|0〉〈0|QSP⊗|ψ〉〈ψ|S).

(In the absence of noise these two expectation values are
equal. In the presence of noise, an additional measure-
ment at t = 0 can be taken to mitigate errors. For more
details on the technique we refer the reader to the original
work on EV [11].)

Approximating the sign function — To approximate
the operators Eq. (16) that make up the Ξ decomposi-
tion, we need to choose the QSP parameter φ such that
Sφ(ω) in Eq. (D1) approximates sgn[ω]. The polynomial
Sφ(ω) is odd, real, and 2π-periodic – thus having nodes
Sφ(0) = Sφ(±π) = 0. To account for the approximation
error in the neighborhood of these nodes, we introduce a
resolution parameter δ ≥ 0, and request the approxima-
tion to be effective only in the [δ, π−δ] interval. Choosing
δ > 0 implies accepting a larger error in approximating
the sign function close to zero. For example, we know
the eigenvalues of (O−µx)t closest to zero have absolute
value δλx

2 t, we can use this knowledge to choose δ.

We define a loss function to characterize the quality of
the approximation: the average error

Lδ(φ) =
1

π − 2δ

∫ π+δ

δ

dω
[

sgn(ω)− Im[Sφ(ω)]
]
. (D3)

To choose the optimal parameters φ, we minimize this
loss under the constraints (D2). Although an analytical
approach to this problem is possible building on the tech-
niques described in [16], we take the numerical route to
this approximation (which is efficient, scalable and easy
to implement). The integral is thus substituted with a
sum on a grid with a number of points much larger than
the degree of the trigonometric polynomial. We plot in
Fig 2 the minimized cost function, as a function of the
approximation’s order R and of the resolution parameter
δ. We find that the loss always decays exponentially with
an increasing order R, with a decay rate depending on δ.

E. The generalized parameter-shift kernel
decomposition of a diagonal operator with

ladder spectrum

In [17] the authors propose techniques to estimate
derivatives 〈 ddtU(t)〉 of a unitary U(t) = eiOt generated
by O, by sampling 〈sin(Otl)〉 = 〈Re[U(tl)]〉 at a discrete
set of points {tl}. This technique can be used to esti-
mate expectation values of O, as 〈O〉 =

〈
[−i ddteiOt]t=0

〉
,

and it is clearly compatible with Hadamard test or EV

FIG. 2: Loss Eq (D3) for the optimal choice of QSP
parameters φ, as a function of the order R (number of
QSP layers) and resolution parameter δ. The dotted

lines are log-lin fits for R > 10. The dependence of the
fit parameter β on the resolution δ is shown in the inset.

measurements (as it only requires sampling 〈ReU(tl)〉).
For an operator O with equispaced eigenvalues

Ω, 2 Ω, ..., RΩ (commonly referred to as a “ladder spec-
trum”), the authors give a choice of {tl} and explicit
coefficients cl(t) for the linear combination 〈 ddtU(t)〉 =∑
l cl〈Re[−iU(tl)]〉. Assuming Ω = 1 (which can be con-

sidered a choice of units for the energy), the time points
are chosen as {tl = 2l

2R+1π}. We can then define a mod-
ified version of the Dirichelet kernel,

D̃l(t) =
1

R
cos(tl)


1

2
sin(Rt) +

R−1∑

j=1

sin(jt)


 , (E1)

which satisfies D̃l(tl′) = δll′ . This is a linear combination
of the R basis functions {sin(jt)}j=1,...,R, like 〈sin(Ot)〉.
Thus, as the equality

〈sin(Ot)〉 =
R∑

l=1

〈sin(Otl)〉D̃l(t) (E2)

holds for all {tl}l=1,...,R, it must to hold for all t. We can
then differentiate the kernel rather than the expectation
value itself. Evaluating [ ∂∂tD̃l(t)]t=0 and combining the
equations above we obtain

〈O〉 =

R∑

l=1

(−1)l−1

2R sin2( 1
2 tl)
〈sin(Otl)〉 (E3)

=
R∑

l=1

cl〈Re[−iU(tl)]〉. (E4)

This matches the form of decompositions Eq. (6). We
call thi the generalized parameter shift kernel (GPSK)
decomposition. Under the optimal shot allocation choice
[Eq. (10)], the shot-variance of the estimator based on
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this decomposition is

M Var∗GPSK =




R∑

l=1

√
1− 〈sin(Otl〉2

|2R sin2( 1
2 tl)|




2

(E5)

F. Details on numerical simulations and further
numerical results
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GPSK, m = 3.56± 0.04

Pauli, m = 3.77± 0.01

Von Neumann, m = 2.84± 0.02

FIG. 3: Comparison study of variances of different
decompositions on random states generated by a

hardware-efficient ansatz (see text for details). Different
colours correspond to different decompositions [Eq.(6)]
of the target operator O (see text for the description of
all decompositions). Dashed lines are exponential fits

(a exp(mN + b)) to the data (the parameter m is given
in legend).

We measure the variances on random states generated
by hardware-efficient ansatzes using PennyLane [28]. For
each value of N , 100 random set of parameters (and
therefore 100 random states) are generated and measured
for all decompositions. For each decomposition X, we
first use 105 shots (allocated proportionally to the weight
of each term) to obtain a rough estimate of the expec-
tation value of each term 〈Re(Ux)〉 for x ∈ X. These
values are plugged in Eq. (10) to get an estimate of the
optimal shot allocation ratios rx = mx

Mx
. The variance of

each term Var∗[〈Re(Ux)〉] is obtained by Eq. (4) (or by
sampling in the case of the QSP-approximation decom-
position ‘SGN’). With these we compute the final shot-
variance MX Var∗X [〈O〉] =

∑
x∈X r

−1
x Var∗[〈Re(Ux)〉. Fi-

nally, we average the values of MX Var∗X [〈O〉] obtained
for each random state. This average is the quantity re-
ported in Fig. 1, Fig. 3 and Fig. 4.

The terms Ξx are constructed as per Eq. (14) using

the known eigenvectors of O, and projectively measured
on the prepared state (as these are reflection operators,
Hadamard test samples match projective measurement
samples). The terms in the Pauli decomposition are also
directly measured on the prepared state. The GPSK-
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Ξ, a = 3.75± 0.23

GPSK, a = 3.91± 0.19

Pauli, a = 3.63± 0.22

Von Neumann, a = 3.82± 0.23

FIG. 4: Comparison study of variances of different
decompositions on random states generated by a

hardware-efficient ansatz (see text for details). Different
colours correspond to different decompositions [Eq.(6)]
of the target operator O (see text for the description of

all decompositions). Dashed lines are
exponential-power-law fits (exp(aN2 + bN + c)) to the
data (the dominant scaling parameter a is given in the

legend).

decomposition is constructed as described in E and mea-
sured through a Hadamard test. The Von Neumann vari-
ance Var[O] is computed analytically.

The QSP approximation of Ξ (denoted SGN from the
sign term approximation) is implemented as described
in Appendix D for R = 20 and δ = 0. For fair com-
parison with the other methods, echo verification is not
used. The comparison between the Ξ and SGN decom-
position shows how the approximation increased the final
variance. (The approximation also introduces a bias, see
Appendix D.

All the simulations assume Hadamard-test-based mea-
surement in an ideal circuit simulation: no circuit-level
noise is considered and EV is not implemented.

We additionally report scaling results for the shot-
variances of two other observables, O =

∑
j jZj and

O =
∑
j 2jZJ . The overall scaling of all decompositions

matches the scaling of the operator norm ‖O‖. Similarly
to the case of Fig. 1, the Ξ decomposition performs best,
the SGN approximation has a relatively small effect on
the shot-variance, and the Pauli decomposition shows the
worst scaling.
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7 Discussion

This thesis has advanced the understanding of various aspects of the variational quantum eigensolver
(VQE) for chemistry simulations, with a focus on superconducting NISQ hardware with error miti-
gation. Optimal strategies to estimate expectation values in the resulting single qubit measurement
scenarios were found and implemented. Two more hardware accessible chemistry ansatzes were
proposed, a more dense formulation of an ansatz approximating chemistry in a paired approxima-
tion and a new gate fabric that only parametrizes the relevant subspace with the correct quantum
numbers. Purification based error mitigation frameworks have been tested in simulation and on
hardware testing if accurate energy estimates can be extracted from noisy quantum hardware.

After almost a decade of VQE, this gives us a moment to reflect on the current state of the
algorithm. Purification error mitigation methods have shown in theory and in experiment to give
accurate results and to be able mitigate most of the incoherent error present in the quantum circuit,
albeit still at an exponential scaling in circuit fidelity of the given quantum circuit. The purification
methods make use of the exponentially growing Hilbert space, meaning as the scale of the exper-
iments grows bigger the set of errors that pass verification decreases, as was shown in the scaling
of the mean absolute error with qubit number in Section 4. However, very high shot budgets are
needed to achieve these accurate results. In the optimal purification, when one is able to postselect
on states where no error has occured, the number of shots that need to be taken and therefore the
computational time grows exponentially with the infidelity of the circuit, hinting at an unsustainable
path of scaling these experiments up to relevant sizes. New paradigms in quantum superconduct-
ing hardware [92] bringing down error rates, almost rivaling error rates in Ion-Traps, could achieve
fidelities and sampling rates more compatible with these techniques. Parallel execution on system
with many qubits or separate chips in the same fridge could also help increase shot counts.

Faced with the task of estimating expectation values in these error mitigated settings most opti-
mized measurement settings like grouping of the O(N4) Pauli-terms or double-factorization rely on
the extraction of multiple bits per shot and are at first glance not compatible with these purification
techniques. The optimal strategy of estimating Pauli-words one at a time recovers the original unfa-
vorable scaling and the optimal scaling derived in parts in this work using quantum signal processing
leads to deep circuits not in line with the NISQ paradigm. However, providing a framework with
the reflection-decomposition nature of optimal decomposition setting, shorter decompositions with
slightly worse variance are not ruled out and shadow purification techniques that do not rely on the
Hadamard-test are not affected. Circuit depth is a major factor in achieving reasonable fidelities
in non-error corrected scenarios, so the compatibility of the ansatz in use with the native gate set
plays a key role in making this possible. Just using native gate sets like the hardware efficient
ansatz comes with convergence problems. The first half of the gate set used in the quantum number
preserving ansatz, orbital rotations, is already a native gate for the superconducting hardware and
as the other gate (Pair exchange) is also physically motivated, it is well conceivable that in some
platforms native implementations of this four qubit gate should be possible.

With all these limitations and possible solutions in mind, possibly the biggest challenge to
overcome is the one most large VQE implementations omit - optimization. The global optimization
of circuit parameters is one step all variational algorithms, even ADAPT, have in common. From the
point of view of the experience made through this work it seems unlikely that on-device optimization
at large scale is feasible with the current available methods and optimizers to the accuracy needed
to rival classical computational chemistry methods and even in simulation with analytical gradients
convergence seems difficult. To overcome this, finding better optimization techniques or being able
to find optimal or at least good enough initial parameters classically (pre-initialisation) is paramount
for VQE to find use. Other paths forward are techniques that do not rely on optimization (and
extracting chemically accurate energies from the quantum hardware, but this to a lesser extent)
[42]. Mid-circuit measurements (measurement on parts of the quantum circuit and being able to
conditionally apply gates determined by the outcome) have also received increased attention over
the last year as most no-go theorems for classical simulatability and less than exponential sample
overhead error mitigation do not apply when allowing for mid-circuit measurements [93]. Creative
ways of using these measurements [94], combining measurement based and gate based quantum
computation, could also lead to more optimal preparation schemes of chemically interesting states.
Otherwise, it pushes chemically relevant use-cases for quantum computers into the error-corrected
regime.
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8 Availability of primary data

The unavoidable nature of an Industrial-PhD is that some parts of the work remain confiden-
tial, however an effort was made to provide as much data and open-source implementation of
ideas of the work presented in this thesis. Data from the Purification-experiment in with Google
Quantum AI in Section 4 is available at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7225821. The QNP-
ansatz from Section. 5 has been integrated into the Pennylane-suite at https://docs.pennylane.
ai/en/stable/code/api/pennylane.GateFabric.html, although not by the author due to IP
filed with the paper. Shown data from the large scale VQE optimization has been made avail-
able on Github at https://github.com/gianans/PhDErrorbenchmark. The implementation of
the optimal decomposition has been integrated by the author into the Pennylane-suite at https:
//github.com/PennyLaneAI/pennylane/pull/2852 to allow for reproduction of plots and further
development by other researchers. It misses the feature of allocating shots ideally to the independent
measurements as Pennylane did not support shot distribution at the moment of implementation of
the feature, so it does not recover the true scaling of the decomposition after allocating shots opti-
mally. The code generating the data and plots for the benchmark in Section 3.6 and 3.7 has been
made available on Github at https://github.com/gianans/PhDErrorbenchmark.
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